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W
e all have questions going into 2017. Will OPEC 

sustain higher prices? When will the market finally 

rebalance? What does the next phase of the “Shale Rev-

olution” look like? Some things we know. Armed with 

grit, technical know-how and unbreakable innovative 

spirit, America’s producers beat the odds by finding 

ways to do just about everything more efficiently. They 

carved out profit margins in a declining market. This is 

especially true for producers in the Rockies and North-

ern Great Plains.

Stacked deep with oil-bearing benches, the Bakken 
and Niobrara are sleeping shale giants ready to rise. 
Producers throughout these regions continue to hone 
their time-tested, efficient processes and squeeze every 
dollar from their best wells as the market balances. 
With stabilizing oil prices and substantial midstream 
takeaway capacity growth (with more potentially on 
the way), producers are eager to complete their back-
log of drilled but uncompleted wells (DUCs). 

Region-specific market intelligence
Hart Energy’s 2017 DUG Bakken and Niobrara Confer-

ence and Exhibition, scheduled March 15-16 in Denver, 

corrals the regions’ top players to participate in profound 

discussions on the state of the industry and what’s next. 

Hundreds of oil and gas professionals will gather to listen 

to 15+ executive-level speakers, meet with almost 100 

exhibitors and spend 6+ hours networking. Attendees will 

get the latest production estimates, hear about increasing 

deal flows and expanding midstream takeaway capacity 

and walk away with updated commodity forecasts and 

capex investment plans. 

The hallmark of the DUG Bakken and Niobrara 
Conference is its world-class speaker lineup. Presenters 
like Whiting Petroleum’s President and CEO, Jim 
Volker, Hess Corp.’s President and COO, Greg Hill, 
Continental Resources’ President and COO, Jack 
Stark, and Oasis Petroleum’s President and COO, 
Taylor Reid, will provide insights on key topics such as:

• Efficiency-focused strategies producers are using 

to survive and thrive throughout the Rockies and 

Northern Great Plains;

• How new midstream infrastructure is expanding 

regional market options;

• What’s happening with the substantial backlog  

of DUCs; and

• Reality-based commodity price and capex  

forecasts.   

The DUG Bakken & Niobrara conference and exhibition takes 

place March 15-16, 2017 at the Colorado Convention Center in 

Denver. To register to attend or learn more about exhibiting and 

sponsorship opportunities, please visit DUGBakken.com.
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“The outlook is hopeful for 
the Bakken and Niobrara as 

producers have mastered  
efficient processes and  

are on the path to  
sustainable profitability.” 

— Richard Mason, conference host and  
chief technical director of Hart Energy 
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BHP hits oil in several horizons at Caicos prospect 
At BHP Billiton Ltd.’s Caicos development, the company has discovered 
oil in multiple horizons in Green Canyon Block 564.

Offshore discovery proves 300 MMbbl of oil at East Java Well  
Saka Energi Indonesia announced an offshore oil discovery in the 
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A cyclical business 
It’s déjà vu all over again, in the words of New York Yankees 
baseball legend Yogi Berra. 

A
bout three and a half years ago I returned as editor-in-chief of this maga-
zine and wrote this column after an absence of just over a decade. 

I had been lucky enough to write E&P’s first-ever such column in its launch 
issue back in October 1999, later leaving to venture into pastures new until 
returning to these pages in 2013 and completing the circle. Things are pretty 
cyclical in the oil business too, of course, so it’s a familiar pattern.

In my returning column in that year’s August issue I noted that when I’d last 
penned a column in late 2000 Brent crude was about $25/bbl. Hart Energy had 
launched E&P the year before with the price less than half that. But in August 
2013 the price was a meteoric $108/bbl, riding the crest of a demand wave. 

We all know what’s happened since then, with the industry’s cyclical nature 
once again taking it to brutal lows, but it’s bouncing back off the ropes. Today 
Brent crude sits around the $53/bbl mark—a year earlier it was just over half 
that. Sound familiar?

The signs are those of cautious momentum. It’s still fragile, but the industry 
is now in a stronger, leaner condition (hopefully having retained recent expe-
riences) so that it can sensibly grow activity without reigniting the fuse of the 
ticking time bomb represented by project costs.

Oil demand is still rising. In E&P’s launch year global consumption was at 
a similar level to oil and liquids production of 74.5 MMbbl/d. Output rose to 
77.9 MMbbl/d by year-end 2000, again tracked by consumption, and was at 
nearly 90 MMbbl/d in mid-2013. In November 2016 global oil and liquids sup-
plies were at a record high of 98.2 MMbbl/d, but if the OPEC and non-OPEC 
producers’ planned output cut in January of 1.75 MMbbl/d is successfully 
implemented, it is expected to bring the market back into supply/demand 
balance by mid-year. Global oil consumption is now about 96 MMbbl/d, with 
2016’s forecast growth put at about 1.4 MMbbl/d and 2017’s estimated rise put 
at 1.3 MMbbl/d, according to the International Energy Agency.

OPEC also has signaled that higher cost producers (U.S. shale players take 
note) should not take it for granted that they can simply catch a free ride back 
to higher production. If these production cuts succeed in putting a firmer floor 
under oil prices, high-cost producers should proceed with restraint when sanc-
tioning new investments. Too greedy a grab for a larger short-term slice of pro-
duction could spike the whole deal and send the industry into a death spiral. 

Can this global multicultural industry demonstrate true collaboration for the 
greater good? I for one don’t know. But as I’m off to pastures new once more, 
maybe I’ll come back in a decade and check up on you all.

I’d like to wish everyone all the best in their business and family 
lives, and I sincerely thank each and every one of our readers 
for supporting E&P as it continues to cover this truly unique 
business better than anyone else. 
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Scott Lehmann, Petrotechnics

O
perational excellence is a global concept whose 

time has come despite a fairly rocky ride since it 

first made its debut in hazardous industries several years 

ago. Like many aspirational-sounding concepts, oper-

ational excellence has been dismissed by some as yet 

another management theory with little practical appli-

cation in the real world. Or perhaps it has suffered from 

being poorly understood or misinterpreted.

But all that is changing, and fast. A recent survey of oil, 

gas and petrochemical industry professionals conduct-

ed by Petrotechnics shows a growing consensus around 

operational excellence, what it means and the benefits it 

can bring to organizations in hazardous industries. 

Codifying excellence
When it comes to defining operational excellence, par-

ticipants in the survey were presented with the following 

description: “Operational excellence is the pursuit of 

world-class performance. It requires everyone from 

What does the industry think  
of operational excellence?  
A recent survey asked for oil company feedback. 

(Source: Petrotechnics)

Most common drivers are:

63% 63% 56%
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58% 57% 40%
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the boardroom to the front line to consistently make 
the most effective operational decisions based on an 
integrated view of operational reality [that takes into 
account] risk, cost and productivity.”

An overwhelming majority—98%—agreed with that 
statement. Inevitably, some caveats were made: Some 
people thought that “best possible” was preferable to 
“world-class,” while others suggested that statements 
about sustainability, value improvement or risk should 
be added. But a broad consensus was there. 

That consensus continued when considering the value 
of operational excellence. More than 90% said that achiev-
ing operational excellence was important to the success of 
their business, and 82% said it was very important. 

A slightly smaller majority, 80%, said that operational 
excellence had become more important over the past 
two years either to some or to all of the people in their 
organization. The view that operational excellence is 
simply a management trend that the industry does not 
take seriously was held by only 13%. 

Understanding the benefits
Contained in the definition above are indicators of 
why organizations are taking operational excellence 
very seriously indeed: risk, cost and productivity. In 
its own recent examination of operational excellence, 
industry analysts at Ernst & Young (EY) suggested that 
by reducing the growth rate of a company’s compound 
annual cost expenditure rate, operational excellence 
could deliver staggering results. The analysts stated that 
achieving operational excellence could lead to a 29% 
increase in oil and gas production. It could reduce costs 
by up to 43% and deliver savings over five years of up to 
$30 billion. And it could reduce the number of safety 
incidents by 43%. 

Bain and Co. came to very similar conclusions. It 
pointed out that companies achieving operational 
excellence would benefit from enhanced asset integrity 
and improved efficiency of maintenance execution as 
well as a 50% reduction in critical incidents. 

Respondents to the Petrotechnics survey have taken 
these findings on board. Given a range of options, near-
ly two-thirds (63%) said the need to achieve greater cost 
efficiencies was a key driver for achieving operational 
excellence in their organization. 

The same number said reducing operational and 
major accident hazard risk was a driver, while more 
than half (56%) said optimizing maintenance pro-
grams was a key driver. 

The most frequently cited objectives for an organiza-
tion’s operational excellence program were increasing 

operational performance; operations maintenance and 
reliability; and increasing HSE performance.  

Making it real
In its earlier incarnations operational excellence strug-
gled. The necessary tools were simply unavailable. But 
that too has changed. As EY pointed out, “With new 
technological advancements, we have the potential to 
improve business functions across the industry…tech-
nology has caught up with the industry’s needs.” 

This was another area overwhelmingly supported by 
the Petrotechnics survey: 92% agreed that technology is 
an enabler for delivering sustainable operational excel-
lence in hazardous industries. 

The key word is enabler. As the initial definition 
recognizes, operational excellence is about everyone 
in an organization consistently making the most effec-
tive operational decisions. In other words, technology 
doesn’t replace skilled, knowledgeable or experienced 
people. It supports and enables them to make the best 
possible decisions based on all available evidence. 

As industry professionals pointed out in the survey: 
• “Technology delivers only part of the solution. People 

are still a very important aspect of day-to-day operations”;
• “Technology takes you some way along the journey, 

but fundamentally operations personnel knowledge 
and competency are key to sustainable operational 
excellence”; and  

• “Technology is a tool. The strength of desire and 
depth of understanding of how to use it come first.”

This view also is reflected by the 56% of survey respon-
dents who said a key driver of their operational excellence 
program was influencing cultural and behavioral change. 
More than one-third (35%) said providing operations per-
sonnel with better, real-time information was a key driver. 
And 31% of respondents pointed out that operational excel-
lence was driven by everyone in the organization. This is, as 
the above definition explains, a “boardroom to front line” 
effort. It’s not just another program sponsored by the C-suite 
or handed off to a specific operational excellence function. 

Enabling people
This is important, because until now one of the things 
that has prevented organizations from achieving opera-
tional excellence is the way information within an orga-
nization remains fractured and provides only a limited 
view on what is happening at any given point on an asset. 

This is a diverse and complex industry. Most opera-
tors have managed intricacy by organizing themselves 
in a largely siloed fashion that has produced largely 
siloed decision-making. In many cases, these technology 

http://EPmag.com
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and information silos have actually impeded people 

from doing their best work. If everyone is to make more 

effective decisions, they need a fully integrated view of 

operational reality in real time. 

Technology tools that effectively support operational 

excellence give everyone that all-important global view 

of their operations. Personnel can know what’s happen-

ing where and when and, equally, what’s driving risk. 

These tools can bridge the gap between planning, main-

tenance and operations functions and allow everyone 

across the entire enterprise to see and manage opera-

tional risk, productivity and cost in exactly the same way. 

Delivering success
There is some urgency about the adoption of these 

kinds of tools because the amount of data that is avail-

able and will need to be parsed, shared and understood 

is growing rapidly. The Big Data phenomenon is here, 

as are the data capture, analysis and connectivity tools 

behind the Internet of Things. 

Today 47% of survey respondents already are using 

data analytics to support operational excellence, and 

31% are using predictive or prescriptive analytics. One-

quarter are using 3-D visualizations, and 11% are using 

the Industrial Internet of Things technology. But twice 

that number plan to in the future. In fact, all of these 

technologies are higher up the list of solutions that 

organizations plan to use in the future than the more 

traditional systems like enterprise resource planning, 

asset performance management, enterprise asset man-

agement and maintenance management systems. 

Scrapping the silos and connecting data gives every-

one in the organization the information they need to 

make better, safer, smarter and more informed opera-

tional decisions. That is the long-promised tangible 

business advantage of operational excellence. It’s time 

to lower maintenance costs and increase production 

while reducing risk to people, plant and profit. Only 

then can companies gain more control over ever-grow-

ing costs. 

http://EPmag.com
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Vincent Higgins, Optech4D

I
t’s been more than two years since peak oil prices of 
$120/bbl. The economic downturn and early retire-

ment of many experts has compounded the well-known 
issue of an aging workforce in the oil and gas industry. 
Hiring freezes have further impacted the industry’s 
knowledge gap problem along with the need for ways to 
solve these critical issues.

Many supermajors are exploring the use of technology 
and remote collaboration as one solution to address this 
pain point. For example, augmented reality (AR) allows 
retirees and consultants to lend their expertise to field 
workers without ever leaving the comfort of their homes. 
Gone are the days of flying an expert to a remote off-
shore location for a first-hand perspective at a problem. 
AR allows them to see exactly what’s going on from any-
where at any time. In fact, AR compounds the effective-
ness of Baby Boomers’ advice—they can provide counsel 
and troubleshooting expertise to multiple projects in 
multiple regions in a single day.

Companies like Optech4D, a provider of 3-D virtual 
reality (VR) and AR technologies to oil and gas and 
other heavy industries, develop software that enables 
“consulting from the couch”—remote expert collabora-
tion. This collaboration effort allows companies to lever-
age Baby Boomers’ expertise while minimizing expense. 
Using remote expert functionality, workers can get a 
second opinion, feel confident in their issue diagnosis 
and have access to information anytime, anywhere while 
reducing downtime.

Hands-free for hands-on operations
Additionally, AR glasses keep workers’ hands free to 
perform the needed tasks as directed by the consulting 
expert. While most companies have tablets, laptops and 
other mobile devices in the field, they can be cumber-
some and face a number of usability challenges. Smart 
safety glasses paired with Optech4D’s software reveals 
important information in the workers’ vision of field, 
giving them access to operational instructions, check-
lists, 3-D models of equipment and more in real time. In 
addition, the technology has the capability to stream live 
video two-way, allowing field workers to see and interact 

with subject matter experts from anywhere in the world. 
This turnkey technology uses existing Wi-Fi or satellite 
hot-spot connectivity to host communications between 
the two parties, adjusting visual and audio qualities for 
the available bandwidth onsite. 

In a time where safety, efficiency and cost savings are 
paramount, remote expert functionality ticks every box. 
Concerning safety, remote expert functionality requires 
a single person to enter a potentially hazardous situation 
while sharing the sights and sounds of the situation with 
others located offsite. In terms of efficiency, downtime is 
mitigated as experts no longer have to travel to the job 
site to assess, diagnose and fix an issue. In regard to cost 
reduction, field workers can resolve technical issues in 
near real time, allowing them to get back to work without 
ever leaving the work site.

For example, field engineers and technicians rely 
on access to accurate documentation when operating 
and maintaining high-speed rotating equipment (such 
as turbines, pumps and compressors). For customer 
Dresser-Rand, one of the largest manufacturers of high-
speed rotating equipment, this information is critical to 
ensure the safe operation and reliability of these multi-
million-dollar assets. For industrial-sized compressors, it 
is common for an assembly to contain more than 3,500 
parts, which can make training new technicians on 
maintenance a difficult task. Performing maintenance 
on these compressors requires taking the asset offline 
for many days and executing a detailed procedure to 

Consulting from the couch 
AR and VR address the problems of an aging workforce.

AR allows workers on the job to tap into knowledge via the 

cloud. (Source: Optech4D)
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remove the internal components, or “bundle,” which 

can result in lost revenues for that process in the facility. 

Furthermore, maintenance procedures contain a spe-

cific series of critical steps that ensure the equipment 

is brought back online quickly and safely. Therefore, 

reducing the total time for executing maintenance and 

limiting opportunities for human error has an immediate 

impact on the industry with regard to improving safety 

and revenues. 

To address this, Optech4D has developed a seamless 

AR software that uses cloud services to provide techni-

cians with electronic procedures and documentation 

during maintenance processes. 

Making training programs stick
Real-time support is one way technology is reshaping the 

oil and gas safety and efficiency landscape, but the ben-

efits extend into other areas as well. AR and VR also are 

redefining training and development in the oil and gas 

sector. Designed as a complement (not replacement) 

to companies’ existing investments, the Vision4D suite 

of software is engaging and effective. Furthermore, this 

platform gives employers a way to measure employees’ 

competency levels and ensure they retain important 

training information to perform their jobs safely. In a 

study carried out by the National Training Laboratory 

for Applied Behavioral Science it was concluded that 

retention rates for traditional classroom lectures are at 

5%, and audiovisual (such as e-learning) are at 20%, 

while practice by doing (such as with VR training sim-

ulator technologies) are at 75%. In short, VR training 

complements existing training programs by validating 

the successful transfer of critical knowledge to employ-

ees and trainees. 

This type of benchmarking and supplemental training 

aids in the preservation and sharing of critical knowledge 

across the technical workforce. By embedding best prac-

tices and the experience of countless engineers, virtual 

training provides a way for personnel to make mistakes 

and learn from them in a safe environment, ensuring 

higher retention rates and lowering the potential for crit-

ical errors in the workplace. Additionally, the current mil-

lennial workforce grew up in an age of mobile technol-

ogy, and studies have shown that they respond better to 

training programs that are more immersive and engaging.

One of the industry’s largest E&P companies has 

reported dramatic reductions in training costs while also 

achieving an increase in engagement and retention rates 

for its offshore helicopter landing officers. Optech4D 

developed a fully immersive, highly realistic environment 

where helicopter landing officers can experience the 

dangers and extremes of a helicopter crash on an off-

shore oil platform. Using VR, the officer is able to witness 

a helicopter on fire and is required to assess the emer-

gency and execute the response plan in a quick and safe 

manner. The beauty of VR simulations is that the trainee 

is allowed to make mistakes, sometimes dangerous or life- 

threatening, and experience the outcomes with no seri-

ous repercussions. Allowing officers to learn from their 

mistakes in the virtual world will better prepare them for 

the emergency should it occur, allowing them to exe-

cute the emergency action plan quickly and accurately. 

Metrics on the accuracy, time, mistakes and completion 

percentage are logged during training and are reviewed 

with the training managers. This allows users to not only 

more closely determine pass/fail criteria but also have 

the ability to track and trend retention rates and perfor-

mance and identify gaps in the training program.

Arming the next generation with  
industry knowledge
These technologies are backed by something other com-

panies can’t promise: industry expertise. Other AR and 

VR technologies are made in Silicon Valley by people 

who have never been on a drilling site or offshore rig. 

Optech4D comprises oil and gas industry veterans who 

truly understand the needs, situations and challenges 

faced by its end users. 

As companies continue to ponder how they will address 

“the great crew change” and associated knowledge gap, 

AR and VR solutions gain adoption, use and benefits. 

While some have elected to take an early retirement and 

others had the choice made for them, remote expert 

functionality and AR technology allow them to continue 

working in the field they love in a temporary, part-time or 

consulting role. The slowing of the knowledge flight will 

benefit the industry for years to come.  

Retired consultants can aid workers in the field from the comfort 

of their homes. (Source: Optech4D)
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T
he global exploration scene has undergone a pro-

found and painful change over the past two years. It 

is indisputably becoming a smaller industry but one that 

is striving toward being leaner, more effi cient and even-

tually more profi table.

It is also an industry whose players have more alterna-

tives at their disposal than in previous eras. According to 

analyst Andrew Latham, vice president of global explo-

ration research at Wood Mackenzie, this slimmed-down 

sector will not rely, for example, upon conventional 

exploration as much as before. “There are now plenty of 

alternatives out there in tight and unconventional plays 

as well as greater recovery from existing assets negotiat-

ing for discovered resource opportunities and even in 

the mergers and acquisitions market. So for some com-

panies those alternatives will play a greater role,” he said.

Conventional exploration
But conventional exploration remains a perfectly viable 

growth and renewal option, “particularly for companies 

that are good at it,” Latham told delegates late last year 

at the Petroleum Exploration Society of Great Britain’s 

Petex 2016 event in London. The sector’s exploration 

performance will be a “massive contributor” going for-

ward, he added. 

Latham described Egypt as the “single most signifi -

cant country of recent times,” thanks to its outstanding 

success with fi nds in completely new plays offshore such 

as Zohr, and he labeled Eni “by far the leader” when 

looked at through a corporate exploration lens over the 

last few years.  

Diverse portfolios
This is thanks largely to Eni’s diverse but still almost 

entirely conventional exploration portfolio.

Luca Bertelli, Eni’s chief exploration offi cer, also 

spoke at Petex and outlined the company’s strategy of 

spreading the exploration risk over many geological 

plays worldwide. “We do not like or want to be exposed 

to just one play,” he said. “If one play fails, we have the 

fl exibility to go to others. We explore in 43 countries 

around the world, and we keep a constant focus on our 

exploration portfolio. It has been renewed continually, 

always following a balanced approach.” Between 2006 

and 2015 Eni discovered about 14 Bboe of resources 

from new exploration activity, Bertelli added.

Latham described the global upstream industry as 

being “in a period of relative diversity in terms of where 

exploration is enjoying its greatest successes. As well as 

the deepwater theme being pretty important, the other 

characteristic of many of those is that they are new plays.”  

New plays
Although the industry is now more risk-averse, he 

added, the reality is that a lot of the biggest, best and 

most valuable exploration successes seen during the 

downturn are coming from new or emerging plays. 

The conventional volumes being found are admittedly 

smaller than at almost any time over the last 50 years, 

particularly for liquids. But Latham pointed out that by 

normalizing the trends over that period, the volumes 

world
VIEW

Diversity the key to exploration success 
Variety is the spice of life, or so they say, and that is an approach being adhered to by many 

of the worldÕs largest exploration companies.

The Ocean Rig Athena drillship is shown en route to carry out its 

play-confi rming appraisal program for Cairn Energy on the SNE oil fi eld 

offshore Senegal last year. (Source: Ocean Rig)
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found over the past couple of years in particular “do not 
really stand out as being the worst. In reality, a lot of 
exploration’s recent decline is nothing more than the 
fact that it’s drilling fewer wells during this downturn.” 

Each company that drills wells can expect to fi nd 25 
MMboe per exploration bore on average, with appraisals 
to grow those volumes, Latham said.

Global exploration spending in 2017 is forecast by 
WoodMac to be about the same as in 2016 at about $40 
billion, which is less than half the fi gure from two or 
three years ago. “That decline is steeper than we have 
seen across the industry in general. Through much of 
recent history exploration spending was about 18% of 
the industry’s capital investment, but now it’s down to 
about 13%,” Latham said.

This decline in spending, he said, did not mean a 
subsequently similar drop in activity levels; rather, it 
refl ected the sector’s increased focus on value. There 
was a period, Latham admitted, during the times of 
higher oil prices “where almost anything went, and a lot 
of companies were tolerating high levels of risk and cost 
in the hope that high prices would rescue them.” 

That is certainly no longer the case today, with opera-
tors targeting exploration prospects—whether onshore, 
offshore, conventional or unconventional—with more 
care but paradoxically at greater speed. 

Shorter time frames
This focus on shortening time frames includes factoring 
in less risk, which can be above or below ground, and 
less activity in very high-cost exploration themes such as 
the offshore Arctic. 

“Don’t take this as being a retreat from new plays and 
new frontiers,” Latham said. “Because absolutely what 
we’re seeing is that new plays and frontiers have a criti-
cal role behind a lot of those volumes that are being dis-
covered. But it’s choosing more carefully among those 
opportunities.”

Bertelli illustrated how operators are shortening the 
time to fi rst oil or gas for new discoveries by pointing out 
that the huge Zohr Field was found in August 2015, sanc-
tioned just fi ve months later and is expected to fl ow fi rst 
gas by year-end 2017. “Today we have already drilled six 
wells [that were] all successful and confi rmed the volume 
of gas in place at 30 Tcf [849 Bcm]. Zohr has fantastic 
petrophysics. We were in the right place at the right time 
to discover a giant gas fi eld in Egypt,” he said.

Role of governments
Such golden opportunities need to emerge with gov-
ernments “having a role to play,” Latham said. There 

is much fi scal change taking place around the world 
related to oil and gas after much of the previous 
decade saw countries toughen up their terms. 

“Now it’s more about industry-specifi c reductions in 
taxation. These have become the majority in recent 
months, becoming more attractive. There are dozens of 
places around the world where there are ongoing dis-
cussions about future fi scal terms, and one of the most 
common motivations for this is where the host govern-
ment is looking to encourage more exploration. That’s 
the driver,” he said.

Bertelli backed him on this, urging governments to 
continue making their acreage more attractive. “Invest-
ments will be clearly redirected into countries that will 
incentivize exploration,” he said. The company has 
almost 300,000 sq km (115,831 sq miles) of net explo-
ration acreage globally, so it has plenty of choice over 
where to spend its money.

Acreage renewals
Related to this is the theme of renewing acreage port-
folios at lower cost, particularly for the stronger global 
exploration players.  

It was pretty obvious, Latham said, that if companies 
“are having to make huge signature bonus payments to 
capture high-quality prospective acreage, when you stick 
those payments into any full-cycle economics you are 
almost hurt from the start. Now such payments are rare 
and largely avoided by most players. We, as an industry, 
have an opportunity to renew portfolios without taking 
that hit from the agency capture costs.” 

He fl agged up Statoil as the “company to watch” in 
terms of the greatest net acreage captured in high-
impact plays since the start of 2015. “The strongest 
companies in our industry are backing themselves with 
good options in terms of exploration that lies in the 
years ahead,” Latham said. 

He concluded by saying there would be a “less diverse” 
corporate landscape going forward. “There will be the 
Eni [companies] of this world—those that can make a 
success of conventional exploration. But there will be 
others that will retreat to the onshore resource plays, 
and we will watch with interest for what the national oil 
companies will do also, as there’s a strong case for many 
of them to assist with conventional exploration as well. 
They’ve got great acreage portfolios,” he said.

The upshot is that the upstream industry “is drilling in a 
greater diversity of plays around the world. Mature plays, 
new plays, deepwater plays, onshore plays, carbonates, 
whatever. It would be rather surprising if all that diversity 
ran into a buffer at the same time,” he said.  
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T
here is a sandstorm underway—and it’s not just 
another West Texas spring day. Sand, in the form of 

proppant for hydraulic fracturing, is now the first indi-
cator that cost inflation is returning to the oil patch.

Per-stage pricing rose 24% sequentially in 
fourth-quarter 2016. Well stimulation pricing now 
exceeds $42,000 per stage in every tight formation 
market after spending the previous 15 months adrift in 
the mid-$30,000 range. That initial fourth-quarter price 
increase—the first for any oilpatch sector—originated 
in greater use of sand as proppant on a per-well basis.

Prices rose as inventories of Northern White and 
other fine mesh sands, the preferred proppant in 
oil and gas slickwater completions, were drawn 
down. Oil and gas operators reported a tighten-
ing proppant market in West 
Texas and the Midcontinent 
for higher grade sands in sec-
ond-half 2016. Operators in 
Texas responded by moving to 
coarser, less expensive regional 
browns and tweaked the com-
pletion recipe to use a small tail 
of expensive resin-coated sand 
to finish out individual stages. 

True to form, the price for 
regional browns also began ris-
ing at year-end 2016 as a shortage of truck drivers 
increased the cost of moving sand from regional 
mines in central and east Texas to high-demand 
applications in the Permian Basin. Sand price 
increases were approaching the low double digits for 
regional browns in Texas as 2016 came to a close.

Meanwhile, operators are drilling longer laterals, 
increasing stage count, decreasing stage spacing and 
boosting proppant load to a ton or more per foot in 
slickwater applications. The trend has resulted in a 
significant jump in sand consumption per well. 

The completion recipe constitutes an industry 
response to low oil prices, which made slickwater/
plug-and-perf completions the predominant method 

to finish a well as operators high-graded to the very 
best rock. 

Interest in greater proppant loading originated in 
the Eagle Ford Shale in 2012, when high proppant 
volumes were first implemented in an industry that 
previously emphasized the light sand slickwater frac-
ture. Greater proppant loading produced significant 
increases in IPs, which were colloquially labeled 
“monster” wells. Larger proppant loading quick-
ly spread across the Eagle Ford and subsequently 
jumped to other tight formation basins, then hit full 
stride after oil prices collapsed in 2014. 

As sand prices fell more than 30% from peak, oper-
ators discovered that higher proppant loading was the 
cheapest way to boost IPs and sustain payout in a low 
commodity price environment. Recently, the industry 
entered the nuclear armament phase of sand use. 
During the last half of 2016, a handful of Haynesville 

wells saw proppant loading as 
high as 2.5 tons per foot on a 
3,048-m (10,000-ft) lateral. 

Meanwhile, the increase in 
completion intensity means 
crews are spending more time 
at the well site, and operators 
began experiencing wait times 
on fracture spread availability as 
2016 came to an end. Indeed, 
price increases for well stimu-

lation entered a second phase 
in January 2017, when well stimulation firms began 
pushing pricing for well stimulation services over and 
above the increase in proppant cost. 

Will sand volumes continue upward, or are there 
limits? Operators are discovering diminishing 
returns after a certain level, which will become a fac-
tor as sand pricing rises. The sweet spot, depending 
on play, ranges from 1,700 lb/ft to 2,500 lb/ft.

The bigger story is the return of service cost infla-
tion after a two-year downturn. Operators success-
fully achieved capital efficiency through a beneficial 
combination of process improvement and service 
industry price reduction. The second part of that 
equation is about to reverse. 

Cost inflation returns to the oil patch 
The price per stage for well stimulation services moved higher in fourth-quarter 2016,  

signaling an end to the downward arc in well completion costs.  

n Per-stage pricing for well  
stimulation is rising.

n Price increases originated 
in greater proppant use 
per well.

n Price increases now 
reflect greater demand  
for fracture spreads.
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W
hile a lot of sciences are involved in fi nding oil 

and gas, biology might not be the fi rst science 

that leaps to mind. But researchers at Repsol are work-

ing on changing that mindset.

The team is focusing on the concept of “bioprospec-

tion,” studying how the presence of certain microorgan-

isms on the surface can be an indication of hydrocarbons 

beneath. According to a press release from the company, 

this concept, while not new, has been challenging in 

the past because of the extreme conditions in which the 

microorganisms live. But metagenomics and massive 

sequencing are making this a reality.

“For many decades the approach was limited because 

when you studied the biology on the surface, the num-

ber of microorganisms 

is very high, but few of 

them can be grown in 

the lab,” said Enrique 

Espí Guzman, senior 

researcher of biotechnol-

ogy at the Repsol Tech-

nology Center (RTC). 

“But recently the biology 

has evolved. The use of 

DNA sequencing in med-

icine and health has pro-

vided new tools to apply 

to other sectors. In this 

case, the idea is to apply 

these new sequencing 

technologies to extract 

all of the information we 

have in the samples from the surface to detect or identify 

indicators of hydrocarbons in the subsurface.”

The idea is that, even if the hydrocarbons are 

trapped, there is micro-seepage from the reservoir 

to the surface. Some of the surface microorganisms 

metabolize these hydrocarbons, and other microorgan-

isms that live nearer to the reservoir might also make 

their way to the surface. “It can be a direct image of the 

hydrocarbons in the reservoir, or it can be microorgan-

isms that grow in the surface but degrade the hydrocar-

bons that migrate to the surface,” Espí said.

While the methodology is still under development, 

it already has been deployed for exploration purposes. 

“We don’t wait until we’re fi nished,” said Santos Suárez 

Gago-Ruiz, communications and public relations for 

the RTC. “We start testing and scaling up as we con-

tinue the R&D. Our researchers have the opportunity 

to work early with the 

exploration teams to 

test their R&D to see if 

it’s going in the direc-

tion it needs to go.”

The methodology is 

similar to geochemistry 

and can be applied to 

the same cores and sam-

ples as geochemistry, 

but it has the advantage 

of not degrading with 

time like geochemistry 

does, Espí added. “The 

geochemistry signal is 

not continuous, but 

biology can be more 

sensitive and at the same 

time more long-lasting,” he said. “It provides additional

information about the quality of the hydrocarbons.”

Biology alone will probably never be the perfect

exploration tool, but in combination with other geology 

and geophysics methods, it adds a new layer of informa-

tion to improve the success rate. “Last year we had a 

48% success rate in exploration,” Suárez said. “That is 

huge. Developing new technology is 

going to be key in exploration and 

is going to give us information to 

be ahead of the others.” 

Read more commentary at 

EPmag.com

RHONDA DUEY
Executive Editor 

rduey@hartenergy.com

The DNA of exploration 
New biological methodologies are being tested to improve the success rate in 

challenging fi elds.

Soil samples are tested in the laboratory to extract DNA from 

microorganisms that might help identify subsurface resources. 

(Source: Repsol)
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T
he Baker Hughes rig count ended 2016 at 658 
working rigs, which was only 40 fewer rigs than at 

year-end 2015. Texas was by far the leader in regain-
ing ground lost in the downturn. At year-end 2016 
there were 324 rigs turning to the right, nearly double 
the 173 rigs operating at year-end 2015.

The Permian Basin was outstripping every other 
play in the U.S., well ahead of 2015. With 264 rigs run-
ning, the basin had 81.5% of the total number of rigs 
in Texas. And Texas had three more rigs at work at 
year-end 2016 than it did at year-end 2015. These are 
all good signs for continued strengthening of the U.S. 
oil and gas industry.

Of course, this depends on the price of oil. If OPEC 
maintains its pledge to lower production and certain 
OPEC members don’t cheat, oil prices could con-
tinue to rise to the $60 level. And 
the U.S. industry will tell itself it will 
maintain the production discipline 
to keep prices at that level. That 
remains to be seen. 

Trading ended at $52.33 on Jan. 
3, 2017, which is double the low of 
$26.21 on Feb. 11, 2016. The indus-
try is being cautious. However, the 
large number of drilled but uncom-
pleted wells could quickly boost 
production levels.

On Dec. 19, 2016, Wood Mack-
enzie issued its global corporate 
outlook for 2017, predicting the oil 
and gas industry will turn cash fl ow- 
positive for the fi rst time since the 
downturn if oil prices are above $55.

Its corporate outlook listed 
fi ve themes for the majors, inde-
pendents and national oil companies for 2017: 
strengthening fi nances will be a top priority; U.S. 
independents will lead the sector into a new invest-
ment cycle; portfolios will adapt down the cost curve 

and into new energy; modest growth in production 
will occur despite past capex cuts; and the industry 
will see an improved value proposition for explora-
tion, mergers and acquisitions.

“Overall, 2017 will be a year of stability and opportu-
nity for oil and gas companies in positions of fi nancial 
strength. More players will look at opportunities to 

adapt and grow their portfolios,” 
said Tom Ellacott, senior vice presi-
dent of corporate analysis research 
at Wood Mackenzie.

But 2016 will prove to be the low 
point in the investment cycle, with 
confi dence boosted by OPEC’s deci-
sion to cut production, according to 
the company. 

According to the analysis, U.S. 
independents could increase invest-
ment by more than 25% if oil prices 
average above $50/bbl. But spend 
for the bigger players will continue 
to trend down—total investment 
by the majors will fall by about 8% 
as recent capital-intensive projects 
wind down.

“The hot oil plays are U.S. tight oil, 
with the Permian Basin to the fore 

and Brazilian presalt,” Ellacott said.
Without a doubt—well, without 

too many doubts—the new year is 
starting off in the right direction. 

Double or nothing for industry in 
early 2017 
At year-end 2016 the Texas rig count was nearly double what it was in 2015, and 

the price of oil was double what it was in February 2016.

Read more commentary at 

EPmag.com

SCOTT WEEDEN
Contributing Editor

slweeden@hartenergy.com

There are more drilling rigs operating 

at the start of 2017 than there were at 

year-end 2015. (Source: QiuJu Song, 

shutterstock.com)
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A
bbot and Costello, Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, 

and Tina Fey and Amy Poehler: three examples 

of great comedy teams that got big laughs for tossing 

out the script and ad libbing their way to hilarious 

heights. But if you were to catch a glimpse behind the 

curtain, you’d see that there was a script of sorts, or 

really more a set of rules. By adhering to these rules 

these comedy greats were able to garner more than a 

laugh or two. Oddly enough, three of those rules also 

can apply to any kind of collaboration, even in the 

very serious world of oil and gas E&P.

Rule one is to always say “yes” when a teammate 

offers up a new idea or concern. It demonstrates 

respect for them and for the idea. Don’t immediately 

shoot it down if it doesn’t sound like the best idea or 

dismiss it if you deem it not a pressing concern. Give 

the person time to develop or explain. Add an “and” 

to your “yes” and see how high or far the idea grows. 

By contributing to the conversation, you are helping 

make that great idea better or fi nding a perfect solu-

tion to a nagging challenge.

Rule two is to make your partner look good. In 

improv everyone is a supporting actor. The strength 

of the troupe is built on a foundation of trust, where 

members know that they have the support of the team 

and vice versa. By having each other’s back, they make 

the collaboration grow stronger, and better ideas are 

the result.

Rule three is to listen and observe. As the Greek 

Stoic philosopher Epictetus once said, “We have two 

ears and one mouth so that we can listen twice as 

much as we speak.” By listening carefully and watch-

ing people’s body language, one becomes more sen-

sitive to the context of what is said vs. what is being 

telegraphed. For example, teammates might say they 

are happy to take on the extra work, but their lack of 

a smile and defensive posture are yelling more truth 

than your ears are hearing. 

The focus of this month’s cover story is on industry 

innovation through collaboration. Innovation, like 

improvisation, is more than creatively thinking fast on 

one’s feet. The effectiveness of following these rules 

became apparent to me while working on the story 

about the success that Hess and Heerema Marine 

Contractors experienced with the successful installa-

tion in 2015 of 12 anchor piles in 12 days at the Stam-

pede Field in the Gulf of Mexico. 

There were numerous examples wherein the two com-

panies working together were able to plan for known 

challenges, like the Loop Current, in advance. One 

example focused on what the impact to the schedule 

would be if there was signifi cant equipment failure of 

the ROV. This concern, brought forward by members of 

the Stampede team, led to the hiring of a second ROV 

system and vessel to have on standby. Fortunately, the 

system was never needed, but by saying “yes, and …,” a 

solution to a possible challenge was contributed, helping 

to ensure that the project goals of 

both partners were supported, all 

of which was made possible by lis-

tening with both ears and eyes. 

Read more commentary at 

EPmag.com

JENNIFER PRESLEY
Senior Editor, 

Production Technologies

 jpresley@hartenergy.com

Innovation, collaboration 
and improvisation?  
Better collaborations are possible by following these three rules of improv.

(Source: Tatjana Romanova, shutterstock.com)
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One of 12 anchor 

piles for the 

Stampede Field is 

lowered 1,067 m 

into the GoM. 

(Source: Hess Corp.)
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I
nnovation is rooted in collaboration. Take the crazy 

idea that the Earth is round. Centuries of debate—

mostly civil—ensued before Soviet cosmonaut Yuri 

Gagarin took a short trip into outer space in 1961 and 

could provide visual confi rmation that our planet was 

not pancake-fl at.

Even the bizarre notion that humans could fl y, much 

less travel into space, was made possible with collaboration. 

From DaVinci’s vision of the helical aerial screw to a NASA-

controlled rocket putting a man on the moon fi ve centu-

ries later, it is easy to see that society has benefi ted greatly 

from the innovations nurtured through collaboration. 

It is the same spirit of innovation and collaboration 

that pushed hydrocarbon E&P off the shelf and into the 

Gulf of Mexico (GoM) deep water. And it is that spirit 

that Hess embraces through its use of Lean thinking 

to help safely and effi ciently manage all its projects, 

both onshore and offshore. There is much ado about 

Lean, but converts to it are common after the validity 

of its principles and methodologies are confi rmed by 

its successes. In West Africa, for example, seven of the 

10 wells the company drilled in its deepwater campaign 

that used Lean were, according to Hess COO Greg Hill, 

by far among the best wells drilled by the industry in 

West Africa, with the last well drilled recording zero 

nonproductive time.

A little closer to home the company is leveraging 

Lean and using the lessons learned and effi ciencies 

gained to meet its goal of bringing fi rst oil production 

to the Stampede oil and gas development in the GoM.

Stampeding into 2018
Located 185 km (115 miles) south of Fourchon, La., in 

Green Canyon lease blocks 468, 511 and 512, the Stam-

pede Field is in about 1,067 m (3,500 ft) of water, with 

a reservoir depth of 9,144 m (30,000 ft), according to 

the company. 

Plans for the production facilities include subsea 

production and injection wells tied back to a single ten-

sion-leg platform (TLP), with a gross processing capac-

ity of 80 Mbbl/d oil and 100 Mbbl/d water injection 

capacity, according to the company. 

Total gross recoverable resources for Stampede are 

estimated in the range of 300 MMboe to 350 MMboe. 

Hess holds a 25% working interest and is operator, 

with Union Oil Co. of California, a Chevron subsidi-

ary; Statoil Gulf of Mexico LLC; and Nexen Petroleum 

Offshore U.S.A. Inc. each holding a 25% working inter-

est in the fi eld.

Sanctioned in 2014, the project successfully passed its 

fi rst physical milestone in late November 2015 when the 

fi rst of 12 120-m-long (395-ft-long) anchor piles were 

successfully hammered 114 m (375 ft) into the soft clay 

seabed. Twelve days later, installation of the fi nal pile 

was completed, four days earlier than planned.

That four-day savings was made possible through the 

use of core Lean principles: meticulous planning to 

identify all waste, eliminating that waste and engaging 

everyone involved on the project early and often. 

Indeed, the time saved was all the more notable—and 

arguably greater—given the team’s ability to safely and 

successfully execute the job despite unforeseen, chal-

lenging and severe loop current conditions that would 

have resulted in substantial downtime.

Rolling start
As the saying goes, there is no “I” in team, and for the 

Stampede project there is no operator team or contrac-

tor team; there is just the Stampede team. By engaging 

with its project contractors early and often, the company 

is able to identify and put in mitigation measures before 

an issue snowballs into a monumental delay. 

“Early engagement with the contractors started at the 

beginning of 2013,” said Steve Whitaker, project director 

of the Stampede Deepwater Development for Hess. “We 

set ourselves on what we called a P0 schedule; it’s where 

we’ve taken the contingencies out. In a sense, it is like 

skiing in that you are leaning forward on your skis. It’s 

dynamic, and if you’re not used to it, it can be uncom-

fortable. But what it does from a project management 

perspective is give us great line of sight of all potential 

problems that could come at us before they do. It gave, 

even as the project went through the early-phase FEED, 

a line of sight on all issues that I could address without 

putting the project under undue schedule pressure.”

By the time the project reached sanction in 2014, 

through its engagement with its project co-owners and 

with the contractors, everybody was aligned internally, 

he added. 

“We have a very open and transparent way of work-

ing here. The co-owners are involved on a very regular 

basis with the team, and we are leaning forward with 

Careful preparation and collaboration deliver Gulf of Mexico installation 

win for Hess and Heerema Marine Contractors. 

Jennifer Presley, Senior Editor, Production Technologies
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the schedule where we try to address issues as they 

come forward. When we got to the co-owner sanction, 

we were already cutting steel for the TLP topsides 

about a month before we had their sanction because 

we had their support and agreement,” he said. “It’s like 

the rolling start used in NASCAR, where the cars roll 

through the starting line rather than from the standing 

start used in Formula One racing.”

That rolling start has really helped the project stay 

on schedule. 

“We’ve maintained that schedule over these four 

years. It is going to get more difficult as we move 

into the next couple of years,” Whitaker said. “Unlike 

before, where there was flexibility in the timing of our 

plans, now there is limited flexibility as activities line up 

on the critical path.”

The first milepost on that critical path to comple-

tion was to install the anchor piles in sets of three at 

four locations, and accomplishing that in 2015 was 

high on the plan for a host of reasons, with safety as 

the most important. 

“Traditionally, piles could be installed in the six to 

eight months ahead of when the structure goes out,” 

he said. “If we had waited, then we put the team into a 

pattern where there is more equipment on the seabed 

that they could impact or damage if we had a problem, 

with 400 more people out there at the same time we 

have our two drillships operating. By going in 2015, I’m 

keeping people out of harm’s way.”

The team follows the “SQDC” motto underpinning 

Lean thinking: safety, quality, delivery and cost. 

“Our view is that safety and quality are the leading 

metrics,” Whitaker said. “They tell you how to go forward, 

while delivery and cost are the lagging metrics. They tell 

outcomes rather than inputs. So the message from me to 

the team is focus—if you focus entirely 

on the safety of the work that you’re 

doing and are passionate that a safe proj-

ect is a good project, and if you focus on 

doing it right the first time so the quality 

is solid—[then] you will have good deliv-

ery and you will have good cost.”

Hess embraces that philosophy and 

wants its contractors to do so as well. 

The company is working with all key 

Stampede contractors, including fab-

rication and drilling and completions 

contractors, to introduce Lean thinking 

and work collaboratively so that they 

can apply Lean themselves in their busi-

nesses to ensure safety is the priority, 

remove waste and become more efficient.

“That’s how we try to approach every issue that we 

have. It’s just focus on getting everyone, everywhere, 

every day, home safe,” Whitaker said. “We really try to 

work to that. We’ve had a very positive safety record at 

KOS [Kiewit Offshore Services]. They’ve been exempla-

ry. We also had a very good safety record at Samsung, 

where we built the hull.”

Piling on the plans
Before the Stampede TLP currently under construction 

at the KOS yard in Ingleside, Texas, could call Green 

Canyon Block 468 home, its anchor piles had to go 

beneath the hammer.

“As you may recall, 2015 was an eventful year for 

offshore installations,” said Chuck Cinotto, project man-

ager, Stampede Hull, for Hess. “There were challenges 

caused by large loop currents during the execution of 

various deepwater projects, which were scheduled right 

before Stampede’s work. We watched the currents for 

many months and planned how we could effectively 

execute the work ahead when we went for the install.”

With the company’s early and open engagement with 

its trusted supplier Heerema Marine Contractors (HMC), 

planning for the piles installation at the Stampede devel-

opment project was key to the success of the install.

 “We work with the contractors to make sure we’re 

pointing in the same direction, working to solve the 

same problems,” Cinotto said. “We identified all the 

potential issues ahead of time and went a few steps for-

ward and identified the mitigations. In a few instances 

we implemented the mitigations ahead of time.”

For Heerema, the work it is doing on the Stampede 

project is broken out into two phases. Lifting and 

installing the 500-short-ton piles was Phase 1 for the 

The 120-m-long anchor piles were loaded onto transport barges at Gulf Marine Fabricators. 

It took the barges three days to reach the Stampede Field from Ingleside, Texas. (Source: 

Hess Corp.) 
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company. Phase 2 will be the lifting and installation of 

the 12 tendons, TLP facility itself and then pull-in of 

eight steel catenary risers. 

“In the preparation phases we focus in depth on how 

we’re going to do the work, the risks and what counter- 

measures we need to put in place to mitigate those risks,” 

said Ewout Bastian, Stampede project manager for HMC. 

“We did it for Phase 1, and we are doing that at the 

moment for Phase 2. Procedures for Phase 2 are almost 

complete, and in them we go into a great amount of 

detail on how we will execute the work, including contin-

gencies. For Phase 1 we had planned for it to last 15 to 

16 days, and we did it in 12 in very challenging current 

conditions, so all preparations paid off.”

Mitigating the loop
The Loop Current, one of the fastest currents in the 

Atlantic Ocean, was identified as a primary issue for 

the Stampede team to work around. At the time of the 

installation the speed of the currents was twice as high as 

deemed normal in heavy-lift contracts, and the 16-day con-

tract did not have that built in, just typical weather down-

time. The Lean principle involved everyone on the team 

to determine solutions to a challenge and deliver results. 

“Involving the workers and identifying the risks and 

mitigations as opposed to telling them what is going to 

happen is a big thing for Hess. It is actually something we 

have learned from Lean,” Cinotto said. “It was the work-

ers that identified that the whole operation would come 

to a stop if an ROV goes down or if a subsea hammer 

goes down. These single points of failure were identified, 

and we implemented backups ahead of time to make sure 

there was no downtime in case something happened.” 

Part of working on a collaborative team is under-

standing the risks creating discomfort or concern with-

in the team. “We worked with the contractors on under-

standing these risks. We found that one was the ability 

of the ROVs to work in high current speeds, that there 

is risk of one of the two going down and then they’d be 

blind in some areas,” Whitaker said. 

That is a risk that, according to Bastian, could bring 

operations to a standstill. “ROVs are our eyes and our 

hands subsea. If one of those breaks down, then we 

will be in a difficult spot,” he explained. “As part of our 

preparations, we discussed to what extent a breakdown 

would be acceptable. We carried three ROVs ourselves 

and of course try to prevent any breakdowns, but we can 

never rule it out completely.”

Hess hired a backup vessel from Tidewater with an 

ROV package onboard to have on standby and ready to 

go in Fourchon in case there was a breakdown. 

“It was available in case it was required,” Bastian 

explained. “Fortunately, we didn’t need it in the end, 

but it clearly explains the sense of how we dealt with 

risk and how Hess was willing to work with us.” 

The team’s ability to work within the difficult condi-

tions it experienced was enhanced through the data it 

received from the current-monitoring vessel hired by 

Hess to keep an eye on the water and weather conditions. 

“The real-time current-monitoring vessel was effec-

tive because each morning the superintendent would 

tell the vessel which way to go to watch the current, to 

see if it was flowing in or back out,” Cinotto said. “We 

had real-time measurements at the site, which is vital 

because all the predictions and analysis don’t really get 

you the actual at-the-site conditions, which is essential 

to know by the hour.”

It also freed the ROVs up to work up to the working limit 

without the fear of the units breaking down, he added. 

“Because we had a spare, it allowed them to work in 

the high-current conditions,” he said.

The Balder deepwater construction vessel operated by HMC lifts 

an anchor pile into place. (Source: Hess Corp.)
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The data coming from the current-monitoring vessel 

let the team know when the current was present onsite.

“If the current was there, we would move offsite and 

lower the pile down and then reposition over the site,” 

Cinotto said. “This is something the team identified 

ahead of time as potential mitigation. And once they 

encountered this, they didn’t need to call management 

and ask if it could be done as we had already given our 

approval to do so in advance.”

Added Bastian, “It was great to see that all prepara-

tions and mitigations paid off. We did not encounter a 

single hour of current standby despite very challenging 

loop current conditions at site.” 

According to Cinotto, the cost to have an ROV on 

standby and the current-monitoring vessel was a wise 

investment. “We spent a little bit of money, but by doing 

so we were able to operate in a fairly robust offshore envi-

ronment,” he said. “But by spending that money ahead of 

time to mitigate the risks, we were able to basically walk 

through the whole program—and that’s how we got it 

done in 12 days, which was a very good accomplishment.”

The four-day improvement in the actual vs. planned exe-

cution was arguably exponentially greater when one takes 

into account the fact that the 16-day contract did not have 

the potential impact of loop currents built in. Had the 

team not done everything they did in terms of planning 

and working to mitigate potential weaknesses, the schedule 

likely would have been much longer than the planned 16 

days and would have involved substantial downtime. 

Next steps
At press time the Stampede team found itself at the 

project halfway point. Installation of the subsea system 

and pipelines was underway, according to Whitaker. 

“We’re drilling with the Ocean BlackLion, and we’ll be 

bringing in the Ocean BlackRhino [owned by Diamond 

Offshore Drilling Inc.] in the beginning of 2017. We’re 

going to be running two rig streams for this project. Right 

now it’s about the two rigs working together to deliver 

these deep wells. We’ve drilled one well so far, and we’re 

about to move into the first completion,” he said.

The surface facility is going through an integra-

tion phase at KOS, and if all goes as planned there, 

Whitaker hopes to see it heading out to the field in 

second-quarter 2017, where an extensive hookup and 

commissioning phase will be commenced.

“We’ve done really well getting ourselves to where 

we are today, pulling all the pieces together, and now 

it’s about a flawless execution. If we can do that, we’ll 

be delivering a project that I think will be a very suc-

cessful project from the industry’s perspective,” he 

said. “But we have a hurricane season in 2017 to navi-

gate, and we still potentially may see loop currents 

back next year, which we’ll have to address as well. So 

there are challenges to navigate between now and first 

oil in 2018,” Whitaker said, always emphasizing safety 

as the priority and repeating Hess’ primary strategic 

focus on its work: “Everyone, everywhere, every day, 

home safe.” 

HMC’s subsea hammer is lifted into place to 

begin driving an anchor pile 114 m into the 

seabed. (Source: Hess Corp.)
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C
ollaboration can produce work of the finest order. 

Look no farther than the music business for exam-

ples of linkups that have produced outstanding results—

Lennon and McCartney immediately spring to mind. 

In the case of the upstream industry, collaboration 

in all its various forms has likewise enabled R&D that 

has eventually produced many commercial technolo-

gies that have added crucial new strings to its bow but 

which, if not tackled with the help of deep consortium 

pockets or seed-funded by government departments, 

would likely never have seen the light of day. 

Shared risk and reward
Oil and gas companies by nature tend to come together 

to form joint ventures (JVs) as a simple mechanism to 

not only share financial risk and access new resources 

but also to gain entry to larger, high-value projects that 

they could not aspire to otherwise. 

However, by no means have all such collaborations 

worked. Many fledgling projects with promise have bro-

ken down at the nascent stage due to clashes between 

intransigent partners with histories of commercial rival-

ry, different regional or corporate cultures, an unwill-

ingness to “give away” potential technological advantag-

es, or just a simple lack of funds during a downturn.

The latter is particularly the case today, with 

cash-challenged operator 

and service company bud-

gets leaving little to invest 

in long-term technology 

developments that might not 

produce tangible returns 

until many years into the 

future and with the reduced 

funds that are available 

today largely being targeted 

on innovations that pro-

duce quicker returns on the 

investment.

Research projects
RPSEA President Tom Wil-

liams has held positions 

throughout his career directly 

involved in fostering collabo-

rative programs. “I have been 

involved in the oil and gas 

research community since I 

worked at the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy [DOE] in 

1989, and then, working for a 

few technology organizations, 

I managed some cutting-edge 

research projects co-funded 

Collaboration key to  
driving innovation      

Developing new technologies and solutions is almost unfailingly a team task, and  

the industry is responding robustly to the collaboration clarion call.

Many of the industry’s major advances have been the result of collaboration. (Source: Wan 

Fahmy Redzuan, Shutterstock.com)
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by the government, was part of several joint industry 
projects, led a corporate technology and research team, 
was active with a leading offshore research consortium 
and then worked with two not-for-profit research consor-
tium organizations,” he told E&P.    

Williams outlined seven drivers of oil and gas R&D:
• Addressing a grand challenge;
• Gaining a competitive advantage;
• Taking advantage of requests for proposals for out-

side funding;
• Corporate or association response to political and 

public actions;
• Addressing a major event;
• Economic necessity; and
• Training the next generation.
“I believe there is both a need for and public value in 

government-funded oil and gas research investments for 
some of these drivers,” he added. 

Faster returns on investment
Referring to the industry’s shorter term faster return 
approach of current times, Williams held up the shale 
revolution as a prime illustration. “There is no better 
example,” he said, for demonstrating how research con-
ducted through a multidiscipline consortium has con-
tributed notable accomplishments.

Other good examples are documented in the 2016 
RPSEA final report covering the recently concluded 
“Section 999” program (which ended at the close of 
2016). This documents the process of collaborative 
efforts through a consortium and the advantages over a 
traditional government approach. 

He said government investments in R&D should only be 
done when the research would a) not be otherwise con-
ducted by the industry; b) where there could be potentially 
high rewards benefiting the nation; or c) in circumstances 
where safety or environmental protection would benefit. 

Accountability
Williams went on to give what he describes as some 
“politically incorrect” insights into the whole process. 
“The universities did not want the type of accountability 
nor be forced to plan up front for commercial success 
as did the operators and vendors,” he said. “Operators 
sometimes did not believe universities were capable of 
identifying or delivering solutions to their challenges 
without being told what to do. Neither wanted to lose 
control of their established territories and processes. 

“The process for conducting small producer 
research needed to be different than ultradeep water. 
Accountability with end users involved in the process 

was incorporated as well as the need of having measur-
able milestones with all parties involved in the process.”  

RPSEA succeeded, he said, because the organization 
succeeded in building a network of experts with the “cul-
ture and desire to cooperate.” The program had its strug-
gles, Williams said, as the DOE “had a hard time under-
standing how all the industry experts could understand 
research priorities better than the government. Because 
of the process RPSEA established, in contrast to tradi-
tional government-funded R&D, good research projects 
were initiated with the ability to adjust and move quickly 
to take advantage of demonstration sites of opportunities, 
and the time from concept to commercial application was 
significantly shortened. It all worked out.”

Shale world payoff
In the shale world it becomes possible to increase pro-
duction without committing to giant capex projects that 
take years to come online and have to show adequate 
returns from the capex commitment.

“Cutbacks in R&D are to be expected in difficult 
times,” said Peter Lovie of Peter M. Lovie PE LLC. 
“However, a shift occurs in the need for new methods, 
away from overcoming the ongoing longer term chal-
lenges in difficult deep waters and ever deeper wells, 
of the kind that get engineers going and dreaming. 
And which often took many years to bring to market. 
Improvements in the shale world get attention, and the 
payoff might be better and faster. 

“I would suggest that free market demand for tech-
nology advances works best.”

Innovation through collaboration is not just related to 
the development of new technologies, however—it also 
can equally apply to a region’s entire approach.

Recognizing the value
The U.K. North Sea has been through a painful period 
of readjustment during this downturn, but according to 
the head of an industry forum on decommissioning, col-
laboration is the key to its future success. 

Decommissioning models are receiving more atten-
tion as economic realities challenge the continued 
commercial viability of assets in many cases well beyond 
their design lives. However, the bill faced by operators 
to decommission them is huge. The North Sea is esti-
mated to be facing a bill of up to $82 billion from 2016 
to 2040, with about $51 billion of that in the U.K. 

The Norwegian Petroleum Directorate estimates total 
decommissioning costs for Norway of about $19 billion, 
while the equivalent forecast for the Gulf of Mexico 
is $26 billion, according to DNV GL Oil & Gas. With 
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experience still relatively limited, according to Graeme 

Lamont of DNV GL Oil & Gas, “This presents opportu-

nities for greater collaboration, knowledge sharing and 

clearer guidance to minimize disruption to neighboring 

fields. Activity needs to be carried out in a safe, environ-

mentally conscious and cost-effective way.” 

The technical advisory company is assisting with an 

online platform being developed by the U.K. industry 

forum Decom North Sea (DNS) to facilitate knowledge 

sharing, with DNV vetting and managing the quality of 

content produced by collaborative efforts to make it eas-

ier and more cost-effective for operators to comply with 

the U.K.’s regulations. The development with the help 

of operators, contractors and other stakeholders of DNS’ 

late-life planning portal signals a change in the mindset 

of these companies. “They are starting to understand the 

value of collaboration,” according to Karen Seath, gener-

al manager at DNS. “The cost and complexity of decom-

missioning is forcing a long, hard think about how best 

to utilize capabilities and resources. The sector is realiz-

ing that effective collaboration can achieve things much 

more cost-efficiently and effectively than going it alone.” 

Service sector linkups
The oilfield services sector is perhaps the best example 

of how the industry is taking collaboration to the next 

level, not so much from an 

R&D perspective but on a wider 

“needs must” approach. 

The changed business envi-

ronment has seen companies 

scramble to form JVs, alliances 

and partnerships during 2016, 

mainly in the offshore space, 

for the purposes of reducing 

costs, improving their ability 

to tackle larger and more com-

plex projects, offering a wider 

range of solutions for operators 

and positioning themselves for 

emerging regional or technol-

ogy markets (like subsea power 

and floating LNG).

According to analysts 

Bernstein Research’s latest 

offshore report, 24 JVs and 

alliances had been formed by 

the end of November 2016 

(including four in that month 

alone). The analyst said 18 had 

been set up as alliances and 

six as JVs, with the quartet in November consisting of 

the Fortuna JV formed between OneLNG and Ophir 

Energy, a 50:50 JV between Rowan Drilling and Saudi 

Aramco, and alliances between Maersk Drilling, GE and 

NOV, respectively.

Improved win-rate
“There has been a growth in collaborations in the oil-

field services sector in the past two years, especially in 

JVs and alliances,” the report stated. “In theory, they 

offer to improve win-rate amid weak demand from oil 

companies and reduce the costs to serve. In reality, they 

can also allow management to claim purpose in a sector 

otherwise devoid of strategic clarity.” 

JVs tend to involve a new business entity with clear 

service offerings to be formed, while alliances are typ-

ically general agreements revolving around resource 

sharing, the report stated. 

Bearing in mind the fact that 71% of upstream 

investment in the world’s biggest 365 oil and gas 

megaprojects in 2015 was spent by operators via alli-

ance or JV relationships, according to a report by 

Ernst & Young, the industry’s players are increasingly 

recognizing that they must work closer with their cli-

ents and peers if they are to survive and prosper into 

the next decade. 
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HARC and Environmentally Friendly Drilling 

(EFD) were awarded a project designed to 

assess all Research Partnership to Secure Energy for 

America (RPSEA) and related Department of Energy 

(DOE)-funded projects for technology readiness. 

EFD’s review identifi ed a project funded initially 

by DOE to the University of Arkansas to assist com-

panies in wellsite and infrastructure selection and 

permitting using web-based GIS software. The initial 

project, called the land use site selection informa-

tion tool (LUSSIT), focused on the Fayetteville Shale. 

While completed, it was a long way from being 

commercial. The work funded to Arkansas through 

EFD and RPSEA was expanded to the Haynesville in 

a three-state area. EFD formed an industry advisory 

board and provided needed input and direction. 

This phase was successful, and the advisers rec-

ommended it go forward. EFD was able to identify 

a commercial contractor, Latitude Geographics, to 

take the project to commercial application.   

End product 

Latitude’s Geocortex Decision Support for Oil & Gas 

is a map-based decision support system that oper-

ators can use to optimize oil and gas infrastructure 

placement. The tool helps to address environmental 

aspects, facilitate more effective communication and 

reach the permit stage of oil and gas development 

more quickly. 

The work built and hosted a GIS-based analytical 

tool that aggregates a large number of attributes 

and considerations that are spatially distributed in 

the region of interest. The resulting aggregation 

of information is used to fi nd optimal well sites 

and placement of pipelines, production facilities 

and lease roads and/or to determine the impact of 

actions on land values and environmental quality. 

Each topic of consideration is represented as a 

“spatial layer” that can be joined with other layers 

and aggregate values displayed on a map. Any 

number of layers or topics can be assembled, and 

simple-to-complex relationships between layers 

can be implemented. The map layers also can be 

processed to include proximity values such as dis-

tance from noise sources or distance from schools 

or hospitals. The technology is web-based and can 

be used as a planning tool as well as a monitoring 

tool. Real-time or near real-time data feeds can be 

integrated to provide an up-to-the-minute showing 

of operational impact. Sensor utilization systems 

that measure and report real-time air quality, water 

quality (disposal, reclamation), habitat impact and 

wildlife migration impact can provide valuable per-

spectives for decision-making. 

Feedback from the industry advisers suggested 

LUSSIT should evolve into a robust collaborative tool 

as the product involved input from cross-functional 

teams and contractors. The end product improves 

decision-making, communication and coordination 

signifi cantly, saving time and money. It provides the 

latest data to populate permit applications.  

Decision Support for Oil & Gas has been devel-

oped and released and features:

■ An application centered on a collaborative, 

familiar interface that allows team members to 

interact with GIS data without needing to be GIS 

experts. They can share maps with other users 

in the organization, provide input on siting 

decisions via comments and view/respond to 

tasks assigned by others; 

■ Targeted, easy-to-use workfl ows help oil and 

gas operators, regulators and other stakehold-

ers make informed decisions. They can perform 

spill and viewshed analyses, assess the imme-

diate environment for risks and be aware of the 

distance and bearing from a proposed well to 

the nearest map features; and 

■ The application can be set up in a cloud envi-

ronment or on-premises with an operator or 

a third-party consultant. It can import stan-

dard business processes and turn traditional 

approaches into a project networking tool. 

Geocortex Decision Support for Oil & Gas is com-

mercial, is being used by a number of oil and gas 

companies today and has become an important com-

ponent of the Latitude Geographics Energy suite of 

products. With operators already adopting this pack-

age, the company is on track to achieve the goal of 

broader use in the oil and gas community.

Without EFD identifying the LUSSIT idea and RPSEA 

co-funding it, this DOE investment would have never 

gone from concept to commercial use. ■

Consortium success
Tom Williams, RPSEA
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COVER STORY: INNOVATION THROUGH 

INDUSTRY COLLABORATION 

MJ Hellail, Samoco Oil Tools

O
n April 20, 2010—a date many in the petroleum 

industry know all too well—the unthinkable hap-

pened. Just 64 km (40 miles) southeast of the Louisiana 

coast, a sudden explosion and subsequent fire on the 

Deepwater Horizon drilling unit in the Macondo pros-

pect resulted in the deaths of 11 workers and caused a 

massive oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) that is still 

considered to be the largest environmental disaster in 

U.S. history. While an extensive investigation sited mul-

tiple issues of concern related to the Macondo incident, 

failure of the rig’s BOP equipment in particular contrib-

uted significantly to the magnitude of the spill.

Post-Macondo regulatory climate
The U.S. Department of the Interior and the Bureau of 

Safety and Environmental Enforcement established new 

protocols that require operators to test the integrity of 

their BOP equipment every 14 days. In short, the new 

rule stipulates:

• Operators must pressure-test the BOP system when 

installed and before 14 days have elapsed since the last 

BOP pressure test. Specifically, operators must begin 

to test the BOP system before 12 a.m. on the 14th day 

following the conclusion of the previous test. However, 

the district manager might require testing every seven 

days if conditions or BOP performance warrant;

• When testing the BOP system, operators must conduct 

a low-pressure and a high-pressure test for each BOP 

component. Each individual pressure 

test must hold pressure long enough 

to demonstrate that the tested compo-

nent(s) holds the required pressure. 

The district manager might approve or 

require other test pressures or practices; 

• Each test must hold the required 

pressure for five minutes. If the equip-

ment does not hold the required 

pressure during a test, operators must 

remedy the problem and retest the 

affected component(s) before resum-

ing drilling operations; and

• Among additional BOP testing 

requirements, operators must also 

pressure-test variable bore-pipe rams 

against all sizes of pipe in use, exclud-

ing drillcollars and bottomhole tools.

Stricter BOP testing protocols prom-

ise to help detect potential problems 

before they present a danger to rig 

workers or the environment, and thus 

they are essential for a rig’s safety and 

ultimate success. However, depending 

on the depth of a well, BOP testing 

takes on average between 24 hours  

and 60 hours each time the test is con-

ducted. That means that every 14 days 

a rig experiences two days (or more) 

of idle time. All the while the operator 

Optimizing BOP testing       
Innovation delivers new approach to BOP testing in a single trip.

The OneTrip BOP test tool (in gray) is loaded and ready for deployment. (Source: Samoco 

Oil Tools)
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continues to pay the daily rental rates for equipment 
and crews despite the temporary interruption in opera-
tions. Those fees can run into the thousands if not hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars every day. 

If oil prices were still hovering near $100/bbl, the cost 
of stricter federal regulation might not feel so burden-
some, but in today’s environment savvy operators are 
looking for innovative ways to reduce drilling costs while 
still keeping risk management and rig safety a priority. 

Success through collaboration
Nearly two years ago a large offshore operator joined 
forces with Samoco Oil Tools to develop OneTrip, a new 
BOP testing tool. Because standard BOP testing proce-
dures require that three separately staged subtests be 
conducted on the rig’s BOP each time the equipment is 
tested, most testing tools typically run multiple trips along 
the BOP stack. Tripping times can be lengthy and costly, 
especially for deepwater wells with high-cost drilling units. 

One expert drilling engineer estimated that run-
ning a testing tool a single trip from the rig floor to 
the BOP takes an average of 12 hours to 14 hours for 
a round trip. Consider a rig with a daily spread rate 
of $1 million to $1.2 million, and it becomes obvious 
why reducing tripping time is essential to substantially 
reducing the cost associated with BOP testing.

Unlike conventional testing tools, OneTrip’s pro-
prietary telescopic design enables testing of the BOP’s 
large ram, small ram and shearing capabilities with only 
one trip down the hole, eliminating the need for multi-
ple trips along the stack and reducing a rig’s idle time 
by a minimum of 50%.

Initially developed for the operator’s rig in the 
GoM and successfully field-tested on a well off the 
coast of Nova Scotia, the testing tool promises to set a 
new industry standard for BOP testing. The universal 
design of the tool ensures that it can perform with 
any BOP stack configuration. The Samoco team need 
only customize the tool’s dimensions for a rig’s precise 
drillpipe specifications. The tool is designed and vali-
dated to withstand 25,000 psi and is verified to sustain 
a load up to 1.2 million pounds downhole while test-
ing. The low-torque, high-pressure design of the tool 
ensures a resilient downhole seal even when drilling in 
challenging subsea environments.

OneTrip can remain downhole until BOP test results 
are confirmed satisfactory, so if for any reason initial 
results are not satisfactory, the tool is positioned to imme-
diately reconnect and retest the BOP. The tool will be 
available commercially starting early first-quarter 2017. 
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COVER STORY: INNOVATION THROUGH 

INDUSTRY COLLABORATION 

Steve Bowen, Pacific Star Communications Inc., and  

Mark Stevens, Oceaneering International Inc.

O
il and gas exploration rarely occurs in places like 

San Diego, Calif., where blue skies and mild tem-

peratures are the norm. Instead, oil and gas companies 

must go where there are raw materials, and often this 

means dealing with the worst conditions that Mother 

Nature can dish out, everything from arctic cold to blaz-

ing temperatures combined with fierce and unpredict-

able weather events and natural disasters.

These locations are not great workplaces for people. 

Consequently, companies are turning to technology 

to help bring workers in from offshore ships and rigs. 

With emerging technologies like the Internet of Things 

enabling remote monitoring of critical infrastructure 

and processes, workers will increasingly be able to do 

their jobs from onshore facilities or even from the com-

fort of their homes halfway around the world. 

Technology drivers
The trend toward reducing the number of offshore 

workers or those facing hazardous conditions is just one 

of the factors driving the adoption of advanced com-

munications and data management technology at the 

network’s edge. Another important driver is the industry 

push for a common operating picture (COP) for improv-

ing incident response.

According to the International Association of Oil & 

Gas Producers, a COP “is a computing platform based 

on GIS technology that provides a single source of data 

and information for situational awareness, coordina-

tion, communication and data archival to support emer-

gency management and response personnel and other 

stakeholders involved in or affected by an incident.”

A COP involves gathering data from offshore plat-

forms, drillships, ROVs, docks, support vessels and 

onshore field sites. COP data can include vessel posi-

tioning information, weather, sensor feeds and large 

volumes of audio and video data. Once the data are 

gathered (Figure 1), they are then transmitted via satel-

lite systems and compiled into dashboards to inform the 

response team’s efforts. To function effectively, a COP 

must visually show all the information within an area of 

responsibility in real time or near-real time.

Implementing a COP can be a complex undertak-

ing. One company with the necessary expertise is 

Oceaneering International Inc. A key emphasis of late 

for Oceaneering has been to work with oil and gas com-

panies to pull together all the technology and IT pieces 

needed to deploy COP platforms. 

Increasingly, ships and offshore drilling platforms are 

becoming data centers to enable COP deploy-

ments. But given their remote locations, they 

hardly represent the ideal environment for 

a data center. Traditionally, IT deployed on 

the ship or rig has been rack-mounted data-

center-type equipment designed for ideal data 

center environmental conditions. Data-center-

quality computer networking equipment is 

not optimized for space—it has requirements 

for continuous environmental conditioning; 

requires additional auxiliary equipment to pro-

tect against “dirty power” and outright power 

outages; and requires bulky, expensive crating 

for shipping. Shipping costs and customs delays 

alone can add significant operational expenses 

when equipment needs to be moved on and off 

a rig, particularly on short notice.

Improving reliability at  
the network’s edge       

Ruggedized control centers reduce downtime in harsh conditions.

FIGURE 1. A fully functioning COP requires a robust communications network. 

(Source: Pacific Star Communications and Oceaneering International)
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Military grade
Just as COP technology and 

other technologies have 

origins in the military, the 

oil and gas industry is start-

ing to look at data center 

technologies similar to what 

the military uses in tactical 

operations around the world. 

As data and reliable commu-

nications links become more 

important to both ongoing 

operations and emergency 

responses, oil and gas provid-

ers can ill afford to rely on networking equipment that 

cannot withstand environmental extremes. The need 

to solve this potentially critical problem has led to close 

collaboration between Oceaneering, a long-time player 

in the oil and gas industry, and Pacific Star Communi-

cations (PacStar), a supplier of ruggedized networking 

systems to the U.S. military. 

While government and commercial industries are very 

different, the needs for communication at the edge of 

the network are similar. They both need proven tech-

nology solutions that operate in harsh environments 

and are tailored to meet their unique needs. For the oil 

and gas industry PacStar has developed a range of mod-

ular solutions that meet specific industry needs.

For these types of systems the U.S. Department of 

Defense requires the best available size, weight and power 

as well as security and ruggedness, making these systems 

well-suited for mission-critical situations in the oil and gas 

industry. PacStar products are designed with an enclosure 

architecture so that the modules can be easily transported 

and then operated right out of their chassis together with 

full power conditioning and backup (Figure 2). PacStar 

systems are significantly smaller than typical network serv-

ers intended for rack-mounted deployments.

Companies can manage their networks by using any 

existing original equipment manufacturer network 

management tools, or they can use PacStar’s wizard- 

based IQ-Core software for their network management 

functions. Simplified network management can be 

important for lightly staffed edge operations where 

workers must be able to have a range of tasks, including 

many routine network management activities. 

There are several approaches to ruggedizing technol-

ogy that the industry has adopted, some involving the 

use of proprietary network technologies. What is differ-

ent about PacStar is the use of commercial off-the-shelf 

(COTS) technology from vendors such as Cisco, Aruba, 

Haivision, Riverbed, Brocade and more—the top mak-

ers of secure interoperable enterprise-class technology.  

The advantage of using COTS technologies is that 

most oil and gas companies already have standardized 

and deployed these technologies into their corporate 

environments. This means they don’t have to change 

their existing environment and can take advantage of 

the wealth of trained experts that they might already 

have in-house.

Patented architecture
PacStar products employ a patented electro-mechanical 

architecture that allows operation in compact, modular 

chassis enclosures. While the starting point for PacStar 

products is standard COTS technology, the equipment 

is stripped down to the circuit board, and then the 

enclosures, chassis, power systems and thermal systems 

are rebuilt. All circuit boards are pretested prior to 

rebuilding them to eliminate any boards that are unable 

to stand up to extended environmental issues.

Hardware reliability means fewer repairs and less 

maintenance, but perhaps more importantly it gives oil 

and gas companies the confidence that they can roll 

out mission-critical applications that require depend-

able communications and networking links in the most 

extreme conditions imaginable. By having a lower fail-

ure rate of equipment, operational downtime can be 

minimized. Conversely, when a company sends data cen-

ter equipment to the field that is not designed to handle 

extreme temperatures, shock and vibration as well as fre-

quent moves, the company will inevitably suffer equip-

ment failure, thus leading to operational downtime. 

Through ongoing collaboration, Oceaneering and 

PacStar are giving companies the tools and technologies 

they need to safely reduce offshore staffing requirements 

and implement COP platforms, all without missing a 

beat, no matter how extreme the weather conditions. 

COVER STORY: INNOVATION THROUGH 

INDUSTRY COLLABORATION 

FIGURE 2. PacStar 400 Series modules are significantly smaller and lighter and uses less power than 

typical rack-mounted systems. (Source: Pacific Star Communications and Oceaneering International)
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SAFETY GEAR  

SHOWCASE

T
here are no shortcuts when it comes to safety. On the 

pages that follow is a small sampling of the best avail-

able equipment, training, clothing and accessories that 

enable operators to protect their most valuable asset—

their employees. 

Editor’s note: The copy herein is contributed from service compa-

nies and does not reflect the opinions of Hart Energy.

Chemical  
protective 
clothing offers  
comfort, 
breathability
Discomfort causes 

workers to remove 

or improperly 

wear personal pro-

tective equipment, 

and that’s a real 

danger. Ansell, known globally for chemical protective 

clothing and innovations in worker comfort, perfor-

mance and protection, provides technologies and prod-

ucts specifically designed to enhance workers’ comfort. 

Ansell’s AlphaTec 66-600 suit series is designed for opti-

mum breathability, incorporating Gore Chemical Splash 

fabric to manage heat stress while offering splash protec-

tion. Ansell’s AlphaTec 58-128 is the first ergonomically 

certified chemical glove, aiding hand movement and 

minimizing muscle fatigue to provide comfort through a 

full day of work. ansell.com 

Flame-resistant fabric blocks 98% of wind 
Fight Earth’s elements with DragonWear’s Elements 

dual-hazard flame-resistant sweatshirt, which features 

wind-resistant outer fabric with a durable water-repel-

lent finish to shed light rain and snow. This inherently 

flame-resistant sweatshirt uses Polartec Wind Pro, an 

extremely breathable flame-resistant fabric that blocks 

98% of wind, spans a range of conditions and performs 

as outerwear and insulation. “This is the missing link in 

FR [flame-resistant] outerwear,” said Alyx Fier, owner of 

DragonWear. 

The garment 

has a zippered 

chest pocket, 

which includes 

four pen hold-

ers, an YKK 

zip front with 

stand-up collar 

for increased 

protection and 

excellent stretch 

for comfort and range of motion. It comes in three col-

ors: navy, black and gray. The sweatshirts are made in 

the U.S. dragonwear.com

Gloves offer protection, dexterity and reflectivity 
Ergodyne, a division of Tenacious Holdings Inc., has 

released its ProFlex dorsal impact-reducing series 

gloves, which solve an 

all-too-familiar crisis 

for workers: having to 

choose between better 

protection or more dex-

terity. Each of the four 

models features molded 

rubber armor and a 

technical segmented 

foam protection scheme 

to minimize the effects 

of pinches, impacts, and 

crushing or bruising 

blows but still maintains 

dexterity. Reflectivity, 

a high-visibility color 

scheme for signaling 

and hand safety aware-

ness, and a reinforced 

thumb and index finger 

wear area also come standard on most models. A conve-

nient color-coding system makes it easier for wearers to 

distinguish these work gloves by their enhanced feature 

Protecting employees  
No. 1 priority   

Having the best available equipment, training, clothing and accessories to  

help protect employees makes safety improvements possible. 

The AlphaTec 66-600 suit series is 

designed for optimum breathability. 

(Source: Ansell)

DragonWear’s flame-resistant sweatshirt 

features fabric that also repels light rain 

and snow. (Source: DragonWear)

ProFlex dorsal impact-reducing 

series gloves feature molded  

rubber armor and technical

segmented foam protection. 

(Source: Ergodyne)
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and for safety managers to instantly identify which pair 

is being worn. Orange indicates standard protection 

with a gripping dot palm, red signals enhanced cut pro-

tection featuring Armortex-backed gripping dots and 

blue designates thermal cold-weather protection with 

dual-zone 3M Thinsulate insulation and a waterproof 

membrane. ergodyne.com

Monitors 
detect up to 
five gases
Exploration, trans-

portation, refining 

and plant turn-

arounds all put oil 

and gas workers 

at risk of expo-

sure to toxic and 

combustible gases. 

The new Ventis 

Pro Series Multi-

Gas Monitors from Industrial Scientific detect up to five 

gases and raise the bar on worker safety, flexibility and 

ease of use. Optional LENS Wireless allows Ventis Pro 

instruments to share gas readings and alarms with one 

another, helping a team to respond appropriately when 

hazards occur. Customizable alarm action messages 

instruct workers to take actions such as “evacuate” or 

“ventilate” depending on the gas level. A panic button 

and man-down alarm alert workers of emergencies 

beyond gas exposure. iAssign technology tracks users 

and sites, allowing safety managers to address recurring 

alarms, identify hazards and improve asset management. 

Ventis Pro instruments also have the highest protection 

rating against dust and water ingress (IP68) and are 

backed by a lifetime warranty. indsci.com/ventispro

Gas detectors respond twice as fast as 
industry average
Next to head protection, the hardest working piece of 

protective equipment on the job site is a personal gas 

detector. The new ALTAIR 4XR multigas detector from 

MSA uses MSA-developed XCell sensors that respond 

twice as fast as the industry average, which is important 

when seconds count. The detector also exceeds military 

drop test standards, surviving 25-plus drops from 1.2 

m (4 ft), and goes the extra distance, surviving a 7.6-m 

(25-ft) drop onto concrete. Its IP68 rating (waterproof 

even in 1.8 m [6 ft] of water) and operating tempera-

ture range (-40 C to 60 C [-40 F to 140 F]) means it will 

perform in the toughest environments. Working smarter 

is part of the mix, too. When paired 

via Bluetooth wireless technology to 

the ALTAIR Connect app, remotely 

located safety personnel can be 

alerted to changing, potentially 

hazardous conditions in real time. 

MSAsafety.com

Safety training courses  
developed for oil and gas
With more than 20 years of experi-

ence, PEC Safety is a safety company 

that offers numerous standardized 

safety training courses developed 

specifically for the oil and gas indus-

try. PEC’s main goal is to provide the 

industry with valuable resourses so 

all workers can return home safely. 

Some of these resources include the 

follow training programs: Basic Ori-

entation/Refresher, Basic Pipeline, 

Core Compliance/Refresher, H
2
S 

Clear, and Safe Construction. All PEC 

courses are automatically entered 

into the company’s viewable and ver-

ifiable database. PEC provides a free 

mobile app available for download via 

smart phones. This new app allows 

workers who have taken PEC training 

to easily access their digital ID card, training informa-

tion, downloadable course material and training course 

quick reference cards, applying PEC’s training programs 

from the classroom to the work site. App users also have 

the ability to download Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration alliance hazard alerts and safety info-

graphics on various topics. pecsafety.com

Collect, manage and trend safety 
information and data 
The Insight Via safety management system software is a 

web-based platform that allows any organization to col-

lect, manage and trend safety information and data. The 

Insight Via system comprises multiple integrated appli-

cations such as training, incident reporting, auditing, 

behavior-based safety, corrective actions and preventative 

maintenance. This system also allows any organization to 

Ventis Pro instruments have the highest 

protection rating against dust and water 

ingress. (Source: Industrial Scientific)

The ALTAIR 4XR multigas detector 

exceeds military drop test standards,  

surviving 25-plus drops from 1.2 m. 

(Source: MSA Safety)

The free PEC Safety 

app is downloadable 

via Apple and Google 

Play stores. (Source: 

PEC Safety)
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efficiently store all of its infor-

mation in one easy-to-use portal 

as well as effectively use the inte-

grated real-time reporting func-

tionality to pinpoint strengths 

and weaknesses in its safety 

programs. Insight Via’s “drill 

down” capabilities allow orga-

nizations to analyze data from 

a corporate viewpoint across 

all locations as well as specific 

locations or regions for internal 

comparisons. Insight Via’s inte-

grated applications and real-

time reporting features allow 

organizations to spend less time 

collecting, entering and analyzing data and more time 

proactively creating a safer workplace. rcisafety.com

Training  
employees on 
how to use, wear 
safety products
SRP Environmental 

safety consultants 

provide active train-

ing as well as com-

puter-based training 

so employees will 

be able to properly 

use the safety skills 

learned in a real-

world setting while 

meeting Occupa-

tional Safety and 

Health Administra-

tion (OSHA) safety 

training mandates. 

The company offers 

HSE training to edu-

cate employers and 

employees. The certified safety training instructors use 

a combination of audiovisual presentations and equip-

ment to produce real-life on-the-job scenarios to provide 

each individual with a better understanding of safety on 

and off the job. srpenvironmental.com

Antimicrobial and odor protection  
for clothes, equipment
Microbes such as bacteria and fungi thrive in moist 

conditions like boots, gloves or under work uniforms. 

Commonly found 

microbes on indus-

trial sites or in indus-

trial living quarters 

include athlete’s 

foot, methicillin-resis-

tant staphylococcus 

aureus and E. coli. 

SRP SilverClean uses 

its patented Silver-

Clean technology to 

provide antimicrobial 

and odor protection 

to socks, T-shirts and 

towels. This is accomplished by harnessing the anti- 

microbial power of nano silver. SilverClean products  

continuously kill microbes at the source and are ideal 

when laundering services aren’t readily available or when 

working in unsanitary conditions. srpsilverclean.com

Boots capable of 
resisting a drop 
force of 200 joules 
Safety footwear provider 

Steel Blue Boots’ prod-

ucts feature its patented 

Tri-Sole Comfort Tech-

nology, which provides 

an exceptional level of 

underfoot comfort. The 

company’s product line 

also bears the American 

Podiatric Medical Asso-

ciation’s seal of accep-

tance, is endorsed by the 

Australian Physiotherapy 

Association and is inde-

pendently certified to 

several safety standards, 

including ASTM F2413-11, EN ISO20345:2011 and AS/

NZS 2210.3:2009. The Argyle Zip boot uses an industri-

al-grade zipper for easy-on, easy-off access. Wearers can 

lace up boots to a secure, comfortable fit, leaving the 

laces tied, and use the side zippers to save time without 

sacrificing ankle support. The Ergo-Defender steel toe 

cap is capable of resisting a drop force of 200 joules and 

is ergonomically designed to give toes room to move. 

This style features the highest quality premium cowhide, 

water-resistant leather, a 6-in. upper with padded collar 

and tongue and a nitrile rubber outsole that is heat- 

resistant to 300 C (572 F). steelblue.com

SAFETY GEAR  
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The Insight Via system allows 

any organization to efficiently 

store all of its information 

in one easy-to-use portal. 

(Source: RCI Safety)

SRP Environmental courses include  

confined space training, defensive  

driving simulator training, fire safety/ 

fire extinguisher training, hazard  

communication training, hydrogen  

sulfide training, OSHA 10-hr training 

and personal protective equipment 

training, among others. (Source: SRP 

Environmental)

SRP SilverClean uses its patented 

SilverClean technology to provide 

antimicrobial and odor protection to 

socks, T-shirts and towels. (Source: 

SRP SilverClean)

The Argyle Zip is a 6-in. men’s 

derby-style lace-up ankle boot 

with an industrial grade zipper 

so individuals don’t have to 

worry about tying up laces 

every day.  (Source: Steel  

Blue Boots)
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Anti-impact 
gloves protect 
against hand 
injuries
Superior Gloves’ 

Clutch Gear high-vis-

ibility mechanics 

glove was created 

with the oil and gas 

industry in mind, 

where back-of-hand 

injury is a big con-

cern. The company 

partnered with D3O to create an anti-impact glove with 

impact protection. In its natural state D3O is a putty 

and acts like cornstarch in water. If lightly touched, 

the D3O will move viscously. But if pressure is added, 

the molecules lock together, absorbing and dissipating 

the impact. Hand and finger injuries made up 43% 

of recordable incidents on drilling rigs, according to 

the International Association of Drilling Contractors’ 

2014 statistic. That number has been rising yearly. Even 

though safety standards are in place, oil and gas is a 

dangerous industry. Innovation with new technologies 

creates better products that can reduce injuries while 

increasing compliance. superiorglove.com

Fabrics increase moisture 
vapor transport, reduce 
thermal burden 
Protecting workers in hazardous 

working conditions is a constant 

challenge for HSE managers 

in the industry. When it comes 

to flame-resistant personal 

protective equipment, and 

particularly in the case of foul 

weather outerwear, all too often 

workers are forced to choose 

between being safe and being 

comfortable. Safety becomes a 

huge concern as the potential 

for injury is increased whether 

through the risk of incidental 

flash flame exposure, reduced 

mental alertness due to fatigue 

and discomfort, and/or burn 

risk from retained moisture in 

a garment system. These issues are the result of current 

products in the flame-resistant outerwear/rainwear 

market that are incapable of delivering protection and 

comfort. GORE flame-resistant apparel with GORE-TEX 

PYRAD fabric delivers flame-resistant, waterproof, wind-

proof and breathable garments that comply to ASTM 

F2733-09 (flame-resistant rainwear standard). The fabrics 

increase moisture vapor transport and reduce thermal 

burden, eliminating the need for outerwear choices that 

potentially compromise worker safety or HSE compli-

ance. goreprotectivefabrics.com/oil-gas or wayne-ent.com

Flame-resistant denim 
for comfort, style
Workrite Uniform Co. has 

expanded its denim line to 

include four new flame-re-

sistant jean styles. Built 

for a comfortable fit and 

modern look, these new 

styles are available under 

the company’s Workrite 

flame-resistant and Dickies 

flame-resistant brands. The Workrite flame-resistant 

line includes two new designs, one for men and one for 

women, made from Westex Indigo fabric. The Dickies 

flame-resistant line includes two additional men’s jean 

styles based on the popular Dickies X-Series. With the 

addition of these styles, Workrite Uniform’s collection, 

which also includes two Walls flame-resistant jean styles, 

provides a selection of 12 different flame-resistant 

denim options. workrite.com

Flame-resistant barrier for 
extreme weather conditions 
Personal protective equipment 

(PPE) cannot be compromised 

for outdoor workers in harsh 

winter weather. Westex AllOut 

flame-resistant outerwear fabric 

provides a lightweight water- and 

wind-resistant outer shell engi-

neered for inclement weather 

conditions. Westex AllOut elimi-

nates the need for a noncompli-

ant NFPA 2112 vapor barrier, 

providing comfortable and reli-

able flame-resistant protection. When paired with 

Westex InsulAir, a quilted insulation lining for flame-re-

sistant apparel, the innovative combination protects oil 

and gas workers from harsh wind, wetness and cold 

without weighing the individual down. Westex AllOut is 

NFPA 2112 certified and provides PPE Category 2 arc 

flash multihazard protection. westex.com 

SAFETY GEAR  

SHOWCASE

Back-of-the-hand impact protection, 

arc flash protection and good grip in 

oil constitute the main features of oil 

and gas hand protection. (Source: 

Superior Gloves)

Tyndale USA, Wayne 

Enterprises, Apparel 

Solutions International 

and The Coverall Shop are 

the distributors of GORE 

flame-resistant apparel 

in the North American 

market. (Source: Wayne 

Enterprises)

Workrite offers a complete line of 

flame-resistant workwear.  

(Source: Workrite Uniform Co.)

Westex AllOut flame-resistant 

outerwear fabric provides 

a lightweight water- and 

wind-resistant outer shell.

(Source: Westex)
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Sanna Zainoune, NOV, and  

Sarah Balangalibun, Maersk Drilling

W
ired drillpipe (WDP) technology has been used 

since 2006 and in more than 175 wells worldwide. 

By creating a high-speed telemetry network, WDP has 

become a reliable and competitive technology that 

enables operators to drill more efficiently and save 

time. Since 2014 WDP has been used on the Maersk 

Intrepid jackup.

A field being developed in the Norwegian North 

Sea presented several challenges: hole stability with 

unstable shales and unconsolidated sands, a narrow 

mud weight window (necessitating strong focus on 

equivalent circulating density management and hole 

cleaning) and a narrow true vertical depth window for 

placing reservoir drains.

WDP technology was implemented to address these 

difficulties and to optimize telemetry and hole clean-

ing practices. National Oilwell Varco (NOV) provided 

along-string measurement (ASM) tools for an improved 

understanding of the environment along the entire 

hole. These real-time data allowed better control of 

operations, which resulted in additional reservoir drill-

ing of 1,000 m (3,281 ft) and saved one well.

WDP also enabled drilling optimization by way of 

automation. Its customized performance applications 

installed within the Cyberbase drilling control system 

allowed handling of surface parameters while the drill-

er supervised and confirmed actions at given steps.

Standard drillstring components were converted for 

use in the IntelliServ high-speed telemetry network. 

Inductive coils placed in the secondary shoulders of 

the box and pin were connected by an armored coaxial 

cable through which the data traveled. Mechanical prop-

erties of the pipe were unchanged and remained suitable 

for cementing and other through-string operations. 

WDP provided the “highway” that enabled instantaneous 

transmission of downhole data.

WDP overview
Figure 1 shows an overview of the IntelliServ network, 

including the BlackStream ASM and enhanced mea-

surement system (EMS) tools. These collar-based tools 

were placed along the string that acquires and transmits 

high-speed measurements independently of mud flow.

Several adjustments were required within the rig sur-

face system to become WDP-ready. First, NOV person-

nel performed modifications on the top drive with the 

following components:

• the DataSwivel that connected the wired drilling 

tools to the surface cabling;

• modified internal BOP actuator components;

• wired internal BOPs; and

• wired saver subs.

NOV installed surface cabling along the top drive service 

loop to transmit data from the DataSwivel to the network 

control system (NetCon). The NetCon receives downhole 

data and transfers the data to third-party vendors.

The Maersk drill crew was familiarized with the han-

dling of the WDP. HydraTong settings were fine-tuned 

for making up TT550 connections, with clamping pres-

sure reduced and jaw placement below the connections 

established. A stabbing guide was added to the iron 

roughneck to ensure correct alignment. To reduce the 

lead time for wired components, generic safety stock was 

established and a repair facility was set up in Norway.

‘Highway’ for downhole data delivers 
optimized drilling   
Use of wired drillpipe in the Norwegian North Sea leads to significant time savings by 

enabling automation and optimization of the drilling process.

FIGURE 1. The WDP telemetry network provides real-time downhole 

drilling measurements. (Source: NOV)
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The BlackStream ASM and EMS tools provide real-

time measurements from along the wired string. Data 

are streamed even with flow-off, providing insight into 

equivalent static density distribution at connections or 

during critical events such as losses. Benefits include 

better hole-cleaning monitoring, enhancements to the 

managed-pressure drilling process, control of downhole 

torque while setting liner hanger, etc. 

To make the most of the large amount of data trans-

mitted, the Cyberbase system was slightly modified to 

include an interface with automation applications and 

visualizations. These smart applications were designed 

to calculate optimized set points for the machines such 

as the top drive and drawworks, which control the drill-

ing process.

An enhanced display was placed to improve visualiza-

tion of ASM data. The equivalent fluid density viewer 

plots lateral vibrations and equivalent circulating den-

sity/equivalent static density against time and depth 

according to a color scale.  

The SoftSpeed II system has been in place since the 

start of the campaign. This system uses automated 

vibration dampening to reduce stick/slip oscillations. 

SoftSpeed II software allows control of the top drive 

rpm in a way that mitigates torsional vibration along 

the drillstring.

The TrueDrill application was installed to display 

downhole weight on bit (WOB). The system uses high-

speed downhole measurements from BlackStream EMS 

tools and makes it possible to adjust surface WOB to 

maintain downhole WOB. On the Maersk Intrepid the 

driller could visualize downhole WOB against surface 

WOB and could compare it to the autodriller set point 

all on one screen.

The DrillShark optimization service was implement-

ed to reach the best mechanical-specific energy. This 

system uses surface data and search algorithms for 

automated adjustments to the WOB and rpm set points. 

Figure 2 shows a heat map displaying ROP against 

WOB and rpm, with the black window indicating the 

range within which drilling parameters are continuously 

adjusted for finding maximum drilling efficiency. The 

application automatically holds once the best combina-

tion of parameters is found.

The changes to the Cyberbase system were commis-

sioned after installation to ensure seamless integration, 

and it was confirmed that the safe operation limits 

selected by the driller were respected.

The Maersk drill crew was trained at the rig site to 

safely operate the upgraded Cyberbase system. A hands-

on approach helped to quickly familiarize the crew with 

the functions and visualizations of the automation sys-

tem, which was implemented in stages to develop trust 

and build knowledge.

In the first stage applications provide visualization 

only, allowing the user to become familiar with the 

new features. In the second stage the applications rec-

ommend set points that are only implemented when 

accepted by the driller. Applications automatically 

adjust set points within preset limits in the third stage. 

The third stage has not yet been implemented for the 

Maersk Intrepid. 

It also should be noted that the automation initiative 

brought a stronger focus on optimization and param-

eters management from all parties on board. With the 

introduction of this new system, all personnel worked as 

a team to achieve better results.

Results
With the successful development of this challenging 

field, the WDP and ASM tools proved of primary impor-

tance to conduct safe and efficient operations.

These improvements amounted to an increased reser-

voir section length of about 1,000 m, which meant that 

one less well was required to reach planned production 

levels. This saved the equivalent of 70 days rig time. 

Going forward it is expected that WDP technology will 

be of utmost importance for closed-loop automation, 

where high-speed drilling data from the downhole sys-

tem is fed into rig controls. 
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FIGURE 2. The DrillShark application provides a heat map displaying 

ROP against WOB and rpm. (Source: NOV)
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Christina Pampena, Dow Microbial Control

O
ptimizing a microbial control program that considers 

the life cycle of oil and gas operations is essential to 

the success of well production. Over the years an integrated 

approach to microbial control—one that takes into account 

the impact of the drilling, completion and production 

stages—has proven effective in controlling the growth of 

problem-causing microorganisms. Such an approach, how-

ever, elicits a bewildering array of options when it comes to 

selecting the most effective microbial control program. 

Looking specifically at the completion process, for 

example, it’s important that a program addresses the 

three distinct phases of water treatment in hydraulic 

fracturing: preparing the water for entering the well, 

decontaminating the well and protecting the reservoir. 

There are several prevalent myths surrounding the 

microbial control treatments being used today for the 

completion process such as the popular and seemingly 

cost-effective option of using oxidizing biocides like 

chlorine dioxide (ClO
2
). 

It’s a myth that using chlorine dioxide alone is an 

effective means of protection from microbial-related 

problems. In fact, it’s a “quick-kill” option that only lasts 

minutes topside, leaving the wellbore and reservoir vul-

nerable to contamination, microbial-induced corrosion 

and souring in the longer term. By trying to save costs 

around biocide programs, producers may actually be 

costing themselves a great deal of money.

Myth 1: All biocides offer the same benefits
All biocides are not created equal. While some are specif-

ically designed to offer the quick-kill topside protection 

previously mentioned, others provide extended protec-

tion under extreme downhole conditions, including 

high temperature and salinity. As every shale play and 

well is unique, it’s important to realize there is no silver 

Five biocide myths that may be  
hurting the bottom line
The prevalent myths surrounding biocide use are busted.

The efficacy of biocide depends on treatment duration and formation temperatures. (Source: Dow Microbial Control)
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bullet when it comes to microbial control. Depending 

on the environmental conditions and properties of the 

water within a particular geographic location, operators 

will need to define an optimized treatment program that 

may include selecting a different biocide or utilizing a 

combination of biocide chemistries.

Today a broad portfolio of biocides, including tech-

nologies that provide a quick kill for topside treatment 

and others that can sustain antimicrobial efficacy in 

downhole environments, are available to the industry. 

Some examples of microbial control solutions for 

near wellbore efficacy include glutaraldehyde and 

tetrakis (hydroxymethyl) phosphonium sulfate (THPS), 

while tris (hydroxymethyl) nitromethane, dimethylox-

azolidine, and (chloroallyl)-triaza-azoniaadamantane 

chloride provide extended long-term protection. These 

biocides can provide protection for weeks to months. 

Myth 2: An oxidizing biocide is sufficient  
for treatment
The rapid results of oxidizers are impressive and hard 

to ignore. The use of ClO
2
 has increased in the past 

five years due to the lure of its quick-kill qualities. 

However, the benefits stop topside. Operators are set-

ting a dangerous precedent for themselves by using 

oxidizers alone, as the performance of these biocides 

end following the initial topside kill, thereby making 

the well, reservoir and produced water susceptible to 

microbial contamination.  

Myth 3: Save more money by not using  
a biocide
In the current economic condition, operators are evalu-

ating all cost-saving options, including removing micro-

bial control programs from operations entirely. While 

this provides short-term cost savings, untreated systems 

are open to uncontrolled microbial contamination, 

which can cause costly souring, corrosion and plugging 

issues throughout the life cycle of the well. 

So operators may save an initial investment by not 

purchasing biocides, but they also may end up spend-

ing far more money in the long term by having to deal 

with the fallout of sour gas, cleaning costs and equip-

ment failure. 

Myth 4: No long-lasting biocide, nor  
perhaps any treatment, is needed in  
extreme temperatures
This is one of the more misunderstood myths circulat-

ing today as it has some basis in science and has thus dis-

suaded many producers from investing in an integrated 

biocide pro-

gram. But the 

truth is more 

complicated 

than the head-

lines suggest. 

Certain types 

of bacteria 

known as ther-

mophiles are 

able to grow 

in environ-

ments up to 

120 C (248 F). 

Recently, some 

researchers 

have reported 

that adding 

a biocide to 

fracturing fluid 

isn’t always nec-

essary because 

temperatures may exceed 120 C at the depths that bio-

cide-treated water is injected. However, there is a tempera-

ture gradient stretching from surface operations/equip-

ment to the wellbore that does not necessarily exceed 

the thermophilic temperature survival threshold even in 

shale plays, in which the extreme downhole environment 

is greater than 120 C. Bacteria will begin to thrive in these 

cooler niches, possibly resulting in microbially induced 

corrosion, equipment plugging and souring. 

Myth 5: ClO
2
 is a cost-efficient solution

When evaluating the cost of a biocide program, it is 

important to distinguish between cost per unit and total 

cost to treat. Despite ClO
2
’s perceived low cost, typical 

non-oxidizing oil and gas biocides such as THPS, glu-

taraldehyde and glut/quat blends can help save 10% to 

50% on an annual basis. Effective microbial control can 

prevent costs related to compatibility issues, sweetening 

soured hydrocarbons, replacing corroded equipment or 

removing biofilm. 

As oil and gas operators continue to adjust to fluctu-

ations in the market, it is important to have confi-

dence that they are using the right biocide program. 

Microbial control expertise, a broad product portfolio 

and advanced testing capabilities allow a biocide sup-

plier to design an integrated microbial control pro-

gram that helps operators unearth oil and gas that is 

ready to be delivered to refiners as quickly and cost-ef-

fectively as possible. 

The efficacy of oxidizers is best for topside  

treatments. (Source: Dow Microbial Control)
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Alan Katz, David McCabe and  

Art Thompson, ES Xplore

E
S Xplore’s electroseismic technology directly detects 

ultimately producible hydrocarbons at seismic res-

olution. Conventional exploration technologies only 

convey structural information about rock formations 

or low-resolution information about the rock fluids. 

Additionally, conventional methods, specifically seismic 

exploration, use man-made energy sources that can be 

cumbersome and environmentally intrusive. 

Conversion between electromagnetic (EM) and 

seismic energies is the key mechanism underlying ES 

Xplore’s direct hydrocarbon technology. Energy conver-

sion is enhanced by the presence of electrically resistive 

hydrocarbons and permeability in reservoir rock. Such 

conversions have been studied in the laboratory and 

the field for decades and are beginning to see practical 

use in field applications due to technology advances. 

To date, ES Xplore has been awarded 11 patents on its 

disruptive technology.

Technology overview
The Earth’s atmosphere is a source of EM pulses gener-

ated by electrical activity such as lightning discharges. 

Some of the horizontally polarized energy that crosses 

the boundary between the Earth’s surface and the 

atmosphere is rotated into a vertical electric field by 

inhomogeneity in the subsurface. This process is known 

as “mode rotation,” and the resulting vertical field trav-

els both up and down and is detected at the surface by 

an EM sensor. When a horizontal current encounters 

resistive inhomogeneity, it is redirected into a vertical 

direction, seeking the path of least resistance. Horizon-

tal current is attenuated by the high horizontal electrical 

conductivity, while the vertical current passes around 

higher resistance regions where it is only weakly atten-

uated. After the current is redirected by many inho-

mogeneities, only the vertical current and electric field 

remain at depths greater than the skin depth. Electric 

field rotation can be modeled using the known anisotro-

pic electrical properties of the subsurface, which is an 

inhomogeneous 

resistor network.

At depth, the 

vertical electric 

field interacts 

with a hydrocar-

bon reservoir, 

where part of its 

energy is con-

verted through 

the electroseis-

mic effect into 

a seismic wave. 

Additionally, this 

seismic wave is 

accompanied by 

an EM field due 

to the seismo-

electric effect. 

An electric field 

detector located 

at the Earth’s 

surface detects 

both the source 

vertical EM field 

and the response 

vertical EM field 

generated from 

the response seis-

mic wave.

Certain rock 

properties enable 

coupling between 

EM and acoustic 

energies and, hence, mediate conversion of EM energy 

into seismic energy and the reverse. Electroseismic con-

version in reservoirs occurs because permanent electric 

fields in the pore fluids interact with the transient source 

vertical electric field. Sedimentary rock contains two 

phases, a hard matrix material of varying chemical com-

position and pore spaces that are filled with fluids such 

as brine, gas and liquid hydrocarbons. Water lining the 

The promise of  
electroseismic technology      

New system provides direct hydrocarbon indicators through  

the combination of seismic and EM energies.

FIGURE 1a. Water lining the rock-matrix/

pore-space interface creates an electric 

dipole layer. (Source: ES Xplore)

FIGURE 1b. The resistivity is far larger in 

the more resistive oil-filled pore space. 

(Source: ES Xplore)
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rock-matrix/pore-space interface creates an elec-

tric dipole layer (Figure 1a). The electric dipole 

layer is composed of immobile ions of one charge 

at the surface of the rock matrix and mobile 

charges of the opposite sign in the water.  

An external electric field interacts with the 

internal electric field of the electric dipole 

layer. This interaction generates movement of 

the mobile ions and leads to mechanical stress 

on the rock matrix. The mechanical stress, in 

turn, induces a seismic compressive (P) wave 

that travels to the Earth’s surface. It is important 

to note that the seismic wave generated by the 

conversion travels to the surface at seismic speed 

as opposed to the external vertical electric field 

traveling to the reservoir at EM speed.

When returning seismic waves reach the 

surface, the gradient and inhomogeneities in 

near-surface soil create seismoelectric conver-

sions. Inhomogeneities scatter P waves from 

the target into an equipartition of all bulk and 

surface waves. The vertical electric field associat-

ed with scattered surface waves, predominantly 

Rayleigh waves, is detected with the same sen-

sor that detects the source fields.

The seismic waves resulting from the elec-

troseismic effect predominantly arise from the 

contrasts in resistance between the oil-saturat-

ed and brine-saturated pore space (Figure 1b). 

Example
This technology obviously can be applied to 

hydrocarbon exploration. Figure 2a displays a 

transect of ES Xplore survey points that span 

the Elm Coulee Bakken Field in Montana. 

There is a well-defined Bakken pinchout line 

to the south of the field, and the field’s poros-

ity decreases to the north of the field center.  

The company collected data at sites along 

the defined transect. Figure 2b shows a cross 

section of results displayed in stratigraphic log 

form, where depth is along the vertical axis 

and the magnitude of the log deflection is 

related to the amplitude of the electroseismic 

response at that depth. 

This process delivers improved reliability 

without requiring an active man-made source 

or encountering any environmentally intrusive meth-

ods. Additionally, it offers the opportunity to upgrade 

the formation evaluation flow to allow more focused 

development expenditures. 

Editor’s note: Thomas Ault, Deanna Combs, Naga Devineni, 

Clayton Phillips, Srikanth Puvvadi, Mohammad Rahman, 

Nestor Pimental Solorio, Carl Sykes, Jefferson Xu and Moham-

mad Zulhasnine contributed to this article.
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FIGURE 2b. This figure shows a cross section of results displayed in stratigraphic log 

form, with depth along the vertical axis. The magnitude of the log deflection is related 

to the amplitude of the electroseismic response at that depth. (Source: ES Xplore)

FIGURE 2a. This figure illustrates a well-defined Bakken pinchout line to the 

south of the field. The field’s porosity decreases to the north of the field center. 

(Source: ES Xplore)
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Santiago Quesada, Repsol 

O
il and gas companies are continuously striving for 

ways to make the E&P of hydrocarbons a more 

cost-effective process. Within the E&P process there are 

many uncertain stages that must be resolved to determine 

a reservoir’s potential and to optimize the production 

plan for each exploration project. To respond to these 

variables, operators need to gain a more detailed vision of 

the subsurface and a deeper knowledge of a rock’s prop-

erties and the interactions that occur within its structure. 

Repsol is working on developing cutting-edge E&P 

technology. The Repsol Technology Center (RTC) is at 

the heart of these R&D initiatives. Opened in 2002, the 

center unifies the efforts of four research facilities that 

Repsol previously ran in different regions of Spain. Its 

objective is to promote the strategic projects that aim to 

fulfill current and future energy needs through the cre-

ation of more efficient and environmentally sustainable 

energy systems. 

The RTC is the base for more than 300 scientists and 

researchers who are able to maximize their use of the 

center’s facilities to develop new tools and practices for 

energy discovery. Through the implementation of these 

tools Repsol has been able to successfully detect new 

deposits with an exploration success rate above that of 

the global average.

Looking for more energy
Behind Repsol’s energy discovery initiatives are a range 

of pioneering projects that aim to increase the efficiency 

of hydrocarbon E&P processes. Through its research 

projects Repsol is able to offer innovative solutions in 

all areas of the energy process, from the exploration of 

hydrocarbons to their transformation into value-added 

products. Repsol’s research projects drive continuous 

improvement in the deposit detection process, to the 

point where the company has achieved the highest 

exploration success rate in the industry, 33% in 2014.

Sherlock I
Repsol’s R&D objectives to improve the exploration 

success rate and to reduce uncertainty through the geo-

logical evaluation, validation and calibration of hydro-

carbon reservoirs was the catalyst for an innovative 

project called Sherlock. This unique methodology was 

developed jointly by the RTC and the Geological Explo-

ration Disciplines team.

The Sherlock Project was launched in 2009. Sherlock 

enables Repsol to develop and implement a methodol-

ogy based on petrographic microscopy and high-resolu-

tion geochemical analysis techniques to characterize the 

multiple different elements of oil systems. As such, the 

Sherlock Project has demonstrated its ability to reduce 

geological risk and increase the exploration success rate.

By taking different samples of rock cores and cuttings 

received from various geographic locations, scientists 

strive to learn all they can from the reservoirs and to 

determine when, how and where the oil was formed 

and accumulated.

Since the launch of the Sherlock Project, Repsol has 

increased its exploration success rate. Research of this 

type is paramount for making improved decisions, both 

in the search for new oil fields and the future of proven 

reservoirs in terms of obtaining the same barrels of oil 

but with fewer wells, thereby reducing the environmen-

tal impact of extraction. 

Many studies have been carried out at various busi-

ness units in Morocco, Mauritania, Libya, Algeria and 

Developing the 3-D digital rock       
Project aims to enhance recovery through better rock physics understanding.

Sherlock is a methodology developed jointly by the RTC and the 

Geological Exploration Disciplines team. (Source: Repsol)
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Brazil that have demonstrated the potential of this 

new methodology, both for exploration projects and 

field development. 

Sherlock II
In January 2016 Repsol scientists successfully concluded 

Sherlock II, a new project that combines data science, 

physics and sophisticated numerical methods to create 

digital representations of subsoil rocks.

Sherlock II is designed to take 3-D X-ray scans of rock 

fragments, creating a “digital rock” for reproduction 

and study in a virtual laboratory.

The use of cutting-edge X-ray tomography and the 

creation of 3-D rock models allows scientists to realisti-

cally analyze properties such as porosity, permeability 

and the interactions between the rock and its internal 

fluids. This helps them to determine if a reservoir is 

profitable and how best to extract oil or gas.

In addition, digitalization makes it easier to ana-

lyze not only cores but also rock fragments, wherever 

they are located. With Sherlock II experiments  

that used to take three months can now be done in 

three weeks.

Furthermore, Sherlock II enables the company to 

obtain information and answer geological questions 

about oil and gas deposits through the power of com-

puting. An important component is the technology’s 

ability to source, analyze and filter Big Data to make 

well-founded decisions. 

By transforming stones into data, researchers can 

accumulate geological knowledge that lasts as long as 

the rocks themselves.

Repsol’s investment in digital petrophysics has turned 

the RTC into a pioneer in this field. Over the last few 

years the research has been tested with good results in 

several pilot projects, saving up to 70% in operating 

costs compared to other commercial technologies.

Sherlock also is being applied to unconventional 

reservoirs or those with complex geologies, where a sub-

stantial proportion of unexplored resources reside. 

Tackling challenges through technology 
Repsol believes in the synergies between traditional 

methods and state-of-the-art digital technology. Com-

bined with expert knowledge and pioneering practices, 

this represents a great strength in overcoming the chal-

lenges that lie ahead in this new phase of hydrocarbon 

E&P. The company is committed to the continued 

development of technological solutions that will enable 

scientists and researchers to make better decisions on 

potential and proven reservoirs and to effectively gather 

information with minimal environmental disturbance. 

As oil and gas companies continue to explore areas 

that are deeper and farther offshore, innovative tech-

nologies are vital to maintain a competitive edge in the 

current economic climate. 

Greater efficiency in decision-making and operations 

and reduced exploration risk are only three of the numer-

ous advantages that intelligent, computer-driven technolo-

gy represents. With this in mind, Repsol will continue to 

develop technology that will allow scientists and research-

ers to make better decisions about future opportunities 

and to obtain better results with more efficient operations 

and fewer disturbances to the environment. 

ROCK PHYSICS

Sherlock II combines data science, physics and sophisticated numerical methods to create digital representations of subsoil rocks. 

(Source: Repsol)
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I
nvert-emulsion drilling fluid, more commonly referred 

to as oil-based mud (OBM), is the fluid of choice for 

drilling extended-lateral wells in the shale plays of North 

America. The perception is that these wells require a 

highly inhibitive fluid that could minimize interactions 

between the fluid and water-sensitive formations such as 

shale while ensuring high ROP, good lubricity and low 

potential for stuck pipe. 

The fact is that each shale play is different, and the 

fluid should be tailored for each formation’s character-

istics. Shale plays are usually less reactive than claystone 

but are microfractured and can be very easily destabilized 

by fluid or filtrate. They require a fluid to drill faster, but 

not all require high shale inhibition. OBM might appeal 

to operators that are risk-averse, but the total cost of own-

ership when drilling with an OBM is much higher com-

pared with a water-based mud (WBM) option. 

Drilling with OBM entails:

• increased logistical requirements for bulk fluid transfers;

• high unit cost of fluid, especially when mud losses 

are encountered; base fluid (diesel) for maintenance; 

and environmental compliance when OBM cuttings 

must be hauled off and disposed to a landfill;

• increased cost of contingency materials due to higher 

chance of mud losses; and

• health and safety compliance costs for spill contain-

ment and operator liability for rig personnel.

Fluid development
During the past 14 years several high-performance 

WBMs (HPWBMs) were developed with the goal of 

approaching the drilling performance of an OBM. 

Land operators in North America have trialed inhib-

itive WBM for replacing OBM to minimize ancillary 

costs, but highly inhibitive HPWBM proved to be 

cost-prohibitive for land drilling due to its high  

unit cost.

It seemed inevitable that a cost-effective water-based 

drilling fluid that delivered drilling performance sim-

ilar to OBM would be developed for shale play land 

drilling. The main requirements of the new drilling 

fluid system for fit-for-purpose shale play drilling were 

increased ROP during the horizontal section, good 

wellbore stability and sufficient shale inhibition for 

the build section. The scope was to provide a solution 

that matches or exceeds the drilling performance 

achieved with OBM, reduces overall drilling costs and 

minimizes environmental impact.

Performance, cost and environmental factors 

were concurrently considered during the screening 

of different chemistries for the main components 

of a new technology. Learning from the previously 

developed HPWBM was deemed critical throughout 

the development, as was a focus on the entire drill-

ing fluid performance spectrum at a lower cost per 

unit. A differentiation from conventional HPWBM 

was switching the focus from high shale inhibition—

which is not always required for shale play drilling—

to increased lubricity for minimizing torque and drag 

and enabling ROPs that matched or exceeded those 

provided by an OBM.

The following were determined to be the key criteria:

• high lubricity;

• similar rheology to OBM and referenced HPWBM 

for improved hole cleaning;

• fit-for-purpose shale inhibition; and

• environmental acceptability for land drilling.

Gliding through extended laterals 
with water-based fluids      

New high-performance water-based drilling fluid system is a cost-effective  

option for shale wells with high-angle build and long lateral sections.

FIGURE 1. The HydraGlyde system provides a flexible drilling solution

that fits within rigid HSE constraints. Its novel cost-effective chemistry 

reduces torque and drag in addition to shale swelling and dispersion. 

(Source: Schlumberger)
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Successful introduction of new system
In 2015 Schlumberger released the HydraGlyde 

high-performance water-based drilling fluid system that 

met the key criteria requirements described above. The 

new system is specifically designed to improve drillability 

in extended laterals in shale plays while being easy to 

deploy, compatible with most additives and resistant to 

contaminants (Figure 1). By eliminating the waste trans-

portation and disposal costs associated with OBM, the 

system reduces the operator’s overall cost per barrel of 

drilling fluid by 40%.

Engineered with three innovative components—

HydraSpeed ROP-enhancing primary lubricant, 

HydraHib shale inhibitor and HydraCap encapsulating 

additive—the new system provides ROP comparable to 

that achieved using OBM with excellent hole cleaning 

and wellbore stability while mitigating HSE and authori-

ty for expenditure impact (Figure 2).

The system was initially deployed to drill the build 

section and the extended laterals for two operators in 

the Permian Basin. 

Case study: reduced torque
The Wolfcamp Formation in the Midland Basin of West 

Texas contains interbedded shale and limestone that can 

cause high torque, thus limiting ROP. The curve build 

section through the Spraberry Formation also presented a 

challenge because it required higher shale inhibition com-

pared to the lateral. The operator needed to minimize 

drilling torque in a 4,651-m (15,260-ft) measured-depth 

well while drilling the curve and a 1,672-m (5,485-ft) 

lateral throughout the 8.5-in. production interval. In pre-

vious wells an inhibitive HPWBM provided the required 

shale inhibition, but torque limits impaired the rig’s over-

all ability to drill as fast as was possible using an OBM. 

The HydraGlyde system included about 1.5 lb/bbl 

of HydraCap additive to minimize clay dispersion and 

enhance wellbore integrity, 1% to 2% volume per vol-

ume (v/v) of HydraHib inhibitor to provide wellbore 

stability and 2% to 3% v/v of HydraSpeed lubricant to 

deliver the required lubricity and mimic an OBM.

The new system met the operator’s expectations by 

contributing to the successful drilling of the 8.5-in. lat-

eral section with less torque readings on the two first 

field trial wells in comparison to offset wells previously 

drilled with an inhibitive HPWBM in the area.

The 8.5-in. production interval was drilled in about five 

days, making it one of the operator’s fastest drilled wells 

in the area. Drilling torque was up to 5,000 ft/lb less 

than seen in offset wells. Subsequent trips out of the hole 

with the drilling assembly were executed as planned, and 

neither tight spot issues nor mud losses to formation 

were observed. The entire section was drilled to total 

depth with one bit and exhibited a smooth wellbore that 

was subsequently successfully cased and cemented.

Case study: increased ROP 
The first three HydraGlyde applications with the second 

operator were deployed using the same rig on the same 

pad location. The operator used an OBM in previous 

wells drilled in the Midland Basin’s laterals, but the 

resulting haul-off and cuttings disposal requirements 

increased the overall well cost. The operator sought a 

solution to match or exceed the ROP achieved using the 

OBM without its ancillary cost. 

Using the new system, the operator drilled the pro-

duction interval in 4.38 days, 1.5 times faster than the 

average time spent drilling wells with offset OBM. The 

average ROP in the lateral sections (excluding the build 

section) drilled with the new system was 42.3 m/hr 

(138.8 ft/hr), a 60% increase compared with the aver-

age of seven offset wells drilled with OBM.

Gliding through the extended laterals of the shale plays 

was made easier through the use of this new water-based 

drilling fluid system that enabled the operators to achieve 

desirable drillability, good hole cleaning, low torque and 

drag, and superior wellbore stability in a cost-efficient 

manner. The design, selection and concentrations of each 

component were selected to optimize the performance of 

the overall system to meet the environmental acceptance 

criteria required for land drilling applications. 
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TYPICAL HYDRAGLYDE SYSTEM FORMULATION

Additive Function Concentration

HydraSpeed lubricant
ROP enhancement and 
lubrication

8–12 lbm/bbl 

HydraHib inhibitor Inhibition 2–6 lbm/bbl 

HydraCap additive Encapsulation 0.5–2 lbm/bbl

POLYPAC UL cellulose Fluid loss control 1–3 lbm/bbl

DUO-VIS viscosifier Cuttings suspension 0.5–2 lbm/bbl

FIGURE 2. A typical HydraGlyde system formulation includes the 

HydraSpeed ROP-enhancing primary lubricant, HydraHib shale  

inhibitor and HydraCap encapsulating additive; barite is added to 

obtain desired weight. (Source: Schlumberger)
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C
ement bond integrity and zonal isolation can be 

compromised when severe losses are encountered 

during cementing operations. When casing is landed 

in mechanically weak and/or depleted reservoirs, 

resultant narrow fracture gradient windows and higher 

cementing equivalent circulating densities (ECDs) can 

break down the formation. The combination of existing 

and induced losses invariably requires costly remedial 

cementing to ensure zonal isolation.

Cement spacers are critical to deliver full annular 

placement of uncontaminated cement slurries and an 

effective cement bond. However, in loss-prone reser-

voirs conventional spacers optimized for hole cleaning 

are unable to control losses. The losses-while-cementing 

issue has recently been addressed with the development 

of a high-temperature spacer with loss-prevention capa-

bilities, incorporating a proprietary Wellbore Shielding 

(WBS) technology. The WBS cement spacer has a pro-

gressive rheological profile to clear the way for high-in-

tegrity cementing in the weakest formations, greatly 

reducing or eliminating remedial treatments.

The WBS spacer is specially formulated with the 

ultralow invasion WBS additive that lays down an imper-

meable seal across troublesome zones to restrict fluid 

and pressure invasion. Accordingly, the technology 

allows successful placement even with higher ECDs at 

casing setting depth, reducing restrictions on cement 

slurry density while also permitting full circulation to 

the programmed top of cement. The easily engineered 

WBS spacer fluid generates effective mud-to-slurry dis-

placement and fluid separation while enhancing hole 

cleaning, which is particularly critical when cementing 

in horizontal wells where contaminated fluids tend to 

migrate to the low side of the hole.   

The new-generation spacer and its predecessor have 

been used successfully in primary cementing applications 

worldwide, often in problematic reservoirs. For instance, 

an operator of a Red Sea exploration well recently spent 

more than a month drilling the 12¼-in. interval while 

working to manage losses. The operator elected to run 

the WBS cement spacer ahead of the slurry with minimal 

expectations for success. Yet returns were observed short-

ly after the spacer passed the problematic formation. 

Returns increased as the displacement continued, ulti-

mately resulting in isolation of the loss zone without the 

need for remediation. 

Losing cement height 
Fundamentally, conventional 

spacers are designed to prevent 

cross-contamination of the drilling 

fluid and cement slurry, where inad-

equate separation adversely affects 

the set cement properties. Cement 

spacers also play a role in mud-to-

slurry displacements by helping to 

ensure pure cement replaces all 

of the drilling fluid in the annu-

lar space from total depth to the 

planned top of cement.

Typical spacers are not designed 

to address pre-existing losses or 

induced losses. The risk of lost 

circulation is greatest once the 

‘Shielding’ spacer prevents 
cement-imperiling losses      

Protective membrane supports a high-pressure differential.
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FIGURE 1. The new spacer is designed to allow optimized hole cleaning with easily adjusted YP. 

(Source: Impact Fluid Solutions LP)
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heavier and thicker cement slurry enters the annulus, 
where steady increases in ECD are generated as the 
cement job progresses. Consequently, pumping cement 
without addressing lost circulation introduces risk that the 
required cement column height will not be achieved. 

Remedies to address losses usually include mixing 
high concentrations of fibrous lost circulation materi-
als (LCMs) in the spacer or directly into the cement 
system, which presents a number of operational issues. 
Alternately, multistage cementing tools may be used 
that not only increase cementing time and costs but also 
create the risk of a mechanical failure. Furthermore, if 
the pre-job computer simulation indicates cementing 
ECD would exceed the safe operating margin, typical 
alternative approaches include reducing the cement 
density or slowing the pump rate. Reducing the cement 
weight often leads to lower quality cement that can be 
more susceptible to contamination. Slowing the dis-
placement rate decreases displacement efficiency.

All-in-one spacer
Advancing beyond the traditional spacer functions, the 
new-generation WBS spacer is specially formulated to 
allow cement circulation to the programmed setting 
depth in fragile and fractured formations. The linear 
relationship between lb/bbl of spacer concentrate and 
spacer yield point (YP) simplifies optimization of the 
mud displacement process (Figure 1).

The core of the technology is the uniquely engineered 
ultralow invasion additive that essentially deposits a thin 
but impermeable “shield” across a wide range of matrix 
pores and microfractures, thereby preventing or mini-
mizing losses. Comprising a proprietary combination of 
polymers, solids and other materials, the nondamaging 
WBS additive creates an extremely low-permeability bar-
rier, minimizing fluid and pressure invasion. The seal 
has no adverse impact on formation permeability, as evi-
dent in return permeabilities of 90% to 95%.

As confirmed in both the laboratory and field, the 
protective membrane can support a high-pressure dif-
ferential, allowing cementing operations at increased 
ECD that otherwise would exceed the formation’s frac-
ture gradient. The capacity to safely operate above the 
fracture gradient under downhole conditions minimizes 
the cement density limitations posed by narrow frac-
ture gradients. In addition, by reducing post-placement 
slurry fallback, the spacer eliminates induced losses and 
resulting top jobs or liner top squeezes.   

Laboratory testing also validated the temperature stabil-
ity and improved compatibility of the WBS spacer. HP/
HT rheology tests at 16 lb/gal show the spacer maintain-

ing stable properties above 163 C (325 F). Compatible 
with all cement and drilling fluid types, the spacer also 
provides an effective medium to prevent the cement from 
becoming over-viscosified (Figure 2).

Engineering the desired YP throughout the cementing 
operations to optimize displacement, separation and hole 
cleaning efficiencies is relatively straightforward due to the 
progressive rheological profile with added spacer concen-
trations. The spacer can be mixed on the fly at up to 18 lb/
gal density, simplifying delivery of larger spacer volumes. 

A sampling of recent field results demonstrates the effi-
cacy of the WBS spacer in delivering high-quality cement 
jobs in troublesome environments. 

Case history 1
The first-generation WBS spacer system saved rig time by 
generating a single-stage cement job in Abu Dhabi, where 
offsets required a multistage cementation process. In one 
well, static losses of 81 bbl/min and 120 bbl/min dynamic 
losses were measured prior to cementing. Drilling fluid 
pills did not cure losses below 65 bbl/min static losses and 
100 bbl/min dynamic losses. Using the WBS spacer system 
stopped losses and allowed cement returns to the surface. 

Case history 2
Uncontrolled losses were encountered during the drilling 
phase on a geothermal well pad, resulting in a severe top-
of-cement shortfall. The operator used the WBS spacer 
system in tandem with a synergistic LCM to ensure a bet-
ter cement job while reducing overall well costs. For the 
20-in. casing job the number of top jobs reduced from an 
average of 11 to two, while the extra cement required to 
finish filling the annulus was reduced from 1,047 bbl to 
138 bbl. Comparative analysis of the 133⁄8-in. cementing 
job demonstrated similar improvements. 

The resulting cost savings was $329,500, and addition-
al future savings might be generated during the life of 
the wellbore resulting from the better initial cement 
jobs achieved with the WBS spacer. 
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80F 200 100 60 30 20 10

CEMENT 83 63 54 43 39 29

95/5 86 70 58 48 38 21

75/25 86 63 46 30 25 20

50/50 63 43 33 23 19 13

25/75 54 38 30 25 21 16

5/95 34 24 20 16 14 11

Spacer 37 27 24 19 15 13

12 lb/gal spacer contaminated with 15.8 lb/gal G-cement (seawater)

FIGURE 2. The WBS spacer is comparable with most cement  

slurries. (Source: Impact Fluid Solutions LP)
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T
he current market climate has forced industry play-

ers to focus on reducing their operating costs in 

an effort to remain competitive during this prolonged 

downturn. Across the value chain companies have been 

forced to evaluate the costs of their products and ser-

vices while simultaneously striving for efficiencies to 

bring down breakeven extraction costs. The effective 

dewatering of water-based drilling muds allows opera-

tors and service providers to reduce drilling waste while 

increasing drilling footage, positioning them to remain 

successful in this competitive industry.

Dewatering of drilling muds is an essential com-

ponent of upstream drilling operations. The process 

involves the separation of solids from the mud system, 

allowing the water to be recycled and the solids to be 

effectively treated. An adept dewatering operation 

can facilitate a number of operational efficiencies 

for fluid companies and oil and gas operators. The 

process of dewatering water-based drilling muds can 

produce large amounts of waste that must be treated 

either in open pits or in a closed loop. When this pro-

cess is performed in a closed-loop system, it reduces 

the production of drilling waste and corresponding 

disposal costs. This system continually treats cuttings 

in the mud system, the efficiency of which allows wells 

to be drilled faster 

and deeper with 

the same resources. 

Furthermore, the 

reduced footprint of 

these operations can 

allow oilfield service 

providers to better 

comply with state 

and local environ-

mental regulations. 

Dewatering the 

mud can improve 

penetration rates, 

improve filter cake 

integrity and reduce 

water and drilling 

fluid chemical use, 

thus contributing to 

a reduction in over-

all well costs. 

Dewatering 
chemicals
In short, the dewa-

tering process 

involves separating 

solids from the 

drilling mud system. 

Bead technology helps  
increase drilling footage      

Less product results in greater depth than the competition. 

Microbead technology offers improvement over powder forms in solubility, pourability and ease of handling with 

low dust and avoidance of freeze/thaw issues. (Source: BASF)
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Often it is necessary to use chemicals to enhance the 

overall performance of the dewatering equipment. 

The chemicals used are both coagulant- and floccu-

lant-type polymers that are able to physically alter 

the properties to allow small particles from drilling 

cuttings to agglomerate or “flocculate” together so 

they are large enough to be removed by a centrifuge. 

For optimum and efficient solids removal onsite, 

experimentation is needed to determine the appro-

priate amount and type of polymer. These polymers 

are based on polyacrylamide (PAM) that are either 

positive, negative or neutrally charged. Flocculation is 

based on the interaction of the drilling mud particles 

and the PAM polymer. The particles have an electrical 

charge that repels the like-charged particles surround-

ing it. These particles are difficult to remove with 

solids control equipment alone as they are extremely 

small and are surrounded by their own charge radius, 

which can vary depending on the type and amount 

of the solids or the characteristics of the water phase. 

This charge radius must be reduced to allow the parti-

cles to flocculate. 

The addition of a polymer-type chemistry allows 

charged particles to come in contact with each other, 

forming larger particles that are able to have a higher 

density and thus are able to be separated. 

For a polymer to help flocculate the small particles 

effectively, the PAM polymer has to have the right 

charge density and molecular weight. As these aspects 

are more optimized, the polymer will interact more 

robustly with the solid small particles in the drilling 

mud. Alcomer 24 from BASF’s Oilfield Solutions 

Business has been designed to offer a large, robust 

performance over several mud systems.  

Polymer forms

When selecting polymer for use in dewatering, along 

with evaluating optimized performance and compati-

bility with the muds it is important to also use products 

that are easy for an operator to use. There are two 

main types of polymer form that are used in dewater-

ing applications: standard powder and microbeads. 

Powder products tend to be jagged with nonuniform 

particles. This nonuniform nature leads to clumping, 

incomplete dissolution and handling concerns related 

to dust particles. Powders are therefore often consid-

ered hard to handle in applications. Alternatively, the 

innovative microbeads have a uniform structure with 

no jagged edges, which can allow better dissolution, 

better solubility and better handling. Microbead tech-

nology offers improvement over powder forms in sol-

ubility, pourability, ease of handling with low dust and 

avoidance of freeze/thaw issues. 

There is a wide range of bead products available 

for use in water-based drilling operations. A leading 

chemistry in the field, Alcomer 24 has become an 

industry mainstay. A low-anionic polyacrylamide-based 

product in microbead form, Alcomer 24 has been 

specifically designed to flocculate water-based drilling 

muds and provide better performance in closed-loop 

systems. As a result of its microbead form, the product 

offers more solubility than many powder competitors, 

which makes it more effective in dewatering opera-

tions. The product is more easily poured, allowing 

it to be more effectively dosed than powders, where 

clumping can cause handling challenges. As a result 

of its physical form, the selection of Alcomer 24 in 

dewatering applications can reduce overall chemi-

cal usage and expenditure. The product solubility 

and hydration time leads to superior performance 

in application, which can allow fluids companies to 

reduce flocculant chemical volumes. Through effec-

tive handling, customers can achieve proper chemical 

dosing and reduce potential wasted polymer from 

product clumping. When a mud system is optimized 

with Alcomer 24, some customers report a usage rate 

of half vs. the competitive powder offerings.

The additive can allow a longer well to be drilled 

with less product, thereby improving operational effi-

ciency and reducing drilling costs. One customer saw 

impressive results in field conditions when comparing 

the BASF product against a competitor’s powder offer-

ing. Using 14 bags of a competitor’s anionic powder 

along with six bags of calcium carbonate (CaCO3), the 

customer drilled 564 m (1,850 ft), or 35 m/bag (115 

ft/bag). Using 12 bags of Alcomer 24 and eight bags 

of CaCO3, this same customer was able to drill 792 m 

(2,600 ft), or 56 m/bag (185 ft/bag). Alcomer 24 per-

mitted this customer to drill a 40% longer well with 

a 14% decrease in polymer volume. This increase in 

operational efficiency, coupled with a decrease in chem-

ical dosage, allowed the customer to decrease costs on 

a dollar-per-foot basis. In addition to these application 

improvements, the customer noted the product’s ease 

of handling and improved solubility, with Alcomer 24 

taking 10 minutes to 15 minutes vs. the powder prod-

uct, which took about one hour.

Through the use of high-performance PAM prod-

ucts such as Alcomer 24, oilfield service providers 

can achieve operational efficiencies and reduce 

costs, helping them to compete in the current mar-

ket climate. 
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I
n recent years operators have shown increased inter-

est in drilling wells involving HP/HT conditions. The 

definition of HP/HT reservoirs involves temperatures 

greater than 149 C (300 F) and pressures in excess of 

10,000 psi. Because of the nature of the deposits and 

formations, the abnormal thermal and pressure gra-

dients are associated with the reservoir more than the 

overburden, making them even more challenging.

Oil-based fluids are generally preferred when drill-

ing these wells because of advantages over water-based 

fluids such as better thermal stability, fluid loss control, 

lubrication, shale stabilization, etc. However, environ-

mental and cost concerns associated with oil-based flu-

ids have led to increased interests in using water-based 

fluids for HP/HT wells.

Challenges in HP/HT water-based fluids
Traditionally, water-based fluids suitable for HP/HT 

drilling have relied on clay minerals such as bentonite 

to provide an inexpensive means to impart adequate 

viscosity, suspension and filtration control to the drilling 

fluid. While bentonite readily hydrates to function as a 

robust viscosifier for freshwater muds, increasing salinity 

leads to ineffective clay swelling and flocculation, result-

ing in reduced viscosity and high fluid loss. In addition, 

thermally induced flocculation of the clays and gelation 

of the fluids become significant at high temperatures. 

Even though flocculation can be controlled 

through the appropriate use of deflocculants, 

the increased colloidal content required for such 

dispersed systems decreases ROP. Thus, it is desir-

able to keep the percent solids by volume content 

low to help maximize the drilling rate.

High-performance water-based drilling flu-

ids use high-quality biopolymers and modified 

starches for viscosity and fluid loss control. These, 

combined with high-performance shale inhibi-

tors, result in faster ROP, torque and drag reduc-

tion, and improved wellbore stability. Typically, 

high-performance fluids are easier to maintain, 

with solids control equipment leading to lower 

levels of dilution and lower fluid volumes while 

drilling. However, due to the usage of biopoly-

mers, these high-performance water-based drill-

ing fluids are realistically temperature limited to 

149 C; at higher temperatures viscosity and fluid 

loss control both suffer substantially.

Reservoir drilling fluids, or drill-in fluids, are 

used to drill the reservoir section of conven-

tional production wells. These fluids are specif-

ically designed to minimize formation damage 

and facilitate wellbore cleanup by using brines 

to achieve a desired fluid density and rely on 

acid-soluble solids such as calcium carbonate 

for bridging pore spaces. Similar to high-perfor-

Challenging HP/HT limits of 
water-based drilling fluids      

New polymer additives extend temperature limits.

The BaraXtreme HP/HT drilling fluid system maintains a stable viscosity 

at 218 C (425 F).  The left laboratory testing image shows the fluid before 

hot rolling, and the right image shows the fluid after 16 hours of static 

aging at 218 C. (Source: Halliburton)
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mance water-based fluids, the drill-in fluids also use 

biopolymers to provide viscosity and fluid loss control. 

As a result, these water-based drill-in fluids are also tem-

perature-limited to 149 C.

Throughout the years a number of synthetic polymers 

have been developed for HP/HT water-based drilling flu-

ids. Although some polymers show good thermal stability 

at temperatures above 204 C (400 F), limitations still per-

sist. For instance, most of these polymers are specifically 

designed as filtration control additives for conventional 

water-based drilling fluids and must still rely on minerals 

such as bentonite to achieve desired fluid properties. A 

further drawback of these polymers is that they are gen-

erally salt- and pH-sensitive, which limits their utility.

Improved drilling fluid systems
The key to improving the thermal stability of high- 

performance water-based fluids and drill-in fluids is  

to replace the biopolymers with high temperature- 

tolerant synthetic polymers. New 

polymers capable of meeting 

demanding fluid criteria—BDF-

637 and BDF-638—were success-

fully developed and subsequently 

commercialized. Both polymers 

act as dual-function additives, 

providing viscosity and fluid loss 

control at high temperature, and 

both are highly pH- and salt-toler-

ant. As a result, two high-tempera-

ture water-based drilling fluids 

were successfully developed. The 

BaraXtreme system is a high-per-

formance clay-free water-based 

drilling fluid using BDF-637 poly-

mer, and the BaraDrilN X system 

is a high-temperature drill-in fluid using either BDF-637 

for monovalent brines or BDF-638 for divalent brines.

The BaraXtreme clay-free system functions as a 

high-temperature and high-performance water-based 

mud. Formulated with BDF-637, the fluid system pro-

vides viscosity and filtration control up to 227 C (440 

F) with excellent solids suspension without the need 

for clay addition. The high-performance drilling fluid 

system can be readily formulated in freshwater or with 

monovalent salts like sodium chloride. It exhibits good 

shale inhibition and is environmentally acceptable for 

land and offshore drilling. 

BaraDrilN X fluid is an innovative engineered fluid 

system that combines the benefits of minimized forma-

tion damage, thermal stability and high performance. It 

also provides an environmentally acceptable vehicle for 

the delivery of openhole and cased-hole completions in 

high-temperature reservoirs. The system is either formu-

lated with BDF-637 for lower density monovalent brines or 

BDF-638 for high-density divalent brines. The fluid is stable 

at 232 C (450 F), which increases the temperature limit 

of more typical drill-in fluids by 66 C (150 F). In addition, 

it provides excellent fluid loss control even after being 

exposed to the extreme high temperatures. The fluid is 

nondamaging from the results of core flow testing, showing 

more than 100% return permeability after acid treatment. 

Successful in the field
In October 2016 an operator was drilling an exploratory 

well in the Panna Formation in India. The formation 

pressure was in the range of 14.4 lb/gal to 14.5 lb/gal with 

a bottomhole temperature of 152 C (305 F); the well was 

planned to be tested at 15.2 lb/gal. Initially, the operator 

planned to use cesium formate brine as the testing fluid 

but was dissuaded by the very high 

cost. As a result, the Baroid team 

recommended using BaraDrilN 

X as a HP/HT testing fluid. The 

fluid used 14.2 lb/gal calcium 

bromide brine weighted with 

MICROMAX to achieve 15.2-lb/

gal density.

The formulated system showed 

good fluid properties, including 

HP/HT testing on a Fann 75 at 

149 C and 8,000 psi, with less than 

8 mL of HP/HT fluid loss and 

no sag after static aging at 152 C 

for three days. Fluid mixed at the 

operator’s rig site also displayed 

the same acceptable properties; 

furthermore, it proved to be extremely easy to apply in 

the field environment. The fluid was pumped downhole 

and was subjected to static high temperature of 154 C 

(310 F) for nine days. Intermittent circulation showed 

no discernable density or viscosity variations or flat spots, 

again demonstrating the fluid’s excellent stability. The 

well test was deemed a success by the operator.

These new fluids exhibit excellent thermal stability, 

increasing temperature limits by 66 C compared to con-

ventional biopolymer- and polymer-based high-perfor-

mance fluids while at the same time providing good 

fluid loss control and solids suspension. It is anticipated 

that they will extend the envelope in which water-based 

drill-in fluids can be successfully used to drill high- and 

ultrahigh-temperature wellbores and reservoirs. 

DRILLING FLUIDS & 

OILFIELD CHEMICALS
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Ryan Kosmicki and Toby Pugh, Weatherford

O
verreliance on electric submersible pumps (ESPs) 
in shale wells can be detrimental to the bottom 

line. Many operators use ESPs to clean the wellbore 
after drilling and completing an unconventional well 
and then again later to provide artificial lift after the 
well stops flowing under natural reservoir pressure. 
However, during wellbore cleanup and early production 
the fluid is laden with sand and other 
solids that quickly damage ESPs and 
frequently cause pump failure. ESPs 
are also vulnerable to failure in gassy, 
waxy or corrosive conditions, which 
makes them ill-suited as an initial 
form of lift in unconventional plays 
such as the Bakken Shale.

Cost of ESP failures 
The initial investment in an ESP sys-
tem ranges from $200,000 to $400,000. 
Thereafter, each time an ESP fails, the 
cost of replacing the pump is signif-
icant since a workover rig is needed 
to pull the production tubing. Each 
ESP replacement averages between 
$100,000 and $300,000, including 
equipment costs and rig expenses. 

Considering that an average shale 
well requires an ESP replacement 
between two and four times per 
year, equipment and workover costs 
can range from $400,000 to $1.6 
million during the first year of pro-
duction, according to Weatherford’s 
historical data. At a time when oper-
ators must carefully manage their budgets, plan ahead 
and operate at maximum efficiency, such expenditures 
simply aren’t feasible—and many companies are look-
ing for more economical alternatives to produce their 
shale wells.

Jet pumps can deliver more reliable, cost-effective 
production in unconventional wells. Inspired by recent 
successes in replacing ESPs with jet pumps, a North 
Dakota operator enlisted Weatherford to investigate the 
viability of using jet pump systems to produce several of 
its Bakken Shale wells. 

The operator had historically used ESPs for the major-
ity of artificial lift before switching to rod pumping 
toward the end of the production curve. However, with 
high initial equipment costs and an average of about 

two to three annual pump failures 
per well, capex associated with oper-
ating ESPs was unacceptably high 
compared to the return on invest-
ment. The post-fracture flowback, a 
higher flow rate and harsh initial well 
conditions normally caused at least 
one ESP failure within the first three 
months of production. In some wells 
the operator had four ESP failures 
over the first three months of ESP lift 
in a single well. Combining the initial 
ESP installation and only one work-
over to replace a failed pump, capex 
for the first three months of produc-
tion would average about $450,000 
per well. 

Rigless solution
Jet pumps provided the operator 
with a more promising option. In 
a jet pump lift system the pump is 
deployed and retrieved using pres-
surized fluid or slickline, eliminating 
the need for a workover rig. As well 
conditions change, a technician can 
retrieve the jet pump, reconfigure it 

with a new throat and nozzle to adjust the flow parame-
ters and redeploy the pump in as little as a few hours. By 
eliminating the need for workover rigs, jet pump systems 
significantly reduce labor, nonproductive time (NPT) 
and equipment costs.

Jet pumps improve  
Bakken Shale economics      

Reliable, cost-effective option for early production of unconventional  

wells delivers significant savings for North Dakota operator.

With no moving parts, jet pumps deliver 

reliable performance and long runtimes in 

sandy, corrosive and waxy conditions that 

cause frequent failures in ESPs and other 

lift methods. (Source: Weatherford)
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Jet pumps have no moving parts, significantly decreas-
ing the risk of equipment failure from solids-heavy, 
corrosive, gassy or waxy fluids. This makes the use of jet 
pumps ideal for recovering sandy post-fracture flowback 
from the wellbore. Because the pumps are hydraulically 
powered, there are no moving downhole parts. At the 
surface the power-fluid system uses a multiplex pump to 
pressurize and inject power fluid into the wellbore. The 
fluid travels downhole through the jet pump to the noz-
zle, which reduces the fluid pressure using the Venturi 
effect. This draws reservoir fluid into the pump throat, 
where the fluids combine. The mixture then transfers 
to the pump diffuser, where pressure increases to raise 
the comingled fluids to the surface.

Real-world successes,  
significant savings
The operator installed jet pumps in eight wells, which 
yielded significant savings over the first three months 
of production. The average expense for the first three 

months of production was $41,500 per well, including 
downhole equipment costs and monthly surface equip-
ment rental. The robust jet pumps handled the production 
with no NPT or failures, so no pump replacements were 
needed. By simply replacing ESPs with jet pump systems in 
the first lift stages, the operator estimated average savings 
of at least $385,500 per well over those three months. 

Because the majority of ESP failures occur during 
the first few months of lift and because the operator 
already owned significant ESP inventory, it chose to 
transition to ESP to lift the less solids-laden fluid that 
is typical of later lift stages. This enabled it to rotate 
its jet pump systems among other new wells to maxi-
mize capex savings. 

Keeping jet pumps downhole longer
One of the most important cost-saving benefits is that 
jet pump systems can provide lift for several stages over 
the productive life of the well. For this reason, many 
Weatherford clients in the Bakken prefer to extend the 
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benefits of rigless production by running jet pumps con-

tinually until eventually transitioning to rod pumps to 

handle final low-flowing production. 

Upon initial deployment, a jet pump removes 

post-fracturing fluids to facilitate natural reservoir 

flow. Once reservoir pressure depletes and natural flow 

stops, that same jet pump system is used to transition 

the well to artificial lift, typically producing 1,000 bbl/d 

to 2,000 bbl/d. 

As flow slows in later production stages, the jet pump 

can be adjusted to accommodate the 

changing well conditions by simply 

pulling the pump, resizing the throat 

and nozzle and redeploying the pump. 

This process is done at the well site 

and can be completed in a few hours 

with minimal equipment, saving the 

operator from investing time and capi-

tal to deploy a rig.

Rather than performing numerous 

workovers to change out lift systems 

over the life of the well, operators 

can save considerable time and 

money by keeping a jet pump system 

in place until reservoir energy is sig-

nificantly depleted. When flow has 

slowed considerably—generally in the 

range of 200 bbl/d depending on a 

variety of well parameters, including 

flowing pressure—many operators 

transition their wells to small rod 

pump units (Figure 2). However, 

there is an even more cost-effective, 

although lesser known, option to pro-

duce low-volume, low-pressure wells. 

The hydraulic piston pump is ideally 

suited for these conditions, and it 

deploys directly into the jet pump 

bottomhole assembly unit, further 

avoiding the need for tubing pulls 

and rigs.

Taking off like a jet
After saving millions of dollars by 

deploying jet pump systems on eight 

wells, the Bakken operator is currently 

using the technology to lift 21 wells 

during early production and plans to 

expand the program to include a total 

of 60 wells. As this example shows, 

choosing the right form of lift at the 

right time based on reservoir charac-

teristics and the production stage can 

substantially improve operational effi-

ciency and profitability over the life of 

the asset. 

ARTIFICIAL LIFT
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ARTIFICIAL LIFT

Nathan Holland, Baker Hughes Inc.

F
or unconventional oil and gas producers looking 

to lower drilling costs, optimize completion designs 

and improve wellbore stability, a popular solution is to 

merely drill smaller diameter wells. However, the money 

saved in well construction often comes at a price during 

production—namely, space limitations in the well pre-

vent most conventional artificial lift technologies from 

being installed at the desired depth. As production rates 

drop, conventional lift systems must be installed higher 

in the well than the operator would prefer. This results 

in greater lifting costs, sub-optimal production rates and 

lower ultimate recovery from the reservoir. 

This was the challenge facing an operator producing 

from the Wasatch Formation of the Uinta Basin. The 

operator set a 5-in. 18-lb liner at a total vertical depth 

(TVD) of 2,103 m (6,900 ft) in a 7-in. 4,724-m (15,500-

ft) cased vertical well. To take advantage of the thick 

source rock, the operator installed a completion with 

a vertically perforated zone from 4,054 m to 4,694 m 

(13,300 ft to 15,400 ft).

The operator wanted to maximize the well’s produc-

tion by setting an electric submersible 

pump (ESP) inside the liner as close as 

possible to the perforations. However, 

the planned setting depth was outside 

the range of traditional slimline ESP sys-

tems and other smaller diameter artificial 

lift options. 

Further complications arose regarding 

the operating environment of the well, 

which included a producing gas-liquid 

ratio (GLR) of 500, consistently high sol-

ids production levels and a temperature 

of 110 C (230 F) at the desired setting 

depth. Even if the operator could pass 

the ESP through the liner and reach the 

setting depth, the challenge of maintain-

ing steady operations to reduce wear on 

the system at these elevated temperatures 

still remained.

Streamlined ESP solution
Production challenges in small-diam-

eter unconventional wells such as this 

prompted Baker Hughes to develop its 

CENtrilift PASS Slimline ESP System, a 

small-diameter mixed-flow pump designed 

using computer fluid dynamic modeling 

techniques. This lift system was engineered 

to give operators that drill smaller diame-

ter wells the ability to overcome the space 

Slimline ESP boosts production 
rates deeper in the well      
New technology more than doubles production in Utah well  

at nearly twice the depth of conventional ESPs. 

The slimline ESP pump offers operators that drill smaller diameter wells the  

ability to overcome the space restriction limitations of other forms of lift. (Source: 

Baker Hughes)
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restriction limitations of other forms of lift. It was also 

designed to overcome the operational challenges com-

mon to other small-diameter ESPs. For example, smaller 

casing sizes or wellbores with restrictions often lead to 

limited flow rates, lower recovery and the need to change 

out the artificial lift system more frequently. 

The slimline ESP includes an extended-range pump 

with a stage design that reliably operates in a flow range 

from 50 bbl/d  to 2,500 bbl/d. This wide operating 

range allows the pump to adapt to changing well con-

ditions and flows, thus securing stable and sustainable 

production even at low flow rates. This steady, reliable 

operation helps increase ESP runlife, minimize system 

changeouts and reduce pulling costs. 

The system incorporates a motor designed for 

improved reliability in smaller casing sizes. The 

motor’s magnet-wire insulation is upgraded to pro-

vide 30% greater mechanical and electrical strength. 

The motor head was redesigned to reduce the overall 

motor outer diameter, while the angle of the motor 

lead connection was reduced to ensure greater protec-

tion during installation. 

The system also was designed with a series of gas 

management capabilities to avoid the problems of 

pump overheating and gas lock that are common 

when boosting production streams that contain high 

levels of entrained gas or gas slugs. A vortex gas 

separator provides a less complicated flow path and 

improves gas separation before 

the fluid stream enters the 

pump. In addition, the pump 

stages are designed with an 

advanced turbulence mitiga-

tion technology that increases 

pump efficiency while reduc-

ing gas locking. 

In wells with elevated GLR 

levels, the system is fitted with 

a charge pump to boost the 

fluid stream before it enters 

the production pump. A 

3.38-in. gas insurance boost 

pump reduces the net positive 

suction head required, allow-

ing the production pump to 

continue operating in the low 

inflow pressure conditions 

caused by gas ingress. The 

boost pump is balanced for 

constant thrust over its entire 

flow range. The combined 

boost pump/production pump system has been 

shown to reliably produce fluid streams containing 

more than 60% gas volume fractions. 

The system also comes equipped with a gas mitiga-

tion intake that combines gravity-driven natural sepa-

ration with mechanical gas separation and that can be 

landed at any angle in the wellbore. When landed in a 

nonvertical position, gravity cups built into the intake 

shift to block the pump inlet ports on the high side of 

the intake where the gas accumulates. The production 

liquids, which are largely free of entrained gas, then 

pass through the lower ports to feed the pump. When 

landed vertically in a well, the mechanical gas separa-

tion portion of the system diverts free gas away from the 

pump and into the annulus. 

The slimline system also incorporates several features 

designed to improve reliability and runlife. A carbide 

bearing system allows the pump to withstand elevated 

temperatures during short-term operations with gas 

slugs, and particle swirl suppression ribs in the diffuser 

reduce the buildup of abrasives that can lead to erosive 

wear. The system’s 5,800-psi burst and collapse pressure 

rating allows it to be set deeper in the well and closer to 

the reservoir for improved recovery. 

Proving its potential
Baker Hughes proposed a CENtrilift PASS slimline ESP 

system to an operator for its Utah well and worked with 
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EFFECTS OF DEEPER ESP SETTING DEPTH

Compared to the estimated production rate of 200 bbl/d using a conventional ESP at 2,073 

m, the slimline ESP installed at 3,719 m achieved a 500 bbl/d continuous rate. (Source: 

Baker Hughes)
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it to design the optimal solution for its production goals. 

The system included gas management technology and a 

tapered slimline pump designed with the extended-range 

pump as well as multiphase pump stages featuring a 

patented split-vane impeller design that helped reduce 

underload shutdowns due to gas inter-

ference. The pumping system was 

controlled with a variable speed drive, 

with power supplied through a cable 

protected with motor lead extension 

protectors and a series of centralizers. 

The system passed through the 

liner to reach the planned pump 

setting depth of  3,719 m (12,200 

ft), which was 80% deeper than the 

roughly 2,073-m (6,800-ft) setting 

depth that would have been possible 

with a conventional ESP system. 

Baker Hughes engineers used pro-

prietary sizing and simulation soft-

ware to estimate the production at 

the original, shallower setting depth. 

Comparing actual production at the 

deeper setting depth vs. the estimated 

production at the shallower depth, 

the slimline ESP system achieved an 

average production rate of 500 bbl/d, 

which was a 150% higher total pro-

duction rate. Since its installation the 

slimline ESP has allowed the operator 

to achieve steady and reliable opera-

tion and production rates in high-gas, 

high-solids conditions. 

Based on these initial results, the operator is plan-

ning a second slimline ESP installation in a similar 

well and continues to search for additional opportuni-

ties to apply this technology and increase production 

rates in other small-diameter wells. 

This lift system  

was engineered  

to give operators  

that drill smaller  

diameter wells the 

ability to overcome 

the space restriction 

limitations of  

other forms of lift.
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MARINE CONSTRUCTION &  

HEAVY LIFT

Mark Thomas, Editor-in-Chief

M
arine contractors have largely survived the global 

project downturn by working through their previ-

ously substantial but fast-shrinking order backlogs while 

enduring the crippling slowdown in construction ten-

dering activities. 

There also has been a natural bloodletting in terms 

of the main contractors divesting themselves of older 

vessels or cold-stacking them, much along the same 

lines as the equally decimated offshore drilling rig mar-

ket. But, like the rig segment, the sector’s higher end 

vessels continue to be well utilized by operators seeking 

to maximize use of the fastest and most efficient equip-

ment on their ongoing developments. 

At the same time, the prospect of steadily increasing 

levels of decommissioning work on aging fields and 

infrastructure in the North Sea and elsewhere looks set 

to provide fresh impetus as the industry cautiously sails 

on through the year.

Bright spots
At this stage any bright spots are a welcome sight for sore 

eyes, and Technip is a company that has provided one of 

the most recent ones, bucking the divestment trend by 

persisting with progressing the industry’s most advanced 

diving support vessel (DSV) newbuild, the Deep Explorer. 

This is not to say it has not gone down the divestment 

path also, because it has. The contractor released a trio 

of vessels in 2013, a dramatic eight in 2014, two in 2015 

and another two expected to go in the 2016-2017 peri-

od, according to its latest results presentation.

But Technip’s high-grading of its fleet is aimed at 

maintaining its reputation for operating one of the best-

in-class fleets of pipelay and construction vessels, partic-

ularly in the subsea market. 

High-end fleet
The company’s Chairman and CEO Thierry Pilenko said 

in its results presentation that Technip’s high-vessel utili-

zation was “particularly reflecting efficient management 

of its high-end fleet, including in Brazil.” 

A foundation for growth       
The marine construction and heavy-lift sector is showing tentative  

signs of recovery after more than two years of pain.

The newbuild Skandi Acu platform support vessel was 

delivered in August 2016 and is chartered in Brazil until 

2024. With a 650-ton crane, the vessel also boasts the 

largest tensioning capacity available in Brazil’s offshore 

construction market. (Source: Technip)
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The company has five vessels on charter there, includ-
ing the Skandi Acu, which was delivered in August 2016 
and is chartered until 2024. The 650-ton crane vessel 
has the largest tensioning capabilities in Brazil, and 
Technip also has its sister ship, the Skandi Buzios, on 
schedule for delivery during the early part of 2017.

Others vessels it has there are the Skandi Vitoria (for 
which Petrobras renewed its contract in May 2016), 
the Skandi Niteroi (contract renewed by the same oper-
ator in June 2016), and the Estrela do Mar and Coral Do 

Atlantico vessels (both contracted until 2020). 
The imminent arrival of the DSV Deep Explorer ahead of 

its eventual startup working in the harsh environment of 
the North Sea and Canadian markets was welcome news, 
with the DP3-class vessel undergoing equipment outfitting 
and commissioning at the shipbuilder Vard’s Langsten 
shipyard. The hull was built by Vard’s Tulcea shipyard in 
Romania and then towed to Vard Langsten in Norway. 

Deep Explorer

The Deep Explorer features a 24-man twin bell saturated 
dive system rated to 350 m (1,148 ft) water depth and 
has a high-end computer-based diving control system, 
400-tonne box boom crane, large deck area, working 
moonpool and work-class ROVs.

This, said Technip in a press release at the time of the 
vessel’s naming in November 2016, makes it “the most 
modern and versatile DSV on the market. It is capable 
of working globally on diving and subsea construction 
projects, even in extreme weather conditions, and is 
expected to begin operations in 2017.”

The vessel was designed, built and delivered during 
a three-year period, and Bruno Faure, the company’s 
senior vice president for subsea projects and operations, 
added that the Deep Explorer would be a “key asset for 
the Technip fleet and for our clients.” The ship also is 
capable of diverless construction activities.

In 2015 Technip previously had brought another 
newbuild to the North Sea market, the DSV Deep Arctic, 
which is a purpose-designed vessel with a similar com-
puter-based dive control system and 24-man diving 
chamber complex. 

Middle East opportunity
Another marine construction player that has been 
making waves despite the tough business environment 
is Ezra Holdings. The company has achieved this in a 
region that has remained a significant offshore market 
despite the downturn globally.

The Singapore-based contractor’s biggest coup strate-
gically was its 50:50 joint venture (JV) company EMAS 

Chiyoda Subsea (the other owner being Chiyoda Corp.) 
clinching a U.S. $1.6 billion deal last year to work for 
Saudi Aramco in the Arabian Gulf. The JV, in partner-
ship with Larsen & Toubro Hydrocarbon Engineering, 
in 2015 had sealed a six-year working agreement with 
the Saudi Arabian national oil company, and last sum-
mer that long-term agreement bore fruit when it was 
awarded the huge engineering, procurement, construc-
tion and installation services deal. 

The companies will be working on the high-profile 
development of the second phase of the Hasbah gas 
field offshore Saudi Arabia. 

The project will feature significant offshore construc-
tion activity over a planned period of 3½ years. It was 
the first major contract awarded by Saudi Aramco to the 
consortium, and it is expected to pave the way for fur-
ther opportunities within the region. 

The workscope covers construction of two sets of 
three wellhead platform topsides, one tie-in platform 
with flare platforms and bridges tied together by 
umbilicals, and infield pipelines. Other work includes 
interconnections of trunk lines to transport produced 
gas from the field to the onshore plant. The off-
shore execution phase is expected to get underway in 
fourth-quarter 2017.

A key factor, according to Lionel Lee, Ezra’s group 
CEO, was EMAS Chiyoda’s “modern fleet of subsea 
construction vessels,” and this kind of demand from 
operators for similar high-end modern vessels is a 
trend that will become increasingly prevalent as global 
offshore activity continues to pick up pace in 2018 
and beyond. 

MARINE CONSTRUCTION &  

HEAVY LIFT

Technip has high-graded its pipelay and construction fleet during the 

downturn, divesting itself of older assets but still investing in new ones 

such as the technologically advanced DSV Deep Explorer, which will 

start operations this year. (Source: Technip)
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UNCONVENTIONAL 

REPORT: BAKKEN

Contributed by RS Energy Group

Bakken snapshot 
Data show falling breakevens and greater defi nition of the Bakken core.

The top three Bakken 

operators by completions 

held a combined share of 38% 

of the market in 2015-2016. 

Recently, EOG Resources, 

which represented 4% of the 

market in 2015-2016, increased 

its monthly market share, 

averaging a 13% share in 

August through October 2016. 

(Source: RS Energy Group)

Analyzing operator market 

shares by production alters 

the order of the top Bakken 

operators. Whiting Petroleum 

Corp. holds the largest share, 

followed by Hess with 3% less 

of the production market. 

The most notable change is 

XTO Energy/ExxonMobil. The 

company held 12% of the 

completion market during 

2015-2016 and now holds 

only 6% of the overall 

production market. 

(Source: RS Energy Group)

TOP OPERATORS BY COMPLETION COUNT (2015-2016)
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TOP OPERATORS BY TOTAL PRODUCTION VOLUME (2015-2016)

Numbers are gross operated production numbers, not net reported.
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BREAKEVEN PRICES ARE FALLING FOR MOST OPERATORS

In 2014 RS Energy Group estimated that the average horizontal well in the Williston Basin required $66/bbl to generate a 10% pretax rate 

of return. That fi gure dropped to $48/bbl in 2016. The current breakeven estimate is at about $45/bbl. The drop in 2016 breakevens can be 

associated with high-grading, service cost defl ation and effi ciency gains as well as productivity improvements from enhanced completions. 

It is probably no coincidence that several operators who have embraced more intense completions also experienced the biggest drops in 

year-over-year supply cost. (Source: RS Energy Group)

PROVED DEVELOPED PRODUCING AND UNDEVELOPED 
VALUES COMBINE TO DEFINE THE CORE

By combining the value of 

production with the value of the 

undeveloped acreage to derive 

a map of total value per acre, 

the core area with the Williston Basin 

is clearly highlighted. These regions 

within the Williston are valued in 

excess of $50,000/acre, taking 

into account the existing production

as well as undeveloped acreage. 

These are impressive metrics but 

remain below the lofty values set 

by recent core Permian and 

SCOOP/STACK transactions.

(Source: RS Energy Group)
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Onshore US regulatory overview
Jack Belcher and Beth Everage, HBW Resources LLC

A s the oil and gas industry emerges from the 

previous two-year slump, producers have 

begun to green-light exploration of new fi elds and the 

development of existing projects. While this news is 

encouraging, the industry must contend with a wave 

of regulatory announcements from the outgoing pres-

idential administration.

In the last weeks of his administration President 

Obama announced the sweeping exclusion of large 

portions of the Atlantic and Arctic oceans from the 

2017-2022 Oil and Gas Leasing Program. Following that 

decision, the administration announced denial of all 

pending permits for exploratory seismic surveys in the 

Atlantic. Similarly, onshore producers faced a wave of 

announcements, including the designation of the Bears 

Ears National Monument in Utah and cancellation of oil 

and gas lease sales throughout the western states. 

There is little doubt that calls from anti-energy non-

governmental organizations (NGOs) for President 

Obama to cement his environmental legacy by end-

ing E&P on public lands and waters had a signifi cant 

impact in these recent decisions. These NGOs have 

pivoted their attention to President Trump. It is expect-

ed that the incoming administration will overturn a 

number of these regulatory and executive actions. The 

anti-energy NGOs have vowed to use litigation, lobby-

ing, research studies and global affi liates to apply pres-

sure and halt any rule reversals.

Below is a list of specifi c regulatory actions impact-

ing onshore E&P at the federal, state and local levels.

Federal actions
Bears Ears National Monument. President Obama des-

ignated the Bears Ears region in southeastern Utah as 

a national monument under the Antiquities Act of 1906. 

Critics of the decision are calling on Trump to reverse 

the designation.

Oil shale management regulations fi nalized. In ear-

ly January the U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 

released its fi nal rule amending regulations to allow the 

Interior Secretary to impose a higher royalty rate for 

development on federal lands. It also requires oil and 

gas developers to include plans for protection of air, 

water and other natural resources.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to 

review rules on drilling waste. The EPA recently settled 

a suit brought by environmental groups claiming the 

agency hasn’t revised its rules for management of oil 

and gas drilling waste since 1988. In a consent decree 

approved Dec. 28, 2016, the EPA agreed to review the 

regulations and either propose new rules or determine 

that new rules aren’t necessary by March 2019.

Proposed rule to add natural gas processing facili-

ties to the Toxics Release Inventory. The EPA proposed 

a rule in early January that would require gas proces-

sors to report chemical discharges on the agency’s Tox-

ic Release Inventory. The EPA estimates the rule would 

impact at least 282 facilities.

Montana lease sale cancelled. The BLM announced 

the cancellation of the fi nal oil and gas leases in the 

Lewis and Clark National Forest. The agency stated that 

the cancellation is a “signifi cant milestone in protecting 

[the] area from impacts of energy development.”

State/local actions
Colorado

■ At its meeting Jan. 10, the Broomfi eld City Council 

delayed its decision on the proposed fi ve-month 

moratorium until the end of February. A communi-

ty forum will be held during the interim and will 

include input from state regulators. 

Maryland

■ The General Assembly of Maryland opened its 

legislative session Jan. 11. Lawmakers issued a 

temporary restriction to prohibit the Department 

of Environment from implementing new hydraulic 

fracturing rules while the General Assembly con-

siders a statewide ban.  ■

UNCONVENTIONAL REPORT: 

REGULATORY OVERVIEW
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Mark Thomas, Editor-in-Chief

F
or those involved in the production side of the 

upstream business, the reality of using EOR tech-

niques on mature fields and ever-rising water cuts is 

a continual rise year-on-year in the global volume of 

produced water.

As a result, both the management of the produced 

water to ensure the environment remains protected and 

the need for enhanced economic efficiency is one of 

the oil and gas industry’s biggest challenges at present. 

How to maximize water reuse and minimize the costs 

is a high-priority concern for operators as they contin-

ue to look for better ways to enhance mature reservoir 

recovery rates, extend field lives and achieve the strin-

gent environmental targets and regulations that set the 

boundaries for them.

200 projects
Houston-based process solutions provider ProSep has 

been working with the U.K.’s Industry Technology 

Facilitator (ITF), a not-for-profit organization that has 

been involved in facilitating the launch of more than 

200 projects worldwide from early-stage concepts to 

field trials and commercialization. ITF has member 

companies from the operator and service sectors and 

works closely with the technology development commu-

nity and government bodies.

ProSep designs, manufactures 

and commercializes technologies 

to separate oil, water and gas gen-

erated by oil and gas production, 

and through ITF it started collab-

orating in 2015 with Middle East 

national oil companies (NOCs) 

Qatar Petroleum and Petroleum 

Development Oman (PDO).

The company’s Osorb Media 

is a water treatment technology 

that selectively removes hydrocar-

bons from produced water and 

has the ability to be regenerated 

in situ and reused for reinjection 

or discharge without a loss in 

efficiency. Under the ITF’s stew-

ardship a joint industry project 

(JIP) was formed with the two 

NOCs aimed at enhancing and 

proving the regeneration and 

reuse of the media under real-

world situations.

Difficult water streams
Both Qatar Petroleum and PDO 

had similar requirements for 

Produced water treatment JIP flowing 
well in Middle East         
A groundbreaking initiative has seen a rare cooperation between two Middle Eastern NOCs 

as part of a JIP to develop an oil-in-water removal and media regeneration package.

ITF’s first truly collaborative Middle East JIP was to develop an offshore-capable oil-in-water removal 

and media regeneration package. (Source: ITF)
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treating difficult produced water streams, according 

to ITF. 

The former was seeking to replace existing water 

treatment technologies with one that could reduce the 

amount of waste generated, utilities required and size of 

systems. The latter was searching for a technology that 

was suitable for treating the produced water generated 

during chemical EOR in operations such as polymer 

floods and alkali surfactant polymer floods.

The JIP enabled ProSep to put a full-scale Osorb Media 

unit through a two-phase field trial on PDO’s Marmul oil 

field, about 200 km (124 miles) northeast of Salalah in 

Oman, to demonstrate the offshore-capable technology’s 

water treatment and regeneration capabilities.

Regenerable media
Osorb Media is a regenerable organosilica that adsorbs 

free, dispersed and water-soluble hydrocarbons as well 

as many oilfield chemicals from produced water. Spent 

Osorb Media can be regenerated using a variety of tech-

niques and resources, and operators often have differ-

ent options available for this process. The two phases of 

the project compared regeneration methods through a 

rigorous test schedule to ensure that regeneration pro-

cess options were created that were both economically 

and operationally practical for all operators.

The field trial got underway in July 2016, with the 

Osorb system designed, engineered and built to com-

plete the testing at the Marmul Field’s water treat-

ment plant. The system was installed to treat the water 

coming into the plant directly from the production 

separators. A small slipstream of the produced water 

was treated for nine hours each day. Samples of the 

inlet and outlet produced water were collected twice 

each day and analyzed in the operator’s laboratories 

at Marmul. 

JIP trial phase concluded
ProSep said it has concluded the final stage of the ITF-

led JIP with the two NOCs and other JIP members. The 

data gathered in the trial are being used to optimize the 

design and system process to reduce capital costs as well 

as the operation costs for owning such a system. The 

skid that is being used will be available for further test-

ing should additional process flows be identified. 

According to PDO’s corporate technology adviser, 

Wail Saif Salim Al-Harrasi, the JIP “has the potential 

to resolve some of the challenges associated with EOR 

activities such as de-oiling of polymer-contaminated 

water and enabling the reuse of spent polymer, which 

in turn reduces the overall cost of EOR.”

ProSep’s Middle East general manager, Ryan McPherson, 

added that being part of a JIP with two NOCs in the Middle 

East “has been a tremendous experience, with all parties 

truly collaborating toward a shared goal. The ability to 

regenerate the media in situ is fundamental to full-scale 

technology implementation. The field trial will enable 

ProSep to create a regeneration process that is both eco-

nomically and operationally practical for operators.” 

Optimized system
According to ProSep, the field trials have produced a 

significant amount of information from several water 

treatment and regeneration cycles. Data also are being 

analyzed to verify the water treatment capabilities, vali-

date prediction models and identify means to optimize 

the system moving forward. 

The end goal for the JIP is to see a commercial unit 

integrated into a customer-produced water stream for 

extended trials. 

Editor’s note: The ITF’s annual Technology Showcase event—

focused on bringing the technology R&D community together 

with key industry decision makers—will be held March 1 in 

Aberdeen, Scotland.

This before-and-after image shows the instantaneous effect of 

Osorb on hydrocarbons. (Source: ITF) 
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Dr. Peter Harrop, IDTechEx

I
f a company is designing anything electronic or elec-

tric in the future, it must first think about generating 

its own electricity, sometimes even without need for a 

battery. EnOcean has done that with wireless sensors 

and actuators for buildings, proclaiming, “No wires, 

hassle, no battery.” Indeed, the Internet of Things (IoT) 

nodes will only deploy in billions if they are fit-and-

forget and very low-cost, even disposable. A hand-held 

pollution sensor can be bought today that gets all its 

electricity from ambient 4G emissions, and energy-inde-

pendent vehicles are already on sale that never plug in 

because daylight provides all their electric power. The 

game is changing completely. 

Better harvesting needed 
Energy harvesting is the order of the day, but the most 

efficient photovoltaics, thermoelectrics and piezoelec-

trics often use toxic elements. Electrodynamic harvest-

ing often employs expensive rare earth magnets. Few 

forms of energy harvesting lend themselves to structural 

electronics such as smart load-bearing materials that are 

now increasingly replacing clunky components-in-a-box 

assemblies. Particularly significant is the ability to be 

layered with other forms of energy harvesting, energy 

storage, sensors, power conditioning circuits and some-

times displays. 

Rugged flexible multimode energy harvesting is need-

ed for wearable electronics, IoT and even low-cost long-

life wind (smart sails, flags, airships) and wave power. 

That is why the newest invention in energy harvesting is 

attracting such attention: It employs nontoxic low-cost 

materials and, unlike most alternatives, can potentially 

generate microwatts in microelectromechanical systems 

up to megawatts at sea at high efficiency. 

Rush to market
Triboelectric energy harvesting, invented only four years 

ago at Georgia Tech, will be sold in Chinese electronic 

devices in a few months. It has been demonstrated 

as electricity-generating flooring and as a 

self-powered heart sensor in a living sheep 

in China. Electricity-generating tires have 

been demonstrated on toy cars. A wider 

range of potential applications and efficiency 

improvements has been demonstrated than 

was ever achieved in the early years of alter-

natives. It has been combined with many 

other harvesting technologies in one plastic 

sheet and has even driven chemical synthesis. 

There has been a proof-of-principle of a 1-sq-

km (.386-sq-mile) blanket generating 1 MW 

from wave energy. 

What is it?
Triboelectricity is the creation of electrostatic 

charges on the surfaces of two dissimilar mate-

rials when they are brought into physical  

contact. Tribo (drag) is a misnomer. It has 

been known for millennia, but resulting 

sparks cannot be used. The propensity to 

become positively or negatively charged is 

Triboelectric energy harvesting  
captures the imagination 
New method can potentially generate megawatts of power.

Triboelectric energy harvesting can be layered with other forms of energy harvesting, 

energy storage, sensors, power conditioning circuits and displays. (Source: IDTechEx)
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only approximate: Morphology, formulation, impurity 
and surface oxides matter. Charge affinity in nano amp 
sec/watt sec of friction is measured by metal contact. Met-
als are triboelectrically active. Steel is neutral, but in tires 
steel reinforcement will double as an electrode. 

Triboelectric energy harvesting is based on contact- 
induced charges generating a potential drop when the 
two surfaces are separated by a mechanical force. This 
can drive electrons to flow between the two electrodes 
built on the top and bottom surfaces of the two materi-
als. Single impact or repeated reciprocating movement 
generates a form of AC electric power that can be con-
verted to useful power for electrics and electronics by 
attaching power conditioning. 

This is the triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG). 
Though “nano” means the TENG is based on small-
scale physical change, these can be very large devices. 
There are four basic TENG operational modes and 
a huge number of physical variants of each. At least 
one active material must be a dielectric—fluoropoly-
mers and silicones favored—to retain the created 
static charge. Following the first report of the TENG 
in January 2012 by Professor Zhong Lin Wang et al. at 
Georgia Tech, power density reached 500 watts/sq m 
and 15 MW/cu. m, instantaneous conversion efficiency 
reached 70%, and total energy conversion efficiency of 
up to 90% has now been demonstrated with relatively 
small devices. As with most other energy harvesting 
inventions, the industry is starting with small, low-power 
devices, in this case mainly laminar and flexible. The 
dielectric can double as a sensor.

New markets created
Triboelectric energy harvesting will expand the energy 
harvesting market rather than break into it. Forecasting 
is highly speculative, not least because the necessary 
finance and effort by the industry is not yet committed. 
Maybe a global market of $400 million will be served in 
2027 for transducers and double that for the systems, 
rising to many billions over the following decade if 
takeoff is typical. The biggest value potential is above 
1 watt. Most of the increasing number of proposals 
and demonstrations will fail commercially, but within 
10 years the technology should overtake piezoelectric 
energy harvesting to become the fourth biggest seller 
after electrodynamic, photovoltaic and thermoelectric. 
This is because the TENG is not as limited by fragility, 
format and use of toxic metals as piezo is for affordable, 
desired devices.

Innovative experimental devices for new applications 
are frequently demonstrated, mostly in universities in 

the U.S., China and Korea. They promise considerable 
versatility of format, from wind-harvesting “grass” on 
rooftops to tribo balls in tubes harvesting multidirec-
tional motion and rotational motion harvesting in 
transparent, disposable and stretchable versions. It 
lends itself well to physical integration with other film-
based harvesting for power increase, reduced intermit-
tency (less battery or no battery) and improved security 
of supply.

When and why
First, it will be successful at low power. Self-powered 
sensors and disposables are good entry points because 
other options are problematic. Vibration harvesting at 
up to 1 MW may not be an opportunity of more than 
$100 million but is an entry point to develop random 
movement harvesting at much higher power. Success 
here could rapidly create billion-dollar businesses.

Reasons for success at low power are primarily due to 
being able to do new things such as self-powered thin 
haptic actuators, including transceivers, and secondly 
the low cost, being nontoxic and having other positive 
attributes. Wind, wave and random movement power 
(e.g., seats, flags, boats) might become the primary 
opportunity at 1 watt to 1 MW, with textile and plastic 
film formats compelling in these markets. However, fea-
sibility and viability are far from proven. 

What needs fixing
Success in any high-volume and/or high-value opera-
tion will only come when reliability, life and reproduc-
ibility are demonstrated and adequate; the marketplace 
is widely seeded with good working samples; and pro-
duction is proven at acceptable yield and cost. There 
are additional challenges of standards and protection 
from moisture. 

Only motion harvesting
The TENG is a form of motion harvesting, so appro-
priate motion must be tapped. Vibration harvesting 
has been demonstrated even with a disposable paper 
TENG, but vibration harvesters have an irritating 
habit of not efficiently harvesting the vibration fre-
quencies that are actually encountered or being 
cost-effective since electronics and electrics take less 
power and batteries are lower cost up front. That 
market has never taken off. IDTechEx thinks that ulti-
mately TENGs will do more business in harvesting 
random movement to create higher power electricity 
but also will be useful in single-hit applications like 
sensor/actuators. 
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Digital inspection tool for predictive  
corrosion management
GE Oil & Gas released its Predictive Corrosion Man-

agement, the company’s newest digital inspection 

tool for industrial assets such as refinery pipes, a press 

release stated. This new asset performance manage-

ment tool uses embedded sensors to provide continu-

ous inspection data and cloud-based analytics of pipe 

conditions to help operators manage risk, improve 

uptime and minimize total cost of operations. Predic-

tive Corrosion Management uses a package of GE’s 

Rightrax installed ultrasonic sensors with the Predix 

cloud-based operating system and advisory services 

to continuously collect and analyze real-time perfor-

mance data and monitor corrosion-related risk so 

facilities can proactively make disposition decisions, 

enabling “digital inspection” of pipes. This continu-

ous inspection tool can identify corrosion before it 

becomes a problem. It also can improve the reliability 

of inspection data, remove manual inconsistencies and 

enable users to model and predict piping failures due 

to corrosion and erosion, all of which extends the run-

life of pipes and other fixed assets. geoilandgas.com

Diversion stimulation service maximizes  
wellbore coverage 
Schlumberger has released its OpenPath Sequence 

diversion stimulation service, a press release stated. The 

new service sequentially diverts acid into additional 

clusters or zones to maximize wellbore coverage, result-

ing in more precise treatment placement and greater 

production when compared to conventional methods. 

OpenPath Sequence service is the first in the industry to 

use degradable fibers to suspend multimodal particles 

that enable sequential stimulation of intervals in acid 

stimulations. Suitable for cased and openhole com-

pletions, the service can be used for acid fracturing or 

matrix stimulations in carbonate reservoirs. The service 

also is suited for restimulation treatments in mature 

fields. This acid diversion stimulation service has been 

tested in reservoirs in the Middle East and in North 

America, resulting in proven diversion and significantly 

improved production. slb.com/OpenPath

Reservoir characterization software  
integrates data into maps
CGG GeoSoftware has released a new version of its 

HampsonRussell reservoir characterization software, 

with new features for attribute extraction and predic-

tion along horizontal wells as well as upgraded geosta-

tistical mapping capabilities, according to the company. 

HampsonRussell 10.2 provides better workflows for 

greater productivity with new data conditioning, inver-

sion and map prediction features. Key features include 

new data conditioning processes, residual normal 

moveout correction and FXY deconvolution for noise 

attenuation and spectral balancing. Inversion can now 

output relative impedances for both pre- and post-stack 

data and extract attributes along horizontal well paths. 

This new information helps users mine and interpret 

data from derived attributes, resulting in more accurate 

reservoir models. The new MapPredict application is 

The OpenPath Sequence diversion stimulation service  

sequentially plugs perforations in the near wellbore to  

maximize wellbore coverage. (Source: Schlumberger)

Horizontal well analysis with MapPredict brings a better  

understanding of the spatial distribution of reservoir properties 

predicted from seismic attributes. (Source: CGG)
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a fully integrated easy-to-use map-based geostatistical 

software that integrates well, seismic and attribute data 

into accurate, detailed maps. MapPredict encompasses 

the functionality of HampsonRussell’s former ISMap 

application and has evolved to include the ability to han-

dle horizontal wells. MapPredict is especially suited to 

fi nding relationships between multiple seismic attribute 

slices and properties derived from well information such 

as hydrocarbon production. cgg.com

Drillship design reduces development 
building and operating costs
The Scylax, designed by GustoMSC, makes develop-

ment of the mid-water to deepwater market available 

with reduced building and operating costs by provid-

ing fi t-for-purpose capabilities, a press release stated. 

The key is to focus on the essential functionality for 

deepwater drilling. Whereas ultradeepwater units fea-

ture ever-increasing hookloads and capacities, these 

requirements can be reduced for a large amount of 

the wells in deep water. Designing the Scylax based 

on these rationalized requirements allows different 

choices to be made in the design, reducing building 

and operating costs. Designed around the drilling pro-

cess, the Scylax provides deepwater drilling in a com-

pact design based on a single derrick or drilling mast 

setup with offl ine stand building, dual BOPs, up to 

3,048 m (10,000 ft) water depth capability and ample 

capacity mud systems. Drilling equipment packages of 

all major manufacturers can be readily integrated into 

the design. GustoMSC.com

Software for optimization
AspenTech has released its aspenONE engineering and 

aspenONE manufacturing and supply chain version 

9.1 software, a press release stated. The latest software 

release gives users the ability to conduct systemwide 

optimization and debottleneck the entire LNG process, 

which offers signifi cant opportunity for energy savings 

and avoidance of unplanned downtime. Improvements 

to the piping and instrumentation diagram editor 

improve ease of use and the accuracy of estimates by 

refl ecting engineering designs earlier, reducing capex 

risk. The software update includes the new Aspen Coil 

Wound Exchanger, integrated with Aspen HYSYS soft-

ware to complete the solution for rigorous modeling of 

all cryogenic heat exchangers used in LNG applications 

at the equipment and process level. Additionally, Aspen-

Tech released a new product suite, aspenONE Asset 

Performance Management (APM). The suite expands 

the aspenONE product portfolio from engineering, 

manufacturing and supply chain into maintenance to 

address key business challenges that include process 

disruptions, low asset availability and unplanned down-

time. The aspenONE APM suite will enable companies 

to optimize their assets throughout the entire plant life 

cycle. aspentech.com

Expanded line of small-bore metric seals
The Timken Co., a provider of bearings and mechanical 

power transmission products, has released an expanded 

line of small-bore metric seals, a press release stated. 

The full line of Timken seals features small- and large-

bore seals in both inch and metric sizes. The small-bore 

metric seal range includes sizes from 5 mm to 300 mm 

with single- and double-lip designs. The company offers 
small-bore metric seals in both nitrile and fl uoroelasto-
mer materials. timken.com

Solution to soil-side corrosion on 
aboveground storage tanks
Storage tanks used for product storage in industrial 

facilities are subject to soil-side corrosion during opera-

tion, especially when installed in severe environments. 

There is a growing industrial awareness about the advan-

tage of introducing amine carboxylate vapor phase cor-

rosion inhibitors (VpCIs) into the tank pad. The ability 

of CorroLogic VpCIs to protect areas that cannot be 

reached by traditional cathodic protection (CP) makes 

it an ideal treatment to be used in conjunction with 

CP or by itself when CP is defi cient or absent, a press 

release stated. Using the power of Cortec’s VpCIs, 

CorroLogic is able to vaporize and disperse through 

CorroLogic is able to vaporize and disperse through open areas below 

an aboveground storage tank. (Source: Cortec)
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open areas below an aboveground storage tank (AST). 

When the VpCIs reach a metal surface, they adsorb and 

form a protective molecular barrier to guard against cor-

rosion, providing an added dimension of protection to 

under-tank areas that cannot be reached by CP. Corro-

Logic can be added to an AST in several different forms, 

enabling application during construction of new tanks 

or while existing tanks are in service or out of service. 

During construction CorroLogic pouches can be placed 

on an AST’s high-density polyethylene liner and left to 

emit VpCIs below the tank surface. If an AST is already 

in service and needs protection, a CorroLogic slurry 

is injected beneath the tank floor through the exist-

ing monitoring or leakage detection pipes or through 

injection pipes post-installed through the concrete ring 

beam. When a tank is out of service, CorroLogic Powder 

is fogged through the tank floor into the under-tank 

area and allowed to diffuse. cortecvci.com 

JIP to improve recovery, profitability of 
hydraulic fracturing 
The Industry Technology Facilitator (ITF), alongside 

Marathon Oil, Nexen and Repsol, has launched a joint 

industry project (JIP) to improve the planning, design 

and implementation of hydraulic fracturing to maxi-

mize the efficiency and profitability of unconventional 

resources globally, a press release stated. The FRACGAS 

II JIP continues the development of the Elfen tgr (tight 

gas reservoirs) software suite pioneered by geomechanics 

software solutions developer Rockfield. The research 

aims to enhance the finite element-based modeling 

technology and microseismic methodology. Rockfield 

CEO John Cain added, “The sponsorship of FRACGAS I 

enabled Rockfield to deliver a complete product in the 

shape of Elfen tgr that enables oil and gas operators and 

service companies alike to model both 2-D and 3-D frac-

ture propagation in tight gas shale reservoirs. The soft-

ware allows the simulation of the full cycle of stimulation, 

production, refracturing [and] production operations, 

including features such as fracture closure, proppant 

transport and multiwell interference.” itfenergy.com

Electro-hydraulic setting tool facilitates  
safer operations
Probe Holdings Inc.’s electro-hydraulic setting tool, the 

iSet, is about to perform its first operation in the Mid-

dle East. iSet is designed to drive new safety and effi-

ciency standards in well intervention and abandonment 

operations that require the use of setting tools, a press 

release stated. With its programmable touchscreen 

technology, the iSet provides a safe, reliable and cost- 

effective method for setting bridge plugs, packers, 

gauge hangers and straddles. “Unlike traditional setting 

tools, the iSet doesn’t require explosive setting charges, 

so it’s not only safer, but it doesn’t demand special 

permits to use or transport it, so there are no com-

plex logistics to overcome,” said Neil Duncan, Probe’s 

regional manager-MENA and Asia. “It also can be run 

up to 50 times without the need for redressing between 

runs. On return to surface, the tool can be safely reset 

in less than 1 minute and ready for the next run within 

30 minutes, so it’s extremely efficient.” probe1.com

Service helps navigate complexities of  
late-life operations, decommissioning 
Lloyd’s Register is offering an integrated portfolio of 

late-life and decommissioning services to support oper-

ators, equity holders and regulators in key territories 

including the U.K. Continental Shelf, Gulf of Mexico 

and across Asia in how best to manage their operations 

productivity with minimal risk and cost-effectively in the 

run up to cessation of production and decommission-

ing. The expertise covers subsea operations through to 

topsides, offshore and onshore technical and engineer-

ing solutions, project and data management, assurance, 

and commercial services. lr.org/en

Technology allows personal monitors to share 
real-time gas readings 
Industrial Scientific has released LENS Wireless tech-

nology, which is based on military ad-hoc mesh net-

working concepts. The technology enables gas monitors 

to communicate with each other wirelessly with no need 

for IT setup, infrastructure or a central controller, a 

press release stated. Industrial Scientific Ventis Pro 

Series multigas monitors and Radius BZ1 area monitors 

are available with LENS Wireless. Industrial Scientific is 

the first manufacturer to enable personal, portable gas 

monitors to communicate directly with area monitors to 

share gas readings and alarm conditions. LENS Wireless 

groups are quick and easy to create, allowing rapid 

deployment and use in a broad range of applications. 

LENS Wireless helps workers in any industry respond 

faster and with real-time information when hazardous 

conditions occur. When a gas hazard, man-down or 

panic situation causes an instrument to alarm, all peers 

in the connected group will instantly be notified of the 

hazard and the person in danger. indsci.com/lens 

Please submit your company’s updates related to new technology 

products and services to Ariana Benavidez at abenavidez@

hartenergy.com.
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1 Gulf of Mexico

Energy Resource Technology GOM 

completed a Pliocene oil well on the 

company’s Tornado development 

in Green Canyon Block 281. The 

#1SS (ST) OCS G33242 flowed at a 

rate in excess of 20 Mboe/d during 

a two-week period. According to 

IHS Markit, the company intends 

to lower the flowrate to 13 Mboe/d 

to 16 Mboe/d until a second well 

is drilled and completed. The side-

track was drilled to 6,326 m (20,755 

ft), and the water depth is 838 m 

(2,750 ft). The Tornado discovery 

is south of Energy Resources’ Phoe-

nix Field (Block 236). Field recovery 

through August 2016 was 2.4 MMbbl 

of crude/condensate and 104 

MMcm (3.7 Bcf) of gas. Wells in the 

deepwater reservoir produce from a 

Pliocene zone at 4,752 m to 5,560 m 

(15,592 ft to 18,243 ft). 

2 Peru

Baron Oil Plc has reported its latest 

estimates of unrisked prospective 

resources for blocks Z34 and XXI 

in Peru. In offshore Peru’s deepwa-

ter Block Z34 Baron Oil announced 

that the estimated gross unrisked 

best estimate (P50) prospective 

resources for the three prospects 

that have been remapped hold 885 

MMbbl of recoverable oil—413 

Mbbl in the Cuy Prospect, 200 

MMbbl in the Cuy Sur Prospect and 

272 MMbbl in the Daphne Prospect. 

The Cuy Sur prospect, located in 

the northern half of the block, will 

be drilled first. For onshore Block 

XXI the estimated gross unrisked 

best estimate (P50) prospective 

resources for El Barco Prospect is 

181 MMcm (6.4 Bcf) of recover-

able gas resource in the shallow 

section and 7.1 MMbbl of oil in the 

deep section. Both targets could be 

accessed by a single well. 

3 Colombia

A Canacol Energy Ltd. gas discovery 

was announced at #1-Trombon in 

Colombia’s Lower Magdalena Basin 

Esperanza Block. The well was tested 

flowing 736 Mcm (26 MMcf/d) of gas. 

The venture is an offset to #1-Nispero, 

and it was drilled to 3,158 m (10,360 

ft). It encountered 8 m (26 ft) of net 

gas pay with average porosity of 22% 

within the primary Cienaga de Oro 

(CDO) reservoir target. The reservoir 

interval was perforated from 2,538 m 

to 2,546 m (8,328 ft to 8,354 ft), and 

no water was reported. It was tested on 

an unreported choke size with a flow-

ing tubing head pressure of 2,254 psi. 

The rig is moving to drill gas devel-

opment well #3-Clarinete. Additional 

drilling is planned at development 

well #8-Nelson—it will be targeting 

productive reservoirs within the CDO 

reservoir that are not being drained 

by the existing producing wells in the 

Nelson Field. A third test is planned at 

#1-Mono Capuchino, an oil explora-

tion well in Block VMM-2 in the Mid-

dle Magdalena Basin. 

4 Colombia

Ecopetrol S.A. has announced plans 

to drill up to five offshore Colom-

bia exploration wells in the Carib-

bean Sea. The first scheduled well, 

#1-Molusco, will be in Block RC9 

near the La Guajira Peninsula. Eco-

petrol is the operator of the RC9 

Block and #1-Molusco well with 50% 

interest in partnership with the Oil 

and Natural Gas Corp., which holds 

the remaining 50%. In 2015 Petro-

bras announced a nearby gas discov-

ery in the Caribbean Sea at #1-Orca 

in the Tayrona Block. 

5 Colombia

GeoPark announced testing results 

from the #6 Jacana appraisal well in 

Colombia’s Llanos 34 Block. It was 

drilled to 3,561 m (11,684 ft) and 

tested with an electric submersible 

pump in Guadalupe across multi-

ple sand units. It produced about 

1.8 Mbbl/d of 16-degree gravity 

oil with a 17% water cut. The ven-

ture was tested on a 38⁄64-mm choke, 

and the wellhead pressure was 80 

psi. Additional interval testing and 

production history are required to 

determine the stabilized flow rate 

and water cut source. The appraisal 

was drilled to test the western limits 

of the field. In 2017 the company 

plans to continue drilling appraisal 

wells and developing the Tigana/

Jacana oil trend to determine the 

full extent of the oil accumulation. 

6 UK

A Weald Basin license PEDL234 anal-

ysis for UK Oil & Gas Investments has 

a calculated P50 original oil in place 

value of 1.7 Bbbl of oil within the 

Kimmeridge Limestone reservoirs 

in a 300-sq-km (116-sq-mile) area in 

the prospect area. During testing at 

#1-Horse Hill, the naturally fractured 

Kimmeridge Limestone flowed oil at 

an aggregate stabilized flow rate of 

1.365 Mbbl/d: #1-Horse Hill is about 

17 km (10.5 miles) northwest of the 

survey area. 

7 UK

On the Zechstein prospect in U.K. 

North Sea license P2252, Cluff Nat-

ural Resources reported new P50 

prospective resource estimates. The 

P50 prospective resources have been 

increased from 4.5 Bcm to 18 Bcm 

(162 Bcf to 636 Bcf) in the new 

Pensacola Prospect with significant 

exploration upside potential. The 

company recently reprocessed 3-D 

seismic data over the license area. 

A 3-D dataset study with Hallibur-

ton indicated a high-density north/
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south-oriented fracture network 

across the Lytham structure, which 

would enhance reservoir properties 

and production characteristics of 

the prospect. Revised interpretation 

indicates that the St. Annes lead 

forms the outer edge of a larger cir-

cular patch reef complex, the Pen-

sacola Prospect. The patch reefs are 

analogous to producing fields in 

Poland and the U.S. and have the 

potential to contain signifi cant gas 

volumes and high-quality reservoirs.

8 Norway

Total, operator of production license 

PL 043, is completing the wildcat 

well #30/4-3 S in offshore Norway’s 

Martin Linge Field. The well encoun-

tered gas and condensate in Tarbert, 

Ness and Etive in the Brent group. 

Preliminary estimates by the com-

pany are between 2 MMcm and 11 

MMcm (70.6 MMcf and 388 MMcf) 

of recoverable oil equivalent. It was 

tested on a 48⁄64-in. choke fl owing 2.4 

MMcm/d (84.7 MMcf) of gas. The 

#30/4-3 S is the fourth exploration 

well in production license PL 043. 

It was drilled to 4,134 m (13,563 

ft) and was completed in Dunlin in 

Early Jurassic. Area water depth is 

115 m (377 ft).

9 Norway

In the southern part of the Barents 

Sea, Lundin Petroleum AB reported 

an oil and gas discovery at explora-

tion well #1-Neiden in PL609, Block 

7220/1. The well is about 60 km (37 

miles) northeast of the Alta discovery 

on the Loppa High. The exploration 

was designed to prove oil in Triassic 

sandstone and Permian carbonate 

reservoirs. It encountered a gross 

31-m (102-ft) hydrocarbon column 

with 21 m (69 ft) of oil and 10 m 

(33 ft) of gas in the Permian target. 

The total gross resource estimate for 

the Neiden discovery is between 25 

MMboe and 60 MMboe. 

10 Norway

According to OMV, the Wisting dis-

covery in the Barents Sea is potentially 

the largest fi nd in the Norwegian Arc-

tic to date. Wisting is the northern-

most offshore Norway oil discovery 

and could contain more than 1 Bboe, 

according to company estimates. Field 

development would likely be via an 

FPSO vessel in a water depth of more 

than 400 m (1,312 ft), with projected 

production to begin in 2024 to 2025. 

The Wisting discovery is on the Nor-

wegian Continental Shelf. 
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PEOPLE

ExxonMobil Corp. CEO Rex Til-

lerson, who is President Donald 

Trump’s pick for secretary of state, 

retired at year-end 2016 after more 

than 41 years of service. Darren 

Woods, who served as president, took 

over as chairman and CEO Jan. 1.

Fike Corp. named Brad Batz presi-

dent and CEO.

Royal Dutch Shell Plc’s CFO Simon 

Henry will step down in March after 

seven years in the post and will be 

replaced by Jessica Uhl, a finance 

executive in Shell’s gas business.

PDC Energy Inc. appointed

David Honeyfield CFO and senior 

vice president. 

The board of directors of

BOURBON appointed Astrid 

de Bréon CFO of the group. She 

assumes her function Feb. 1 and 

will resign from her seat on the 

board of directors.

Tom Walters, president of ExxonMo-

bil Production Co., has retired after 

more than 38 years of service. Neil 

Duffin has been named president 

of ExxonMobil Production Co. and 

a vice president of the corporation. 

Liam Mallon has been elected presi-

dent of ExxonMobil Development Co. 

Chevron Corp. selected Clay 

Neff as president of Chevron 

Africa and Latin America Explo-

ration and Production.

Steve Besore joined Central 

Power Systems as its new 

vice president, off-highway 

business development.

Exterran Corp. appointed Roger 

George senior vice president, Global 

Engineering and Product Lines. 

George will succeed Steven Muck, 

who has elected to retire.

Magdalena Moll will take 

over the responsibility for 

corporate affairs at OMV 

as senior vice president.

Vikas Moharir (far left), Joe 

Sanders (second from the left), 

Chris Strohman (second from the 

right) and Sharon Ramsey (far 

right) will be leading business 

development; delivery assurance; 

HSE, security and assurance; and 

strategic resourcing, respectively, 

within Wood Group’s Asset Life 

Cycle Solutions business for the 

Western Hemisphere. 

Asset Guardian Solutions 

Ltd. appointed Mark Steel 

business development 

manager for the U.K.

Viking Oil Tools  appointed 

Michael Foster its new 

regional manager. 

HIPOWER SYSTEMS has 

chosen lead sales engineer 

Mike Massolini to direct 

the sales and marketing 

effort for its new Distributed Power 

Systems division. 

InterAct selected Francois 

Florence as a senior reser-

voir engineer.

Ducatus Partners has expanded 

its Houston team with two senior 

hires. Jack Coker and Allister Gra-

ham will join the team as principals 

to focus on senior client relations 

and best-in-class service delivery.

Arcadis North America 

appointed Alan Baxter 

city executive for Chicago.

MMI Engineering Ltd. named Dr. 

John Evans managing director.

NORBIT appointed Mairi Law 

director of sales and marketing. 

Charlotte Bishop, remote 

sensing projects manager, 

NPA Satellite Mapping, 

CGG, has been elected 

as chair of the Geological Remote 

Sensing Group. 

Siim A. Vanaselja has been des-

ignated as the next chair of the 

TransCanada Corp. board.

Beach Energy Ltd. announced 

the unexpected passing of Doug 

Schwebel in December 2016. He 

joined Beach in 2012 as a non- 

executive director. The company 

also named Richard Richards, CFO 

of Seven Group Holdings Ltd., an 

alternate director to Ryan Stokes.

Entek Energy Ltd. selected Howard 

Dawson as a nonexecutive director.

The board of Tap Oil Ltd. 

appointed James Menzies execu-

tive chairman.

Gloria R. Boyland and Luke R. 

Corbett have been appointed to 

the Chesapeake Energy Corp. 

board of directors. Kimberly K. 

Querrey has resigned from the 

board due to other commitments. 

James “Jimmy” Smith joined 

Wavefront Technology Solutions 

Inc.’s board of directors.

The board of Woodside 

appointed Larry Archibald a  

nonexecutive director.
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 COMPANIES

Schlumberger acquired Peak Well 

Systems in January.

C&J Energy Services Inc., along 
with its subsidiaries, has suc-
cessfully completed its financial 
restructuring and emerged from 
Chapter 11 bankruptcy. 

FMC Technologies Inc. and Technip 

S.A.’s respective shareholders voted 
to approve the proposed business 
combination of Technip and FMC 
Technologies. The transaction was 
completed in January.

Chevron Corp. reported that 
its wholly owned subsidiaries 
have entered into an agreement 
with Star Energy Consortium to sell 
Chevron’s Indonesian and Philip-
pines geothermal assets.

BP’s U.S. Lower 48 onshore busi-
ness will establish its headquarters in 
Denver to be closer to its substantial 
operating asset position in the Rocky 
Mountain region.

Veolia has been awarded a multimil-
lion-dollar contract for the supply of the 
Customized Water Flood water treat-
ment system on the Ngujima-Yin FPSO 
facility that will operate in Woodside’s 
Greater Enfield Area development 
fields offshore northwest Australia.

Geokinetics Inc. will acquire the intel-
lectual property and legacy assets of 
Geotrace Technologies. The transaction 
is expected to be finalized in early 2017.

Premier Oilfield Laboratories LLC 
acquired COREX UK Ltd.

Tri-Point acquired Leed Fabrication, 
Streamline Production Systems and 
Superior Fabrication.  

Element Materials Technology launched 
its Coatings Center of Technical Excel-
lence at its Amsterdam facility. 

Ashtead Technology acquired TES 

Survey Equipment Services LLC. 

Tenaris inaugurated its new service 
center in Midland, Texas, in Decem-
ber 2016. 
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last
WORD

Art Soucy, Baker Hughes

W
ell, we’ve all done it. In response to the worst 

downturn in recent history, our industry has deliv-

ered unprecedented cost cutting. Collectively, we’ve 

reduced our workforce, made changes to employee 

benefit programs, closed and consolidated facilities, 

rationalized our footprint in markets that were no lon-

ger profitable, and requested significant discounts from 

our suppliers to help us weather the storm. And in the 

aftermath of all that carnage, we are awaking to the fact 

that our recovery plans fell short of, well, recovery.  

Yes, the prospects of a market recovery seem to be 

a bit brighter today. So now what? Are we poised to 

do something different? Let’s put our ears to the wall 

and listen to the industry chatter in earnings calls and 

investment conferences to see how things are changing:

• Operators have substantially lowered well con-

struction costs, but the truth 

is that the vast majority of 

that improvement came from 

service price deflation based 

on oversupply and lack of 

demand; and

• Listen to the service sector 

chatter. These days “recovering 

price” is a strong discussion in 

any Q&A session. 

These are not the sounds of change. We’ve all seen 

this movie, and we know better. 

Every one of us knows the field development and well 

construction processes are riddled with nonproductive time 

(NPT). And while we are making steady progress with stan-

dardization and lean programs, today’s challenge calls for 

more than continuous improvement. We must reexamine 

the whole spectrum of complexity and look to innovation 

and radical collaboration to advance the business model.

Operators must reconsider what’s possible and 

achievable by being open to and embracing break-

through service sector offerings that deliver radical 

efficiencies. For example, Baker Hughes is making sig-

nificant investments to develop:

1. Tools that can think, substantially reducing our 

dependency on human intervention at the well site; 

2. Tools that can act, replacing human interaction 

with automation that reacts in real time to down-

hole conditions without the need for human inter-

vention; and

3. Tools that can heal, leveraging self-diagnostics and 

real-time sensor capability to assess operating con-

ditions and tool conditions to adjust key operating 

parameters on the fly to avoid NPT. 

These capabilities are game-changing and will radi-

cally improve NPT and well construction costs, but to 

realize their full potential, they must leverage Big Data. 

Leveraging Big Data is integrating and maximizing 

the value of the massive universe of available data, con-

necting all the sources of intelligence, and automating 

these capabilities. This requires tools that can think, 

act and heal, but it also requires radical collaboration. 

For example, operators, rig companies and the service 

sector all have pieces of discrete information, the vast 

majority of which are underutilized. Simply connecting

the dots of this information  

will enhance planning, deci-

sion-making and execution 

and will more rapidly move the 

industry toward the automated 

and digital oil field. Today we 

have the analytical horsepower 

to leverage Big Data; what we 

lack is radical collaboration.  

Technology is and always will be the great enabler in 

this industry. We’ve made significant progress, but there 

is so much more to do. New materials, design and man-

ufacturing capabilities are enabling design engineers to 

imagine and create new products that will be printed 

straight from their laptops. Advances in sensors and 

networking are embedding intelligence into every piece 

of hardware, changing the way tools interact with the 

physical world and the role of humans in the well con-

struction and production processes. Big Data analytics 

are illuminating possibilities we couldn’t even imagine 

yesterday, but we are only scratching the surface on 

what’s possible. 

That’s the sound of change that will deliver radical 

efficiencies, but it will take radical collaboration to 

achieve it. And that’s what our industry is calling for: 

radical efficiencies. Let’s work together on that. 

Radical efficiencies
Achieving radical efficiencies will require radical collaboration and radical change.

Technology is and  

always will be the  

great enabler in  

this industry.
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